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FOREWORD 

The information contained herein was developed on Research Project 

2-5-69-140 entitled "Evaluation of the Roadside Environment by Dynamic 

Analysis of the Interaction Between the Vehicle, Passenger, and Roadway" 

which is a cooperative research study sponsored jointly by The Texas 

Highway Department and the U. S. Department of Transportation, Federal 

Highway Administration. 

Basically, the objectives of the study are to apply mathematical 

simulation techniques in determining the dynamic response of vehicles 

and their passengers when in collision with various roadside objects or 

when traversing curves in the road, shoulders, or other situations. It 

is a three-year study with a proposed completion date of August 1971. 

The first year's work was presented in Research Report 140-1 entitled 

"Documentation of Input for Single Vehicle Accident Computer Program," 

July 1969. 

As part of the second year's task an analytical model was developed 

which predicts the dynamic response of an automobile's occupant in 
\ 

three-dimensional space. This report presents the derivation of the 

passenger model, a validation study, and a description of input data to 

the computer program used in determining the passenger's response. 

The opinions, findings, and conclusions expressed in this publica-

tion are those of the author and not necessarily those of the Federal 

Highway Administration. 
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ABSTRACT 

Engineers are currently attempting to reduce the severity of vehicle 

accidents by designing and building a safer roadway environment. To 

accomplish this, consideration must be given to the expected dynamic 

response of the vehicle and occupant during a collision with roadside 

obstacles. 

The reported research presents the development of an analytical 

model that predicts the response of an automobile passenger during 

vehicle motion of a general nature, i.e., a three-dimensional path 

including simultaneous rotations about the three directions. This model 

reduces the problemof predicting the accelerations and forces acting on 

a passenger during a collision or violent maneuver to that of specifying 

the path of the vehicle as a function of time plus the deformation 

properties of the vehicle interior. 

The vehicle occupant is defined mathematically in three-dimensions 

as an independent system which is then placed inside the vehicle but not 

connected to it. The vehicle interior contains the passenger within its 

boundaries by applying contact forces while the vehicle moves through 

space. The vehicle interior is idealized with 25 planar surfaces and 

includes lap and torso restraint belts. 

The geometry of the vehicle occupant is idealized by 12 rigid mass 

segments interconnected in a pattern which reflects the articulated 

nature of the human body. This system has 31 degrees of freedom which 

correspond to the set of generalized coordinates used in Lagrange's 



equations to derive equations of motion. These equations are solved 

numerically with the aid of the IBM 360/65 computer. 

"Spinal elasticity" is simulated with rotational springs in the 

back joints of the articulated body, and "muscle tone" is simulated 

with rotational viscous dampers in every body joint. 

iv 

Validation of the model has been achieved for frontal collisions. 

The model's predicted response of a dummy on a test cart compared well 

with actual test data. Both restrained and unrestrained conditions 

were analyzed. There were two restrained conditions! (1) lap belt 

only and (2) lap and torso belt. 

The model provides the highway engineer with a tool which will 

enable him to apply biomechanics data on human tolerance limits to 

the problem of modifying roadside structures such that occupant injuries 

during vehicle accidents can be reduced. 
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SUMMARY 

During the second year's effort of this three-year study, a mathe

matical model was developed which describes the motion, accelerations, 

and forces experienced by an automobile's passenger during a collision 

or any violent maneuver of a vehicle in three dimensions. A computer 

program was then written to solve the governing equations of the model. 

Features of this program include: automatic seating of the pas

senger inside the vehicle; seating the passenger at either the left 

front, right front, left rear, or right rear positions; a lap restraint 

belt at any of these four positions; and/or a torso restraint belt at 

any of these four positions. 

The passenger program requires input of the position of the vehicle 

in space as a function of time plus the force-deformation relations of 

the various surfaces of the vehicle interior. The path of the vehicle 

is obtainable from the CAL Single Vehicle Accident computer program or 

by full-scale testing. 

Output from the program is presented in three.forms: (1) digital 

printout, (2) X-Y plots of selected parameters, and (3) orthographic 

views of the passenger with respect to the vehicle interior for any 

given time during an event. 

It has.been concluded that this passenger model provides the engi

neer with a valuable tool with which to study vehicle and roadway 

problems culminating in the saving of lives and the reduction of occu

pant injuries. 
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IMPLEMENTATION STATEMENT 

The reported research describes a tool which supplements existing 

technology as related to the prediction of occupant injury during a 

given vehicle maneuver and therefore exhibits favorable implementation 

potential. The passenger model, described herein, can be used in con

junction with the CAL Single Vehicle Accident computer program or full

scale test results and with biomechenics data on human tolerance limits 

to provide a systematic approach to the evaluatiort.of roadways and 

vehicle interiors for safety. Some of its suggested applications 

include: 

1. the evaluation of roadway geometry, i.e., si~eslopes, ditches, 

terrain involving a variation of vertical and horizontal align

ment; etc.; roadside safety features such as the breakaway 

sign, energy absorbing impact cushions, etc.; roadside pro

tective barriers such as guardrails, bridge rails, median 

barriers, etc. ; 

2. the design of the vehicle interior and restraint systems; 

3. the study of the dynamic behavior of a pedestrian when struck 

by an automobile; and 

4. the study of collisions involving more than one vehicle. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Background 

Engineers are currently attempting to reduce the severity 

of single vehicle accidents by designing and building a safer 

roadway environment. 

To design or evaluate effectively a roadway or its immediate 

environment for safety, consideration must be given to the dynamic 

response of the vehicle and occupant during interaction with geomet-

ric features such as curves, ditches, et.c., or obstacles such as 

guardrails, bridge rails, median barriers, sign posts, etc. Accord-

ingly, the design of highway safety devices such as breakaway signs, 

energy absorbing impact cushions, earth berms (an earth embankment 

geometrically designed to redirect safely a vehicle which has left 

the roadway), etc., depends directly on the dynamic response of 

vehicle and passenger during collision with these objects. 

The above considerations are accurately summarized in the fol-

lowing quotation (1)*: 

· "Unless the motion time history of the vehicle can be 
translated into the expected kinematics of the vehicle 

*Numerals in parentheses refer to corresponding items in 
"APPENDIX I.-REFERENCES." 



occupant and further translated into the nature and extent 
of physical damage, it is not possible to establish per
formance requirements for roadside structure modifications 
that will effect a reduction in occupant injuries during 
single vehicle collisions.". 

The reported research was aimed at providing an analytical 

means of supplementing existing technology as related to roadside 

energy conversion systems. This was accomplished by developing a 

mathematical model to predict the response of an automobile passenger 

during violent vehicle motion of a general nature, i.e., a three-

dimensional path including simultaneous rotations about the three 

directions. 

Design Considerations 

Usual design practice is first to determine the time history 

and levels of acceleration (g-levels) experienced by the vehicle 

during a particular maneuver or collision. These are next compared 

to certain tolerance limits assuming that the occupant is subjected 

to the same g-level. This assumption is rigorously true only if the 

occupant is rigidly fastened to the vehicle. In B:ctuality the pas-

senger is unrestrained, lap belted, or shoulder harnessed and move-

ment is not completely restricted, such that this assumption could 

range anywhere from overly conservative to dangerously inadequate 

depending on the situation. 

Another factor which influences highway safety design problems 

is the quantitative consideration of contact forces between vehicle 

2 



occupant and vehicle interior. It is possible for an automobile 

passenger to suffer fatal injuries from contact forces during a 

vehicle maneuver which at present may appear completely tolerable 

from the standpoint of vehicle accelerations alone. 

It is felt that an analytical model of a passenger, used in 

conjunction with available biomechanics data on human tolerance 

limits, can be of significant value in approaching highway safety 

design problems. 

Review of Literature 

3 

A survey of the literature has shown that the mathematical 

modeling of a vehicle occupant has been attempted in recent years. 

In most cases these efforts were aimed at developing restraint 

systems for the occupant, but in no instance was the occupant's 

general dynamic response the prime consideration. 

In the. early 1960's, a mathematical approach.to the occupant 

restraint problem was made by the aerospace industry (5, 16). The 

primary concern was the behavior of viscera for fully restrained 

subjects. 

During 1962-63, an analytical study of occupant restraint sys

tems was performed by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) (10). A 

seven degree-of-freedom nonlinear mathematical model of a restrained, 

articulated body on a test cart, for the case of a frontal collision, 

was formulated and programmed for an electronic computer. This 

study also led to the development of an eleven degree-of-freedom 



passenger model completed in 1966, and is the most sophisticated yet 

employed for the occupant restraint problem (12, 13, 14). 
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In 1967, Emori (2) conducted a study whose purpose was "to under

stand the mechanics of the automobile collision and to establish a 

logical background for the injury reduction of occupants." The scope 

of his research precluded the use of the CAL model and a single 

degree-of-freedom spring mass system for the occupant, and a similar 

representation of the automobile was used. 

Renneker (17) used a two degree-of-freedom model of an occupant 

characterized by hip and torso restraint to study the effect of 

vehicle forestructure energy absorption on occupant injury • 

. Martinez and Garcia (8), in 1968, developed a mathematical model 

to represent the motion of the head and neck during rear-end colli

sions to study the "whiplash" phenomenon. 

In 1969, Suggs, et al., (18), considered the problem of obj ec

tionable amplitudes and frequencies in the vibration of seats using 

a two degree-of-freedom representation of the human, for the purpose 

of developing more comfortable seats. 

With the exception of the CAL model (12, 13, 14), the above

mentioned efforts have little in common with the reported research 

but are acknowledged because they were mathematical simulations of 

the vehicle occupant. 

The CAL model provided the major guidelines for performing this 

research since, in this writer's opinion, the results of that study 

reflect an adequate representation of the vehicle occupant for the 



two dimensional environment considered. However, the specific 

equations derived by CAL were not applicable to this study since 

this study involves a three-dimensional formulation, although the 

same basic geometrical configuration and concepts were applicable. 

5 



DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

FOR THE VEHICLE OCCUPANT 

Mathematical Formulation 

Body Geometry and Coordinate Systems 

The vehicle occupant is defined separately from the vehicle, or 

as an independent system of articulated rigid mass segments in three-

dimensional space. Consequently, the vehicle interior can be thought 

of as a confining environment for the occupant. 

Interaction between occupant and vehicle interior is discussed 

in detail in a later section. 

Figure 1 shows the center lines of the 12 rigid mass segments 

and their connection pattern, chosen as to geometrically describe the 

human body. A center line is defined as a straight line which con-

nects the ends of a segment. It is assumed that ~he center of mass 

of a segment lies on its center line. For the body extremities, 

6 

i.e., head-neck segments, forearm-hand segments, and leg-foot segments 

below the knees, the center line is defined as the straight line 

extending from the connecting body joint through the center of mass 

of the segment. Fixed at the center of mass, of each segment n, is a 

right-handed cartesian coordinate systein denoted by axes X , Y , and n n 

Z • The positive directions of these axes are defined such that 
n 

when the body in Figure 1 is standing upright with arms hanging verti-

cally (downward) X will be positive straight ahead, Y will be posi-n n 

tive to his left, and Zn will be positive upwards. In addition, the 



Terminal end of segment No. 1, 
chosen as reference point -- 1 
with coordinates (Xrl. Ytl, ZTl\ 
relative to space-fixed system ' 

Z' 

Space-fixed coordinate 
system 

L - length of segment No. n 
n p - distance from reference 
n end to center of mass of 

segment No. n 
p = L - p n n n 

• - joint between two segments 
0- center .of mass of a segment 

12 

..._ 

7 

----.Pl:'arallel to Y2 

to 

Xg 

Terminal end 
of segment 
No. 11 

~Reference end of 
Segment No. 11 

FIGURE !.-ARTICULATED BODY WITH COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
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coordinate system of each segment X , Y , and Z will be parallel to n n n 

the space-£ ixed coordinate sys tern X' , Y' , Z ' • 

Euler Transformation and Generalized Coordinates 

The relationship between segment-fixed coordinates (X , Y , Z ) n n n 

and space-fixed coordinates (X', Y', Z ') is defined, in matrix form, 

as 

X' 

Y' = (1) 

Z' 

The matrix [Tn] is a transformation matrix that transforms the seg-

ment-fixed coordinates back to the space-fixed coordinates, which 

means that if each of the 12 segments of the articulated body assumes 

a different orientation in space at any particular time, it is still 

possible to relate each of them to a common reference frame. 

[Tn] could be derived in a number of ways, the most common of 

which utilizes direction cosines of the X , Y , Z axes relative to n n .n 

the X', Y', Z' axes. However, direction cosines would not be suitable 

for a Lagrangian formulation (to be discussed later) since they arenot 

independent of each other and hence are not generalized (4). However, 

if the transformation from one cartesian coordinate system to another 

is done by means of three successive rotations performed in. a specific 

sequence; the three angles are independent of each other and cart be 

used as generalized coordinates. These three sequential rotations, 



commonly referred to as the "Eulerian angles", will be used to 

The three sequential rotations to be used are given in Figure 2. 

Consider the cartesian coordinate systems X', Y', Z' and X, Y , Z n n n 

to be initially parallel, ·Figure 2(a), then the rotations are as 

follows: 

1. Rotate about the Z' axis an amount ~ to first intermediate . n 

position Xnl' Ynl' Znl' Figure 2(b). 

2. Rotate about theY 1 axis an amount a .to second interme-n n 

diate position Xn2 ' Yn2, zn2' Figure 2(c). 

3. Rotate about the zn2 axis an amount ~n to final position 

X, Y, Z, Figure 2(d). n n n 

The transformation from coordinates Xnl' Ynl' Znl to coordinates 

X', Y', Z', Figure 2(b), is given by 

cos~ -sin~ 0 xnl n n 

= sin~ cos~ 0 y . . . . . . . (2) n n nl 

Z' 0 0 1 znl 

The transformation from the coordinates xn2 ' Yn2 ' zn2 to coor

dinates Xnl' Ynl' Znl' Figure 2(c), is given by 

cos a 0 sinS xn2 n n 

0 1 0 Yn2 . . . . . . (3) 

-sinS 0 case zn2 n n 

9 
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The transformation from coordinates X ' y ' z to coordinates n n n 

xn2' Yn2' 2n2' Figure 2(d), is given by 

xn2 cos1ji -sin1ji 0 X n n n 

= sin1ji cos1ji 0 . . . . . . (4) 
n n 

z 0 0 1 z · n2 n 

Substituting Equation 4 into Equation 3 yields 

X cos6 0 sin6 cos1ji -sin1ji 0 nl n n n n 

Ynl = 0 1 0 sin1ji cos1ji 0 (5) 
n n 

2nl -sin6 0 cose 0 0 1 n n 

Substituting from Equation 5 into Equation 2 and performing the 

triple matrix product yield n [T ] when the result is compared with 

Equation 1. The individual elements of matrix [Tn] are 

n 
T21 = 

n 
T22 = 

n 
T23 = 

n 
T31 = 

cos</> cos6 cos1ji n n n sin</> sin1ji 
n n 

-cos<f> cos6 sin1ji - sin</> cos1ji n n n n n 

cos<f> sine n n 

cose sin</> n cos1ji + cos<f> sin1ji n n n n 

-sin</> cos6 sin1ji + cos<f> cos1ji n n n n n 

sin</> sin6 . . . . . . . n n 

-sin6 cos1ji . . . . . . . n n 

. . . . . 

. . . . . 

. . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

. . . (6d) 

. . . (6e) 

. . . (6f) 

. . . (6g) 
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sine sin$ 
n n • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

It can also be shown by using Figure 2 that 

z 
n 

= 

T X' 

Y' . . . . . . . . . . 
Z' 

(6h) 

(6i) 

(7) 

n n T Furthermore, matrix multiplication shows that [T l[T ] = [I], 

the identity matrix, such that Equation 1 is an orthogonal transfor-

mat ion. 
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At this point, the minimum number of coordinates needed to define 

the system is 39, namely, XTl' YTl' and ZTl (Figure 1) plus three 

"Eulerian angles" for each of the 12 segments. However, realizing 

that the elbows and knees are really pinned joints rather than ball 

and socket joints, this number can be reduced. 

Elbow and knee constraints. The pinned nature of the elbows and 

knees can be incorporated by constraining them to bend such that axes 

Y7, Y8, Y11 , and Y12 (Figure 1) are always parallel to axes Y5 , Y6, 

Y9 , and Y10 , respectively. In the case of an arm, e.g., the left 

arm, this means that the orientation of segment No. 7 with respect to 

the space-fixed coordinate system can be uniquely specified by 

stating the "Eulerian angles" of segment No. 5 plus one additional 

angle, namely, the angular position of segment No. 7 relative to 

segment No. 5. The same is true for the right arm and both legs. Let 

m denote the segment number of an extremity (m = 7, 8, 11, or 12) 



and a represent the position angle of segment No. m relative to m 

segment No. j, where j = m-2. 

m 7, 8, 11, or 12 
j = m-2 

-parallel axes 

y 
m 

FIGURE 3 • -ELBOW OR KNEE CONSTRAINT 

Figure 3 shows that 

cos a 0 sina X m m m 

= 0 1 0 y . . . . . . (8) m 

-sin a 0 cos a z m m m 

Let j'= n and substitute from Equation 8 into Equation 1, thus 

giving 
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X' 

Y' = Tn 

Z' 

Rewrite Equation 9 as 

X' 

Y' = 

Z' 

cos a. m 

0 

-sin a. 

X 
m 

z 
m 

m 

14 

0 sin a. X m m 

1 0 y . . (9) 
m 

0 cos am z m 

. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . (10) 

Therefore the matrix [Tnm] where m = 7, 8, 11, or 12 and n = m-2 

is the transformation matrix that transforms the coordinate system 

fixed in segment No. m back to the space-fixed system. From Equa

tion 9 and Equations 6a through 6i the elements of matrix [Tnm] are 

Tnm = cos~ cose cos$ cosa. - sin~ sin$ cosa. 11 n n n m n n m 

- cos~ sine sina. . n n m 

Tnm .= -cos~ cose sin$ - sin~ cos$ 
1~ n n n n n . . . . .. . . 

Tn
1
m
3 

= cos~ cose cos$ sina. - sin~ sin$ sina. n n n m n n m 

+ cos~ sine cosa. n n . m • • • • • • • • • .• • • !It 

Tn
2
m
1

· = sin~ case cos$ cosa. + cos~ sin$ cosa. n n n m n n m 

- sin~ sine sina. n n m . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Tn
2
m
2 

= -sin~ cose sin$ + cos~ cos$ n n n n n 

(lla) 

(llb) 

(llc) 

(lld) 

(lle) 



Tn2m3 = sin~ case cosw sina + cos~ sinw sina n n n m n n m 

+ sin~ sine cosa n n m . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Tn3m1 = -sine cosw cosa - cose sina 
n n m n m 

Tnm = sine sinw 
32 n n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Tnm = -sine cosw sina + case cosa 33 n n m n m 

From Figure 3 it can be shown that 

X T X' m 
y Tnm Y' 

m . . . . . . . . . 
z Z' 
m 

15 

(llf) 

(llg) 

(llh) 

(lli) 

(12) 

Furthermore, matrix multiplication shows that [Tnm] [Tnm]T = [I], 

the identity matrix, such that Equation 10 is an orthogonal trans-

formation. 

Constraining the elbows and knees in the manner described has 

eliminated eight degrees of freedom, hence the minimum number of 

coordinates now needed to describe the system is 31. These gener-

alized coordinates, denoted by ql., q2, q31' are defined as 

follows: ql = XTl' q2 = YTl' q3 = ZTl' q4 = ~1' q5 = el, q6 wl' 

q7 = ~2' q = e2, q = w2' qlO = ~3' qn = e3' ql2 = w3' ql3 = <1>4' 8 9 

ql4 = e4' ql5 = w4' ql6 = ~5' ql7 = e5, ql8 = w5' ql9 = <1>6' q20 = e6' 

q21 w6' q22 = a7' q23 = as, q24 = ~9' q25 = e9, q26 w9' q27 = <~>1o' 

q28 = elO' q29 = wlo' q3o = all' q31 = al2" 
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The Position of a Point on a Segment in Space 

Using Equations 1 and 10, it is possible to express the position 

of any point on the articulated body with respect to the space-fixed 

coordinate system for any given set of values of the generalized 

coordinates •. 

To express kinetic energy of the articulated body in terms of 

the generalized coordinates, it is necessary to derive equations of 

position for the center of mass of each segment with respect to the 

space-fixed coordinate system. The matrix equation of position for 

the center of mass of segment No. 1, from Figure 1, is 

X' 
1 

0 

Y' = + Tl 0 
1 

(13) 

Z' 
1 

in which (Xi, Yi, Zi) represents the coordinates of the center of mass 

of segment No. 1 and <X-i-1 , YTl' Z,f1) represents the coordinates of 

the reference point* on the articulated body both with respect to the 

space-fixed system, whereas (0, 0, -p1) represents the coordinates of 

the center of mass of segment No. 1 with respect to segment-fixed 

coordinates which are parallel to axes x
1

, Y
1

, z1 but located at the 

terminal end of segment No. 1. 

*Such a point is needed to account for translation of the arti
culated body as a unit (see Figure 1). 



No. 

Likewise, 

8 is 

X' 
8 

Y' = 8 

Z' 
8 

+ 

+ 

the matrix equation for the center of mass of segment 

+ 

0 

-L + s 

0 

0 

0 

-p 
8 

(14) 

Applying the same reasoning to all 12 segments and performing 

the matrix multiplication yields the following equations for the 

coordinates of the center of mass of each segment with respect to 

the space-fixed system: 

X·' ~1 
1 = - p 1 Tl3 (!Sa) 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Y' YTl 
1 (15b) = - p 1 T23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Z' z~l 
1 (15c) = - P 1 T33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

X' =~ 
2 (16a) 

2 ' 1 + p 2Tl3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Y' = Y' 2 (16b) 
2 Tl + p 2T23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

17 
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(16c) 

X' - I T2 3 
3 - XT1 + 12 13 + p3T13 . . . . . . . . . . . . (17a) 

Y' 
3 

_ Y' 2 3 
- T1 + 12T23 + p3T23 . . . . . . . . . . . . (17b) 

Z' Z' T2 3 
3 = T1 + 12 33 + p3T33 . . . . . . . . . . . . (17c) 

X' .. I 1 - 4 (18a) 4 = XI1 - 11Tl3 - p4T13 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I _ 1 1 - 4 (i8b) y4 - YT1 - 11T23 - p4T23 . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I _ 1 1 - 4 (18c) 24 - 2T1 - 11T33 - P4T33 . . . . . . . . . . . . 

X' _ X! · 2 2 - 5 (19a) 5 - 1 + 1 2T13 + 1sT12 - P5T13 . . . . . . . . 

Y' - Y' r 2 r 2 - 5 (19b) 5 - T1 + 12 23 + 1s 22 - p5T23 . . . . . . . . 
Z I - Z' T2 2 - 5 (19c) 5 - T1 + 12 33 + 1sT32 - p5T33 . . . . . . . . 
X' . X' 2 2 - 6 (20a) 

6 = T1 + 1 2T13 - 1sT12 - p6T13 . . . . . . . . 

Y' - Y' 2 2 - 6 (20b) 6 - T1 + 12T23 - 1sT22 - p6T23 . . . . . . . . 

26 ~ 2T1 + 1 2T;3 
2 - 6 (20c) - 1 T · - p6T33 . . . . . . . . s 32 

X' X' 2 2 5 - 57 (21a) 
7 = T1 + 12T13 + 1sT12 - 15Tl3 - p7T13 . . . . 

Y' _ Y' 2 2 5 - 57 (2lb) 
7 - T1 + 12T23 + 1sT22 - L5T23 - p7T23 . . . . 

Z' = 2Tl + 12T~3 + 1sT;2 
5 - 57 (21c) 

7 - L5T33 - p7T33 . . . . 
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' ' 2 2 . 6 - 68 (22a) X8 = XTl + 12T13 - 1sT12 - 16Tl3 - p 8Tl3 . . . . 
' - ' 2 2 6 - 68 (22b) y8 - YT1 + 12T23 - 1sT22 ·- L6T23 - p8T23 . . . . 

z' - z' + L T2 2 6 . - 68 
8 - T1 2 33 - 1sT32 - L6T33 - p8T33 . . . . (22c) 

' - . ' 1 4 4 - 9 (23a) X9 - XT1- 11T13- L4T13 + 1HT12- P9T13 . . . . 

Y' = Y' 1 4 4 - 9 (23b) 9 T1 - 11T23 - 14T23 + ~T22 - p9T23 . . . . 

Z' = Z' 1 4 4 - 9 (23c) 9 T1 - 11T33- 14T33 + 1HT32- P9T33 . . . . 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(24c) 

X1'1 = ~~1 L T1 L T4 + L T4 L T9 - T911 
-L - 1 13 - 4 13 H 12 - 9 13 - P11 13 (2Sa) 

(25b) 

(2Sc) 

(26a) 

(26b) 

(26c) 
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Velocity squared. Taking the first derivative with respect to 

time* of Xi, Yi, Zi through Xi2, Yi2, Zi2 (Equations 15a through 26c) 

and squaring the results yields the following equations for compo-

nents of velocity squared of the center of mass of each segment with 

respect to the space-fixed system: 

cx')2 (~1)2 -
- . ' •1 -2 •1 2 (27a) = 2P 1 x.f1 Tl3 + p 1 (Tl3) . . . . . . 1 

(Y' )2 <Y.' ) 2 -
- • ·1 -2 ·1 2 (27b) = 2P 1~1 T23 + p 1 (T23) . . . . . . 1 Tl 

cz') z = <z' )2 - ' I ' 1 -2 •1 2 (27c) 1 Tl - 2PlZTlT33 + pl(T33) . . . . . . 

• 2 ·1 2 ·4 2 ·4 2 
(Z~l) + (LlT33) + (L4T33) + (LHT32) 

+ (Ll0±;~)2 + (pl2±;~12)2 - 2LlZ~lT~3- 2L4Z~l±~3 
. ' . 4 • ' ·10 - . . ·1012 2LHZT1T32 - 2Ll0ZT1T33 - 2P12z~1T33 

. 1 • 4 • 1 • 4 • 1 • 10 
+ 2LlL4T33T33 + 2LlLHT33T32 + 2LlLlOT33T33 

- .1 ·1012 ·4 ·4 .. . ·4 ·10 
+ 2Llpl2T33T33 + 2L4LHT33T32 + 2L4LlOT33T33 

- • 4 ·1012 • 4 ·10 - • 4 ·1012 
+ ZL4pl2T33T33 + ZLHL10T32T33 + ZLHpl2T32T33 

- ·10·1012 
+ ZL10P12T33T33 (38c) 

*A dot above a variable name will be taken to mean the first 
derivative of that variable with respect to time. 
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Angular Velocities 

To express the rotational portion of the articulated body's 

kinetic energy in terms of the generalized coordinates, it was neces-

sary to relate the angular velocities of a segment to the generalized 

velocities of the system. This was accomplished by realizing 

that angular velocities are vectors which obey the transformation 

relationships that were derived for Figures 2 and 3 (Equations 1 

through 12). 
. 

The generalized angular velocities ~n, e ~' ~· are vectors 
n n 

parallel to axes Z', Ynl' and zn2 ' respectively, Figure 2. Let 

wxn' w , and w be angular velocities about segment coordinate yn zn 

axes X , Y , and Z , respectively.* Similarly, define ~ , ~ , and n n n · xn yn 

~ as components of ~ • e . e and e as components of e ; and zn n1 xn' yn' zn . n . . . . 
''' •1• and '" as components of ''' where all components are ~xn' ~yn' . ~zn ~n 

parallel to axes X , Y , and Z , respectively, such that n n n 

. . . 
w ~xn e ljixn xn xn . . . 
w = ~yn + e + ljiyn (39) 

yn yn 

w 
zn 

*This can 
ponents of the 
directions X , 

n 

. . . 
~zn e ljizn zn 

be interpreted to mean that wxn' wyn' and wzn are 
angular velocity vector of segment No. n parallel 
Y , and Z , respectively. 

n n 

com
to 



and 

1/Jyn' 

From Equation 7 it is evident that 

<l>xn 
T 

0 
. 
<l>yn = Tn 0 . . . . . . (40) 
. 
<l>zn <l>n 

From Figure 2 it can be shown that 

X cosl/J cose sinl/J -cosl/J sine 
n n n n n n 

y = -sinl/J cose COS1/J sinl/J sine (41) 
n n n n n n 

z sine 0 cose 
n n n 

it immediately follows that 

cosljJ cose sinl/J -cosl/J sine 0 n n n n n 

-sinl/J cose cosljJ sinl/J sine e (42) n n n n n n . 
e sine 0 cose 0 zn n n 

Again, using Figure 2 along with the definitions for 1/Jn' 1/Jxn' 

and 1/Jzn it can be shown that 

1/Jxn cosl/J sinl/J 0 0 n n 

1/Jyn = -sinl/J COS1/J 0 0 .. . . . . . . (43) n n 

1/Jzn 0 0 1 

Substituting Equations 40, 42, and 43 into Equation 39 yields 

. . 
wxn = -<P sine cosl/J + e sinl/J n n n n n 

. . 
w = <1> sine sinl/J + e cosl/J yn n n n n n 

. . 
= <I> cose + 1/Jn n n 

(44a) 

(44b) 

(44c) 

22 
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For segment No. m (m = 7, 8, 11, or 12), i.e., an arm or leg 

extremity,·define $ ' e ' and$ (n = m-2) as before and introduce · n n n . 
cr as the generalized velocity vector that is parallel to both Y m n 

andY (see Figure 3). In addition, let wxm' w , and w be angular 
m ~ ~ 

velocities about segment coordinate axes X , Y , and Z , respectively. 
m m m 

Using Figure 3 it can be shown that 

(I) coscr 0 
xm m 

(I) = 0 1 0 (45) 
ym 

(I) 
zin sin a 0 m 

Substituting from Equations 44a, 44b, and 44c into Equation 45 

and performing the matrix multiplication yields 

(I) 
xm 

(I) 
ym 

-(I) 
zm 

= ~ (sinS cos~ cosa + cosS sincr ) n n n m n m 

+ e sin~ cosa - $ sina . n n m n m 

. e . 
= <l>n sinS sin~ + cos~ + a n n n n m 

• 
= <1> (cosS coscr sinS cos~ sincr ) n n m n n m 

+ e sin~ sincr + ~ cosa n n m n m 

Lagrange's Equations 

.. . 

. 

. . . . . . . (46a) 

. . . . . . . (46b) 

(46c) 

The equations of motion were derived according to the set of 

differential equations known as Lagrange's equations for nonconserv-

ative systems (4, 6, 19). These may be written as 
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(47) 

in which t = time, U = kinetic energy of the system, V = potential 

energy of the system, qj = generalized coordinates, qj = generalized 

velocities, Q. = generalized forces acting on the system which are 
J 

not necessarily derivable from a potential function, and j = 1, 

2, .•• 31, for this particular problem. 

It was convenient to define 

(48) 

in which (Qf)j =generalized forces resulting from externally applied 

loads (contact forces)* and R. = generalized forces due to frictional 
J 

resistance in the joints (viscous damping) to simulate muscle tone.* 

In addition, the potential energy V is of two types, namely V , 
p 

potential energy of position, and V , ·potential energy due to 
s 

restoring springs* located in each of the two back joints (spinal 

elasticity), such that 

v = v + v 
p s 

therefore 

av av avs 
-=____E.+-
<lq. aqj aq. 

J J 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . (49) 

(SO) 

Define (F). and (F). as the generalized forces due to poten-
p J s J 

tial energy of position and strain energy potential., respectively, 

*To be discussed in detail later under separate heading. 



hence 

av 
(F). = -~ 

p J oqj 

(F ) . = 
s J 

av 
s 

aqj 
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(5la) 

(5lb) 

Substituting from Equations 48, 50, 5la and 5lb into Equation 47 

gives 

d au au 
d t (a q• • ) - -a - = (F ) j + (F ) · + ( Qf) · + Rj J . qj p s J . J 

(52) 

For the articulated body under consideration, Equation 52 

represents a.set of 31 differential equations whic::h can be categor-

ized as being ordinary, of second order, simultaneous, and nonlinear. 

The fact that the differential equations are nonlinear imme-

diately dictates a solution by numerical integration.,. and the 

particular approach used was the "Runge-Kutta" method because 

it is inherently stable. As will be discussed'in a later section, 

this method lends itself well to matrix manipulation, therefore, it 

was forconvenience of solution that the 31 differential equations 

represented by Equation 52wererewritten in matrix form as 

(D) {q} = {E} + {F } + {F } + {Qf} + {R} 
p s 

(53) 

in which matrices [D] and' {E} are simply a rearrangement of the terms 

stemming from the left side of Equation 52, i.e., [D] is the matrix 

of coeffiCients for the generalized accelerations,' {q}; and {E} is a 

column vector containing all remaining terms with signs reversed. 
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The mathematical formulation of the vehicle occupant is complete 

and the remainder of this section will be devoted to evaluating the 

matrix components of Equation 53. 

Contribution of Kinetic Energy 

to Equations of Motion 

The kinetic energy of the articulated body is given by 

+.! 2 2 2 
I: Uxz. (wxz.) + Iyz.(wyz.) + Izz.(wzz.)] 2 
z. 

+.! - 2 - 2 - 2 (54) I: [Ixk(wxtd + Iyk(wyk) + I k (w k) ] . . . . 2 k 
z z . 

in which Z. = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, and 10; k = 7, 8, 11, and 12; M. 
. 1 

is the mass of segment No. i; and I xn' I yn' and I (n = Z. or k) are zn 

the mass moments of inertia about axes X , Y , and Z , respectively* n n · n 
. • 2 • 2 

of segment No. n. Equations 27a through 38c define (X~) , (Y~) , 

• 2 
and (Zi) . ; whereas wxz., wyZ., and wzz. are given by Equations 44a 

through 44c and ~xk' wyk; and wzk are expressed by Equations 46a 

through 46c. 

The kinetic energy contributes matrices [D] and {E} to the matrix 

equation of motion, Equation 53, in the manner prescribed by the left 

*Note that no products of inertia (Ixy• etc.) appear in Equa
tion 54 which means that axes ~, Yn, and Zn are assumed to be a 
principal set. 
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side of Equation 52. Computing the elements of these matrices was 

a very tedious operation and thus is omitted from this presentation; 

however, the final result is given in "APPENDIX IlL-EQUATIONS OF 

MOTION." 

Contribution of Potential Energy to 

Equations of Motion 

As previously stated, the potential energy is of two types, 

namely V , potential energy of position, and V , potential energy 
p s 

resulting from "spinal elasticity." For clarity, these are 

discussed separately. 

Potential Energy of Position 

For the case where the vehicle occupant is in a gravitational 

field, the direction of the space-fixed axis, Z', was defined as being 

parallel to the direction of gravitational attraction with opposite 

sense, e.g., pointing vertically upward when on the surface of the 

earth. Furthermore, Z' was defined as the arbitrary position of a 
0 

datum plane (parallel to X'-Y' plane), such that 

12 
V = E M.g(Z' - Z') 

p i=l ~ i 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (55) 

in which M. is the mass of segment No. i, g is acceleration due to 
~ 

gravity, and Zi is given by Equations lSc through 26c. 



The potential energy of position provided the column vector 

{F } to the matrix equation of motion, Equation 53, in the manner 
p 

dictated by Equation 5la- such that the jth element of {F } is 
p 

12 
= -g I: 

i=l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (56) 

The result of Equation 56 is given in "APPENDIX III .-EQUATIONS 

OF MOTION." 

Potential Energy due to Spinal Elasticity 

To simulate in the simplest manner, the ability of the human 

spine to recover its initial configuration after bending, it was 

decided to use rotational elastic springs in the two back joints 

shown in Figure 1. fhese springs, shown in Figure 4, are defined as 

lying in the plane formed by the center lines of the two adjoining 

back segments, regardless of their spatial orientation. Also, the 

springs are adjustable such that their undeformed positions are 

28 

assumed to be compatible with the initial configuration of the spine, 

i.e., the spinal configuration oscillates (in space) about its initial 

position. Defining the undeformed positions of the two springs as 

(TI- slO) and (TI- Szo), respectively, the potential energy stored in 

rotating to positions (n- s1) and (n- s 2), respectively, can be 

expressed as 

(57) 
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in which K1 and K2 are spring stiffnesses having units of torque per 

angular measure. 

Shoulders 

Hips 

FIGURE 4.-SPRINGS IN BACK JOINTS 

To express s1 and s 2 in terms of the generalized coordinates 

(q!s), define i , j , and k as a triad of unit vectors which 
J n n n 

coincides with the segment-fixed coordinate axes, Xn' Yn' and Z
0

, of 

segment No. n. Therefore, from Figure 4 and the definition of the 

scalar product (dot product) of two vectors, it follows that 

cosS1 = kl . k2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (58a) 

coss2 = kl . k4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (58b) 

since ku coincides with the segment's center line. 



Before the "dot products" in Equations 58a and 58b can be per-

formed, it is necessary that k1 , k2 , and k
4 

be resolved to a common 

coordinate system. Choosing the space-fixed system, shown in 

Figure 2, as that common reference, and defining I, J, and K as a 

triad of unit vectors coinciding with space-fixed axes X', Y', and 

Z', respectively, it follows from Equation 7 that 

T 
I 

= J (59) 

K 

from which 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . (60) 

Substituting this result into Equations 58a and 58b yields 

(6la) 

(6lb) 

n where Tij is a function of the generalized coordinates as given by 

Equations 6a through 6i. 

Equation 57, the potential energy due to "spinal elasticity", 

contributes column vector, {F }, to the matrix equation of motion, s 

Equation 53, in the manner dictated by Equation 5lb such that the 

jth element of {F } is 
s 

(62) 
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CD- contact 
number 

[I]- segment 

1. - length 
l. No. i 

32 

sphere r - radius of con-i tact sphere No. 
number i 

of segment s. - location of con-
l. 

0 0 

® (]) 

FIGURE 5.-10CATIONS OF r.ONTACT SPHERES 

tact sphere No. 
i 

sl = 1 - rl 3 

82 = 1 - 0.9r
2 2 

88 = 89 = 1 - r 8 8 

810 = 811 = 

0.4110 

814 = 815 = 

0.4112 

816 = 817 = 

112 - r16 
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contact spheres chosen for the vehicle occupant and their respective 

locations on the center lines of the body segments. The location of 

contact sphere No. i is denoted by Si and its radius by ri. 

Force on a Contact Sphere 

Whenever a contact sphere encounters a boundary of the vehicle 

interior, a contact force results. Assuming that the magnitude* of 

this force can be computed, there still remains the task of resolving 

it into components which correspond to the generalized coo.rdinates 

(qjs) for use in the equations of motion. These contact force com

ponents are the generalized forces which compose the column vector, 

{Qf}' in Equation 53, and are evaluated using the concept of virtual 

work (4,6,19). 

Consider, as in Figure 6, a resultant contact force, Fi, acting 

on each contact sphere No. i (i = 1,2, ••• 17) at point A defined by 

(XAi' YAi' ZAi) in the space-fixed coordinate system, and let each 

force move through a virtual displacement having components oxAi' 

oYAi' and oZAi; then the total virtual work done is 

17 
ow =i:l[Fxi oxAi + FyioYAi + FzioZA.il (63) 

in which F ., F ., and F . are components of force F. with respect to 
Xl. Y~ z~ ~ 

the space-fixed coordinate system. 

*To be discussed in the section entitled "PASSENGER-VEHICLE 
INTERACTION." 



Assuming that Fi can be resolved into equivalent generalized 

forces, (Qf)j, then the virtual work is also 

ow = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,(64) 

in which oqj is a generalized virtual displacement. 
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Define r. as the radius vector extending from the center of con
I. 

tact sphere No. ito the point on the sphere at which Fi acts, i.e., 

point A in Figure 6. 

space-fixed 
coordinate system 

X' 

Z' 

center line of body 
segment No. n 

segment-fixed 
coordinates at 
center of sphere 

contact sphere No. i 

FIGURE 6.-FORCE ON A CONTACT SPHERE 



The components of ri are defined as rxi' ryi' and rzi with 

respect to X , Y , and Z , respectively; i.e., the segment-fixed n n n 
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coordinates in Figure 6. With this definition of Fi' it is now 

possible to derive expressions for XAi' YAi' ZAi in terms of the 

generalized coordinates for use in ,Equation 63. From Figures 1, 5, 

and 6 and Equations 1 and 10, 

0 rxl 

0 + T3 
ryl . . (65a) 

L2 81+rzl 

rx2 

. . . . . . . (65b) 

0 rx3 

= + Tl 0 + T4 
ry3 . . (65c) 

rz3-14 

rx4 

= + T2 -L +r s y4 . . . . . . . (65d) 

XT1 rx5 

= YTl + T2 L +r 5 . . . . . . . (65e) s y 

z~l 1 2+rz5 
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XA6 0 rx6 

+ T2 -1 + T6 
ry6 . . (65f) 

s 

2A6 12 

0 rx7 

+ T2 1 + T5 
ry7 . (65g) s 

ZA7 12 

0 0 

= + T2 0 + T4 
~ 

-1 4 

0 rxl7 

+ T9 0 + T911 
ryl7 . . . (65q) 

where the elements of [Tn] and [Tnm] are given by Equations 6a through 

6i and Equations lla through lli, respectively. 

By performing the matrix multiplication indicated by 

Equations 65a through 65q*, expressions for XAi, Y M, and Z li 

(i =1,"2 ••• 17) are obtained as a function of the generalized coordinates, 

qj (j = 1,2 .... 31)' such that oXAi' oY Ai' and oZ Ai now become 

*Equations 65h through 65p are not given, to avoid unnecessary 
illustration. 
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oxA_i 
31 axAi 

= ~ -- oq 
j=l ()qj j 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 66a) 

31 ayAi 
oYA_i = r -- oq 

j=l Clqj j 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (66b) 

31 azAi 
ozAi = ~ -- oq 

j=l Clqj j 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (66c) 

Substituting from Equations 66a th-rough 66c into Equation 63 and 

rearranging the order of summation yields 

ow = 
31 17 axAi ayAi azAi 
~ ~ (F i ---a-q + Fyi a-qj + F zi aqj) oqj 

j=l i=l X j 
• • • (6 7) 

By comparison of Equation 64 with Equation 67, it is obvious that 

17 ax' ay' az 1 

(Qf)J. = ~ (F 2!_ + F _!!. + F -.!!:_) 
i=l xi aqj yi Clqj zi Clqj 

• • • (68) 

which defines the terms of column vector {Qf}' the result of which is 

given in "APPENDIX III.-EQUATIONS OF MOTION." 

Generalized Forces due to Viscous Damping 

in All Joints 

The human body's muscular network is principally a source of 

kinetic energy for body motion, however, it can also act as a dis-

sipator of rotational kinetic energy that is derived from an external 

source. The latter property of the muscular system could have a 
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significant effect on body kinematics in a panic situation such as a 

vehicle collision, since the tensing of muscles is a rather natural 

reaction. In an attempt to account for this phenomenon in a simple 

manner, rotational resistance (in the form of viscous damping) was 

introduced in every joint of the articulated body. 

The Viscous Damper 

Viscous damping is, by definition (6), a velocity dependent 

resistance (force or torque) to motion. Figure 7 shows the viscous 

damper for body joint No. i (i = 1,2 ••• 11) which joins body segment 

No. k to segment No. Z. Each body joint contains a similar damper in 

that it may differ from all others only in the damping constant, Ji' 

which is a measure of the mechanism's resistance capability. 

Note: The plane formed 
by the center lines of 
segments k and Z con
tains the viscous 
damper and the 
angle e .• 

l. 

FIGURE 7.-TYPICAL VISCOUS DAMPER 
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The resisting torque, (Rr)i, in joint No. i, Figure 7, resulting 

from the damping constant, Ji, and the angular velocity, si' is 

defined as 

(69) 

Virtual Work of the Damping Torque 

The total virtual work done by the instantaneous damping 

torques, (Rr)i, acting during the virtual angular displacement, ~Bi' 

of each joint No. i, can be expressed as 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (70) 

where the numbering of the 11 joints is given in Figure 8. 

Employing the same reasoning as was used for the two back joints 

under the heading of "Potential Energy due to Spinal Elasticity," it 

can be shown that 

. . . . . . . (71) 

in which i = 1,2,3,4,7,8, and 9; and k and Z represent adjoining seg-

ment numbers as shown in Figure 8. 

For the arm and leg extremities 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (72) 

in which i = 5,6,10, and 1~ and m = 7,8,12, and 11, respectively, as 

indicated by Figure 3. 
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FIGURE B.-NUMBERING OF JOINTS FOR DAMPING 
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Equations 71 and 72 show that 8i is a function of the generalized 

coordinates, qj' therefore 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (73) 

Substituting from Equation 73 into Equation 70 and interchanging 

the order of summation yield 

31 11 . aai 
oW = - l: l: J ia i a o qj 

j=l i=l qj 

Define R. as the generalized damping force (torque) which 
J 

(74) 

corresponds to generalized coordinate, qj' therefore the total virtual 

work done l;>y all Rj's, each acting through a virtual displacement oqj, 

is 

31 
ow = .r Rj oqj 

J=l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

By comparison of Equations 74 and 75, it is obvious that 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Incorporating the knee and elbow constraints described in 

Figure 3, Equation 76 reduces to 

(75) 

(76) 
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. . . . . . . . . (77) 

. 
in which i = 1,2,3,4,7,8, and 9 and ai is obtained by differen-

tiating Equation 71 with respect to time. 

Equation 77 defines the elements of column vecto~ {R}, in the 

matrix equation of motion, Equation 53, and the final result is in 

"APPENDIX III.-EQUATIONS OF MOTION." 

Joint Stops 

To prevent unrealistic angular travel of a body segment relative 

to its adjoining segment, stops were introduced in the joints. 

These "joint stops" are achieved by simply increasing the damp-

ing coefficient of joint No. i, Ji, to some large number when Si 

approaches an estimated limiting value depending upon whether Bi is 

positive or negative. 

Figure 9 shows the J. versus a. relationship for a typical joint 
l. l. 

(all body joints except knees and elbows) in which J. increases from 
l. 

a "normal operation value", (JN)i, at (SN)i to a"stop value" of (Js)i 

at (Ss)i if Si is positive; where [(Ss)i - (SN)i] is simply a trans

ition region (approximately five degrees) to prevent abrupt 

motion (14). 
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FIGURE 9-RELATIONSHIP FOR BODY JOINT STOPS 

Figures 10 and 11 show the J versus a relationship for the m m 

elbows and knees, respectively. lt should be noted that two "joint 

stops" are needed for these since a is a generalized coordinate 
m 

capable of assuming both negative and positive values as opposed to 

Bi being always positive (dot product of two vectors), hence the 

subscripts 1 and 2. 

This concludes the derivation of the equations of motion for 

the vehicle occupant. 
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PASSENGER-VEHICLE INTERACTION 

The idea of passenger-vehicle interaction is analogous to that 

of placing an object in a glass box, fastening the lid, then 

observing the motion of the object while the box is shaken. One 

could conclude from such an experiment that the motion of the object 

is totally dependent upon the forces afforded to it by the walls of 

the box (with the exception of gravity) and that these forces are 

dependent upon the path of the box in space as a function of time. 

Likewise, before contact forces on the passenger can be computed, it 

is necessary to define the path of the vehicle. 

The Path of the Vehicle in Space 

A tabular record of the vehicle's path in space as a function 

of time is sufficient for purposes of computing contact forces. 

This record can be fed to the computer program and, if necessary, 

interpolation between time stations can be performed, However, it 

is necessary that this tabular information conform to a predeter

mined standard for specifying the orientation of a body in space. 

There are many such standards available, one of which has already 

been discussed, i.e., Equation 1 and Figure 2; hence it would seem 

to be the logical choice. Nevertheless, a different standard was 

chosen for a very good reason. 

There is a computer program available (9,11,15,20) for the 

solution of a mathematical model of an automobile capable of 
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three-dimensional motion while interacting with the roadway or 

certain roadside features, obstacles, etc. Since the overall aim 

for the project, of which this passenger model is only a part, is to 

study the interaction between vehicle, passenger, and roadway, it is 

only fitting that input to the passenger program be made compatible 

with output from the vehicle program. Achieving this compatibility 

involves the introduction of two additional coordinate systems, 

namely, the vehicle-fixed system and the space-fixed system for the 

vehicle; plus a different system of "Eulerian angles," namely, the 

"aeronautical standard." 

Coordinate Systems for the Vehicle 

Let X', Y', and Z' represent a space-fixed cartesian coordinate v v v 

system to which is referenced a vehicle-fixed coordinate system, 

denoted by X , Y , and Z , as shown in Figure 12. v v v 

Y' 
v 

space-fixed 
system for 
vehicle Z' 

v 
X' 

v 

y 
v 

vehicle-fixed 
system 

(X' Y' vc' vc' Z' ) - coordinates of e.g. of vehicle with 
vc respect to space-fixed system 

FIGURE 12.-VEHICLE COORDINATE SYSTEMS 

z 
v 

X 
v 
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The vehicle-fixed system transforms back to its space-fixed 

system as 

= A . . . . . . . . . . . . (78) 

The elements of [A] are derived using the same procedure that 

was employed in deriving [T] (see "Euler Transformation and Gener-

alized Coordinates") except that the "Eulerian angles" for this case 

are slightly different. For the "aeronautical standard" the three 

successive rotations are as follows: 

1. Rotate about the Z' axis an amount w to first intermediate 
v c 

position Xvl' Yvl' Zvl. This angle is called yaw. 

2. Rotate about the Yvl axis an amount ec to second interme

diate position XvZ' YvZ' Zvz• This angle is called pitch. 

3. Rotate about the xv2 axis an amount ~c to final position 

X ' y ' z . This angle is called roll. v v v 

Using the above definition, the elements of [A] are found to be 

All = cos$ cose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (79a) c c 

A12 = -sin$ cos~ + cosw sine sin~ . . . . . . . (79b) 
c c c c c 

Al3 = sin$ sin~ + cosw sine cos~ . . . . . . . . (79c) 
c c c c c 

A21 = sin$ cose . . . . c c 
. . . . . . . (79d) 

A22 = cos$ cos~ + sin$ sine sin~ . . . . . . . . (79e) 
c c c c c 



A23 = -cos$ sin• + sin$ sinB cos• c c c c c . . . . . . . 

= cose sin• c c . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . 

4H 

(79f) 

(79g) 

(79h) 

(79i) 

Consider a point i on or in the vehicle whose coordinates are 

(X., Y i' Z .) in the vehicle-fixed system. With respect to the 
V1 V V1 

space-fixed system for the vehicle, the coordinates of point i 

become 

Z' 
vi 

= + A (80) 

in which (X' , Y' Z' ) represents the coordinates of the center of vc vc' vc 

gravity (e.g.) of the vehicle with respect to the space-fixed system 

for the vehicle, as shown in Figure 12. 

To simplify the inconvenience of having two independent space-

fixed coordinate systems, i.e., one for the articulated body, 

Figure 1, and another for the vehicle, Figure 12, the following 

conditions are specified: 

1. Axes X' and X' are parallel with the same sense which 
v 

simplifies the most common initial condition of both the 

vehicle and passenger heading in the same direction. 

2. Axes Z' and Z' are parallel but of opposite sense which 
v 

satisfies the fact that acceleration due to gravity should 



have the same direction for both passenger and vehicle. 

3. From 1 and 2 above it follows that Y' and Y' are parallel 
v 

but of opposite sense if both systems are to be right 

handed. 

4. For additional simplification, the origins of both systems 

are located at the same point in space. 

From the above four statements it follows that 

X' 1 0 

Y' = 0 -1 (81) 

Z' 0 0 

From Equations 80 and 81 it follows that 

1 0 1 0 0 

0 -1 + 0 -1 0 A (82) 

0 0 0 0 -1 
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in which (X~, Y~, Zi) represents the coordinates of a point i, 

located in or on the vehicle, with respect to the space-fixed coordi-

nate system for the passenger. 

Using the fact* that [A]T = [A]-1 , Equation 82 may be rewritten 

as 

T 1 0 

A 0 -1 A (83) 

0 0 

*Matrix multiplication shows that [A]T[A] = [I], the identity 
matrix. 
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Equation 83 may be interpreted as the transformation of a point 

i, whose coordinates are (Xi_, Y:i_, Z:i_), from the space-fixed system 

for the passenger to the vehicle-fixed system; assuming that the 

position of the vehicle with respect to the space-fixed system for 

the vehicle i k i X' Y' Z' ''' 6 d ~ s nown' • e • ' vc ' vc' vc ' .,.. c , c, an .,.. c · 

The Computation of Contact Forces 

The Idealized Passenger Compartment 

To facilitate the computation of contact forces the vehicle 

interior or passenger compartment is idealized by a series of planar 

surfaces. This greatly simplifies the geometry considerations for 

predicting contact between the articulated body and its confining 

environment. 

Figure 13 shows the numbering of the points where coordinates 

are necessary for defining the geometry of the idealized passenger 

compartment. These points are used to express the equations of the 

planar .surfaces and their inward normal vectors, shown in Figure 14. 

The Prediction of Contact using Lines and Planes 

The computer program is written such that each of the 17 

"contact spheres," Figure 5, is checked for contact with each of the 

25 planar surfaces of the vehicle interior, Figure 14. The technique 

used to predict contact is illustrated in Figure 15. 



(X., Z i)-coordinate of point i in X - Z plane 
V1 V V V 

Note: 

20 

2vs = 2vl8; 2v20 = 2v21; 2v6 = 2vll = 2vl9. 

2v2 = 2v3; 2vl7 = 2v8 = 2vl3 = 2vl4; xvll = xvl2 = xvl5; 

Xv6 = xv7 = Xv22" 

21 
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FIGURE 13.~COORDINATES AND DIMENSIONS OF THE 
IDEALIZED PASSENGER COMPARTMENT 
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FIGURE 14. -PLANAR SURFACES AND NORMALS OF THE 
IDEALIZED PASSENGER COMPARTMENT 
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planar surface No. m 
of vehicle interior 

contact 
sphere 

line passing through n, 
and parallel to W 

inward normal 
unit vector (N) 

FIGURE 15.-CONTACT SPHERE AND PLANAR SURFACE 

Consider "contact sphere" No. n whose center has coordinates 

(X' Y', Z') with respect to the space-fixed coordinate system for n' n n 

the passenger which becomes (X , Y , Z ) with respect to the vn vn vn 

vehicle-fixed coordinate system through the use of Equation 83. The 

distance of this point from the planar surface No. m is found by 
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passing a line through the point, in a direction normal to the plane, 

then finding the point P where the line and plane intersect, as 

shown in Figure 15. 

The inward normal unit vector N is given by 

N = A I + B j + c k m m m 
(84) 
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in which i, j, and k form a triad of unit vectors parallel to vehicle-

fixed axes, Xv, Yv' and Zv' respectively; and Am' Bm' and em are cal

culated from the coordinates of points given in Figure 13. 

The equation of the line parallel to N and passing through 

point n, of Figure 15, is 

X - X Y - Y Z - Z . v vn v vn v vn 
A B C m m m 

The equation of planar surface No. m, having N as its unit 

normal is 

A·x + B Y + C Z = G 
mv mv mv m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

The constant G in Equation 86 can be evaluated as m 

. . . . . .. . . . . . . 

(85) 

(86) 

(87) 

in which (X., Y i' Z .) are the coordinates of any known point on 
Vl. V Vl. 

planar surface No. m. 

Solving Equations 85 and 86, simultaneously, produces the 

coordinates of intersection point P (X , Yvp' Z ), shown in vp vp 

Figure 15. These are 

X = X + A L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (88a) vp vn m xm 

y = y + B L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (88b) 
vp vn m xm 

z = z + c L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '• (88c) 
vp vn m xm 



in which 

L = G - (A X + B Y + C Z ) xm m mvn mvn mvn (89) 

Define V as the vector extending from point n to point P in pn 

Figure 15. From Equations 88a, 88b, and 88c 

V = L (A i + B j + C k) pn xm m m m (90) 
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in which the parenthetical expression is the unit vector, N, therefore 

the distance from the "contact sphere" center to.the planar surface 

is simply. 

. (91) 

Contact is predicted by L , Equations 89 and 91, considering xm 

its sign as well as its absolute value. If L is a positive xm 

quantity, then V and N have the same sense meaning that the center pn 

of the contact sphere has traveled through the planar surface; hence 

contact has certainly occurred. Likewise, contact has occurred when 

L is zero, since points nand P in Figure 15 are concurrent. When xm 

Lxm is negative, contact has occurred only if ILxml is less than rn' 

the radius of "contact sphere" No. n. The above considerations can 

be summarized mathematically as 

f1 = r + L 
n xm 

(92) 

from which contact is assured if f1 is positive. In fact, when f1 is 

positive not only is contact defined but f1 is also the amount of 

deformation present. 
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Magnitude of the Contact Force 

With deformation defined by Equation 92, the final step towards 

computing a force is that of introducing a force-deformation relation 

for the materials involved; and testing is obviously the only way to 

obtain such information. 

Testing was outside the scope of this particular project, 

nevertheless a limited source of information (12) was available from 

which evolved an idealized force-deformation relation. In particular, 

these tests which consisted of the dynamic loading of various parts 

of an antropomorphic dummy against cardboard honeycombed material 

exposed the following pertinent characteristics: 

1. During the loading process, force increased at a low rate in 

the lower range of deformation as compared to that of the 

upper range of deformation. 

2. Forces were considerably less during the unloading process, 

thus pointing to a certain amount of energy dissipation. 

These observations are responsible for the proposed idealized 

force-deformation curve, shown in Figure 16. 

In Figure 16, Kcl and Kc2 are the two slopes of the bilinear 

curve during loading. The factors ~l and ~ 2 represent the fraction 

of strain energy to be conserved during the unloading process in 

ranges of deformations 1 and 2, respectively; e.g., ~l = ~ 2 = 1.0 

defines a perfectly elastic collision whereas ~l = ~ 2 = 0 defines a 

completely plastic collision between "contact sphere" and planar 
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Force 

loading 

unloading 

L'lb 

FIGURE 16.-THE BILINEAR DISSIPATIVE SPRING 

surface. It should be noted that no attempt is being made to 

separate body deformation from vehicle deformation, hence the stiff

ness coefficients (Kcl' Kc 2) for a given surface in the vehicle 

interior are actually "lumped" parameters which include body stiffness 

properties. 

With the use of Equation 92 and Figure 16 a contact force (FN) 

is computed when contact occurs. The direction of this force is 

chosen as normal to the planar surface being contacted since the 

deformation (L'l) is computed in the normal direction. In addition, a 



friction force (F f) is calculated a.$ some fraction of the normal 

force. The direction of Ff is tangent to the planar surface being 

contacted such that it opposes the motion of the "contact sphere." 

The forces FN and F f are added vectorially to produce a resultant 

force (F) as 

(93) 

whose components are F F , and F with respect to vehicle-fixed vx' vy V'z 

axes X , Y , and Z , respectively. v v v 

From Equations 78 and 81 

1 0 0 

= 0 -1 0 A (94) 

0 0 -1 

in which Fxi' Fyi' and Fzi are the components of F, with respect to 

the space-fixed coordinate system for the passenger, acting on "con-

tact sphere" No. i. These three components appear in column vector, 

{Qf}' of the matrix equation of motion, Equation 53. 

Lap and Torso Restraint Belts 

58 

Othersources of contact forces to which the vehicle occupant may 

be subjected are the safety belts. The lap belt has its ends anchored 

at arbitrary points and loops around the pelvic area ("contact 

sphere" No.3). Likewise, the torso belt has its ends anchored at 
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arbitrary points and loops around the upper torso area ("contact 

sphere" No. 2). 

It is assumed that the center line of a belt defines a plane 

which contains the center of its respective "contact sphere" at all 

times. This facilitates the definition of the restraining force 

vector which, by definition, also lies in this plane, as shown in 

Figure 17. 

The angles shown in Figure 17 are expressed as 

61 
-1 ri 

(95) = cos ( ,- ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Pcll 

1 r. 
(96) 62 = cos- < P-' c~ I) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

P ·P 
63 

-1 cl c2 (97) = cos (IP I 1- I) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
cl Pc2 

e 1 -
+ 82 + 93) (98). = 7f - -(6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 1 

a=-6 +6 +6 -7r ll- - - I 
2 1 2 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (99) 

1 - -
- 92) (100) y = 2(61 + 63 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Equations 95 through 100 hold for all special cases, e.g., the 

sides of the belt being parallel or even pointing away from each 

other, etc. 
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FIGURE 17.-VIEW NORMAL TO PLANE CONTAINING 
BELT AND CENTER OF CONTACT SPHERE 

anchor point 
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The length of the belt at any time, t, is 

. . . ~ . . 

in which r. is the radius of "contact sphere" No. i (i = 2 or 3). 
l. 

The belt elongation at any time, t, is 

61 

(101) 

(102) 

in which the initial length (LB
0

) contains "slack" for loose-fitting 

belts. If ~LB ~ 0, the loop force (FL) is zero. For ~1s: 0, FL is 

computed from the idealized curve shown in Figure 18. 

~l' ~2 - slopes or belt 
stiffnesses 

FIGURE lB.-IDEALIZED FORCE-ELONGATION 
CURVE FOR A RESTRAINT BELT 

The magnitude of the restraining force IFRI is defined as 

The restraining force vector is expressed as 

(103) 



F = 
R 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

62 

(104) 

in which the coordinates of point P3 (needed to find P
3
c)correspond 

to the components of P30 , which is found by 

(lOS) 

while the vector P32 is 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (106) 

It can be shown that 

I P I = I P c21 s iny 
32 sin(y+Y) (107) 

in which, as shown in Figure 17 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (108) 

The components of FR, Equation 104, with respect to the vehicle

fixed axes are added to F , F , and F of Equation 94, for the vx vy vz 

case of i = 2 or 3; i.e., "contact spheres" for upper torso and 

pelvic area, respectively. Therefore the restraint force simply 

becomes part of the resultant force, on a "contact" sphere, which is 

transformed to the space-fixed system of the passenger for use in 

column vector {Q} of Equation 53. 
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Initial Position of Passenger 

The initial position of the vehicle occupant is completely arbitrary 

and is specified by initializing all of the 31 generalized coordinates 

or degrees of freedom (qj,j = 1, ••• 31). This could prove to be a 

difficult task in the case where the vehicle assumes a skewed initial 

position. To alleviate this situation, a routine was devised by 

which the passenger is automatically seated properly in the vehicle, 

regardless of the vehicle's initial position. 

Seating the Passenger 

To simplify matters it is assumed that, initially, the passenger 

is heading in the same direction as the vehicle; i.e., theY axis 
n 

for each of the 12 body segments (n = 1, ••• 12) is parallel (opposite 

sense) to Y , the vehicle-fixed Y direction. However, as shown in 
v 

Figure 19, the vehicle occupant's posture remains arbitrary and is 

defined by parameters y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 , y5 , a 7 (a7 = a8), XVH' and YVH. 

The angle y specifies the position of body segment No. n with 
n 

respect to the vehicle-fixed coordinate system as shown in Figure 20. 

From Figure 20 it is apparent that 

X cosyn 0 X v n 
y = 0 -1 0 y . . . . . . . . . (109) 

v n 

z -sinyn 0 v 



e\ - J '• / •x 

z 
v 

FIGURE 19.-INPUT PARAMETERS FOR PASSENGER SEATING OPTION 

~ (XvH' yvH)' 

heel coordinates 

v 

0\ 
-'=" 



z v 

FIGURE 20.-RELATION BETWEEN SEGMENT-FIXED 
AND VEHICLE-FIXED COORDINATE SYSTEMS 

Manipulation of Equations 78, 81, and 109 produces 

X' X 
n 

Y' = Bn y . . . . . . . . n 

Z' z n 

in which 

1 0 0 cosyn 0 -siny n 

[Bn] = 0 -1 0 A 0 -1 0 

0 0 -1 -siny 0 -cosyn n 

. . . . 

"Seating the passenger" or rather defining the generalized 
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(110) 

(111) 

coordinates, such that the occupant is initially sitting as shown in 

Figure 19, is accomplished as follows: 



1. From the information specified for Figures 13 and 19 along 

with the force-deformation properties of the seat and the 

initial position of the vehicle, it is possible, with the 

use of Equation 82, to determine the proper coordinates of 

the reference point on the articulated body as shown in 

Figure 1. This initially establishes JC.i1 , YTl' and Z.f1 or 

generalized coordinates q1 , q2 , and q3 , respectively. 

2. Since [Tn] = [Bn] at initial time*, initial values of 

generalized coordinates q4 through q23 ·can be computed by 

equating terms of the matrices for n = 1, ••• 6. 

3. From the coordinates of the heels, ~ and ZVH' in 

Figure 20, it is possible to compute the required angular 

positions of the leg segments. Knowing these, initial 

values of generalized coordinates q24 through q31 can be 

n n computed by setting [T ] = [B ] for n = 9 and 10. 
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The operations described in items 1, 2, and 3 above are included 

in the computer program as a convenience to the user. However, the 

user of the program still has the option of specifying arbitrary 

values for the generalized coordinates if such is desired. This and 

other options are given in "APPENDIX IV.-DESCRIPTION OF INPUT TO THE 

COMPUTER PROGRAM. " 

*This is realized by comparison of Equations 1 and 110. 
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SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS 

The Runge-Kutta Method 

Equation 53, the matrix equation of motion for the vehicle oc-

cupant, was solved using the Runge-Kutta method for ordinary differ-

entia! equations (3). This method was applicable since Equation 53 

is of the form where the highest derivative,~. (j=l, ••• 31), can be 
. J . 

expressed as a function of the lower derivative, q., the dependent 
J 

variable, q., and the independent variable, t (time). 
J 

Define the right-hand side of Equation 53 as 

{E} = {E} + {F } + {F } + {Qf} + {R} 
p s 

(112) 

Substituting from Equation 112 into Equation 53 and solving for 

{~}, such that 

(113) 

Using the notation, [D({q})], to indicate that [D] is a function 

of the elements of {q}, Equation 113 may be rewritten as 

-1- . 
{q} = [D({q})] {E({q}, {q})} (114) 

in which (E) is shown to be a function of the elements of {q} and 

{q}. 

Solution of Equation 114 was achieved through the following sue-

cessive computations, for the increment of integration, ~t: 



(115) 

(116) 

(117) 

- 1 - -1 - • 1 - 1 
{12} = ~t[D({q} + 2 {Kl})] {E({q} + 2 {11}, {q} + 2 

{K
1
})} ••••••••••••••• (118) 

(119) 

- 1 - -1 - • 1 - 1 
{13} = ~t[D({q} + 2 {K2})] {E({q} + 2 {12}, {q} + 2 

. {K2}) } • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . (120) 

The new values at t:i. are 

t. = t. 1 + ~t 
~ ~-

. . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(121) 

(123) 

(124) 

(125) 

(126) 

(127) 
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The solution technique is stepwise and repetitive with each 

step incorporating Equations 115 through 127 while utilizing the 

previous values of {q} and {q}. 

Discussion of the Computer Program 
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The computer program for the passenger model was written in 

Fortran IV for the IBM 360/65 computer. The program listing of about 

4,000 lines was considered too lengthy for presentation in this report. 

Documentation of the "input data" for the program is given in 

"APPENDIX IV. DESCRIPTION OF INPUT TO THE COMPUTER PROGRAM." 

The Subroutines 

"MAIN" is the control center for the program from which sub

routines "INPUT", "CONST", "SEATIN", "PRNTIN", RNGKTA", "POSVEH", 

and "OUTPUT" are called. 

Subroutine "INPUT" reads all data required by the program. 

Subroutine "CONST" computes terms which remain constant through

out the program. 

Subroutine "SEATIN" computes the passenger's initial position 

such that he is seated properly inside the vehicle. 

Subroutine "PRNTIN" prints the information which is read in 

"INPUT" and computer in "SEATIN". 
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Subroutine "RNGKTA" integratea the equations o:f: motion accord-

ing to the Runge-Kutta method, Equations 115 through 127, and calls 

subroutine "SETUP" in the process. 

Subroutine "SETUP" calculates the elements of [D] and (E} ac-

cording to the functional changes indicated in Equations 115 through 

127 then solves for {q} as shown in Equation 114. This is accom-

plished by calling subroutines "DMATX", "EMATX", "QFORCE", "JOINTS", 

"POTEGY", and "DGELS". 

Subroutine "DMATX" computes the elements of [D] according to the 

equations given in "APPENDIX III. - EQUATIONS OF MOTION". 

Subroutine "EMATX" computes the elements of {E} according to 

the equations given in "APPENDIX III. - EQUATIONS OF MOTION". 

Subroutine "QFORCE" computes the elements of {Qf} according to 

the equations given in "APPENDIX III. - EQUATIONS OF MOTION". This 

is accomplished by first calling subroutine "CONTAC". 

Subroutine "JOINTS" computes the elements of {F } and {R} ac
s 

cording to the equations given in "APPENDIX III. - EQUATIONS OF 

MOTION". 

Subroutine "POTEGY" computes the elements of {F } according to 
p 

the equations given in "APPENDIX III. - EQUATIONS OF MOTION". 

Subroutine "DGELS" solves a set of simultaneous equations 

utilizing the ''Gaussian elimination" technique on the upper trian-

gular portion of a symmetric matrix of coefficients. 
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Subroutine "CONTAC" (called by "QFORCE") computes contact forces 

due to passenger-vehicle interaction. "CONTAC" calls subroutine 

"CENTER". 

Subroutine "CENTER" calculates the position of each "contact 

sphere" center with respect to the vehicle-fixed coordinate system. 

Subroutine "POSVEH" updates the position of the vehicle in 

space by linearly interpolating between time stations of the tabular 

input for vehicle position versus time; it is called by "MAIN". 

Subroutine "OUTPUT" prepares the solution for printing; it is 

called by "MAIN". 

Subroutine "ANSWER" prints all pertinent information obtained 

from the solution and is called by "OUTPUT". 

Output 

The solution of the equations of motion consists of a time 

history of the following quantities: 

1. the coordinates of the end points of each body segment with 

respect to the vehicle-fixed coordinate system; 

2. acceleration components of the center of mass of each body 

segment with respect to the segment-fixed coordinate system 

for that segment (this is total acceleration); 

3. angular acceleration components of each body segment with 

respect to its segment-fixed coordinate system; 

4. angular velocity components of each body segment with respect 

to its segment fixed coordinate system; 
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5. the force on each body "contact sphere" plus the identifica

tion of whatever vehicle interior surface is being hit; 

6. the coordinates of the point of application of the contact 

force with respect to the center of the contact sphere in 

segment-fixed coordinates (only for the head, chest and 

pelvic area); 

7. the restraining force applied to the body by the lap and 

torso restraint belts. 
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VALIDATION STUDY 

Scope 

An original objective of this project was to validate the pas-

senger model's three-dimensional response capabilities by comparison 

with existing test data of this nature. To produce conclusive re-

sults, any such data should provide the following information: 

1. a time history of the vehicle's path in three-dimensional 

space (preferably numerical instead of photographic*); 

2. a corresponding time history of the occupant's dynamic be-

havior, e.g., accelerations, forces,or a photographic record 

of motion; 

3. a quantitative description of the occupant, i.e., dimensions, 

weight, etc.; 

4. force-deformation properties of the pertinent vehicle suf-

faces (could be measured). 

Unfortunately, test results possessing all these qualities were not 

to be located and funds for full scale testing were not available 

thus precluding a validation of the general case at this time. 

However, suitable test results were available (12) for a partial 

validation, i.e., the case of a frontal automobile collision. 

*Photographic records can be used for application of the pas
senger model but only after validation is achieved. 



Test Data 

The test data used for comparison were generated at the Bio

mechanics Research Center of Wayne State University, Detroit, 
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Michigan under the direction of Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL), 

Inc., Buffalo, New York for the United States Public Health Service, 

March, 1967. All experimental results shown in this report were 

copied directly from CAL's documentation of these tests (12). 

The tests consisted of a dummy seated on a cart capable of con

trolled deceleration. Mounted on the cart were target assemblies 

for head, chest and knee impact. Accelerations of various parts of 

the dummy and impact forces were measured by instrumentation while 

the motion of the dummy was recorded on high speed film. Several 

cases were run consisting of lap restraint, lap and torso restraint, 

and no restraint for initial velocities of 10 and 20 miles per hour. 

Also measured and documented (12) were the force-deformation 

characteristics of the targets, seat, and restraint belts plus the 

dummy's initial position and the amount of friction in each of its 

joints. 

Discussion of Results 

Response Comparison for No Restraint at 20 MPH Cart Velocity 

Figures 21 through 28 show the comparison of dummy kinematics, 

head and chest forces, plus head and chest accelerations for the case 

of no restraint with 20 MPH cart velocity. Agreement between 
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simulated motion and the high speed film record is excellent. 

Quantitative comparisons (forces and accelerations) are only fair as 

a result of the idealized vehicle interior (simulation) being geomet

rically different from the target assemblies used in the test. The 

simulation utilized a full instrument panel and steering wheel as op

posed to isolated targets of about six to eight inches in diameter 

for the test. This resulted in hand contact in the simulation which 

was absent during the tP.st. Also the knee targets were inclined for 

the test producing a downward force component whereas the knees in 

the simulation contacted a vertical surface (instrument panel) with 

friction as the only downward force. 

Response Comparison for Lap Restraint at 20 MPH Cart Velocity 

Figures 29 through 36 show the comparison of dummy kinematics, 

head and chest forces, plus head and chest accelerations for the case 

of lap restraint with 20 MPH cart velocity. Agreement between simu

lated motion and the high speed film record is good, however it seems 

that the lap belt in the simulation is stiffer than that of the test 

causing a higher contribution of energy to the rotational mode. This 

observation is consistent with the higher predicted contact forces 

and accelerations as shown in Figures 31 through 36. This comparison 

was also subject to discrepancies resulting from the geometrical dif

ferences between idealized vehicle interior and target assemblies as 

discussed for the case of no restraint. 
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FIGURE 22.-DUMMY KINEMATIC COMPARISON NO 
RESTRAINT-CART VELOCITY 20 MPH, .120-.200 SEC. 
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Response Comparison for Lap and Torso Restraint at 20 MPH Cart 
Velocity 

Figures 37 through 42 show the comparison of dummy kinematics 

plus head and chest accelerations for the case of lap. and torso re-
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straint with 20 MPH cart velocity. Agreement between simulated motion 

and the high speed film record is good including unsymmetrical body 

movements as a result of the unsymmetrical torso restraint belt. 

However the spring action of the torso belt seems to be excessive in 

the simulation since the arms are whipped back into the seat as shown 

in the last frame of Figure 38. This test was subject to the same 

sources of possible discrepancy, as the two cases previously discus-

sed, plus an additional one. Theanchor points for the ends of the 

belt were unknown and therefore estimated for the simulation. This 

could account for some of the difference in arm kinematics. 

The comparison of accelerations, Figures 39 through 42 is also 

fair but better than the other two cases in that peak values are 

closer and the shapes of the curves are more compatible with test 

results. 

Closure 

The deceleration pattern used in the test (12) approached a 20 

g square wave for a duration of about .08 second. It is interest-

ing to note that the passenger experienced levels of acceleration on 

the order of 80 g's with durations of approximately .03 second for 

the cases of no restraint and lap restraint; and levels of 
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approximately 40 g's with durations of about .03 second for the case 

of lap and torso restraint. This points to the fact that in some 

instances, the response of the vehicle is no indication of what the 

passenger actually feels, as was stated in the "INTRODUCTION." 
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FIGURE 38.-DUMMY KINEMATIC COMPARISON LAP AND TORSO 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The analytical model described herein provides the engineering 

profession with a useful tool with which to study vehicle and roadway 

problems culminating in saving lives and reducing occupant injuries. 

Admittedly, the model was validated for the planar case only; but 

this in no way precludes its application to three-dimensional motion, 

especially if qualitative results are being sought. 

More specifically the passenger model is a solution to the 

problem of predicting the motion, acceleration, and forces experi

enced by a vehicle occupant during a collision or violent maneuver of 

the vehicle. From this standpoint, the application of the passenger 

model includes: 

1. the evaluation of roadway geometry, i.e., sideslopes, 

ditches, terrain involving a variation of vertical and 

horizontal alignment, etc.; roadside safety features such 

as the breakaway sign, energy absorbing impact cushions, 

etc.; roadside protective barriers such as guardrails, 

bridge rails, median barriers, etc.; 

2. the design of the vehicle interior and restraint systems; 

3. the study of the dynamic behavior of a pedestrian when 

struck by an automobile; and 

4. the study of collisions involving more than one vehicle. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EXTENDED RESEARCH 

To implement the passenger model to its fullest capacity, con

sideration should be given to the following: 

1. validating the model for the general three-dimensional case 

utilizing controlled full-scale testing; 

2. conducting a parameter study to expose measures necessary to 

achieve consistent correlation with testing, i.e., damping 

constants, spring stiffnesses, etc.; 

3. compiling a source of force-deformation characteristics for 

various vehicle interior surfaces through testing; 

4. determining the extent to which the vehicle model (9, 11, 

15, 20) may be used in conjunction with the passenger model 

as an integral design tool; 

5. extending the model to include passive safety devices, 

e.g., the air bag, etc.; 

6. writing a computer program to predict the dynamic response 

of a pedestrian struck by an automobile; this would involve 

only a slight modification of the present passenger program. 
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APPENDIX !I.-NOTATION 

The following symbols are used in this report: 

FL = loop force in a restfaint belt; 

FR = restraining force on the body due to a restraint belt; 

F i;F .,F i =components of the resultant force on "contact sphere" 
X Yl. z 

No. i with respect to the space-fix.ed · coordinate 

system for the passenger; 

g = acceleration due to gravity; 

Ixn'Iyn'Izn = principal mass moments of inertia of body segment No. n 

with respect to segment-fixed coordinates; 

J = viscous damping coefficient for body joint No. n; 
n 

KBl'~Z = the two slopes of the idealized bilinear force-elonga

tion relation for a restraint belt; 

Kcl'Kcz = the two slopes of the idealized bilinear force-deforma

tion relation for a particular surface of the vehicle 

interior; 

Kl,K2 = stiffness of the two rotational back springs used to 

simulate spinal elasticity; 

Li = length of body segment No. i• 
' 

LBt = length of a restraint belt at any time, t· 
' 

LBO = initial length of a restraint belt; 

L = distance of the center of a "contact sphere" from 
xm 

vehicle interior surface No. m• 
' 

Mi = mass of body segment No. i• 
' 



·Pij = 

qj = 
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vector extending from point j to point i; 

the jth generalized coordinate or degree of freedom 

(j = 1,2. 0 .31); 

th =first time derivative of qj' i.e., the j generalized 

velocity; 

th qj =second time derivative of qj, i.e., the j generalized 

acceleration; 

ri = the radius of "contact sphere" No. i; 

r i'r .,r i =components of the radius vector extending from the 
X y~ Z 

center of "contact sphere" No. i to the point of 

application of a load on·the sphere with respect to 

segment-fixed coordinates; 

Si = the position of "contact sphere" No. i on its respec-

tive segment; 

U = kinetic energy; 

V = potential energy; 

X', Y' ,Z' = the space-fixed cartesian coordinate system for the 

passenger; 

X ,Y ,z = the cartesian coordinate system fixed in segment No. n; n n n 

X ,Y ,z = the cartesian coordinate system fixed at the center of v v v 

gravity of·the vehicle; 

X' Y' Z' = the coordinates of point n with respect to the space-n' n' n 

fixed coordinate system for the passenger; 
f 

X' Y' Z' v' v' v = the space-fixed cartesian coordinate system for the 

vehicle; 
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Xvi'yvi'Zvi = the coordinates of point i with respect to the vehicle

fixed coordinate system; 

XAi'YAi'ZAi = coordinates of the point of application of a force on 

"contact sphere" No. i with respect to the space fixed 

coordinate system for the passenger; 

XTl'YTl'ZTl = coordinates of the reference point on the articulated 

body (terminal end of segment No. 1) with respect to 

the space-fixed coordinate system for the passenger; 

these correspond to generalized coordinates q1 , q 2, 

and q
3

, respectively; 

X~c'Y~c,Z~c = coordinates of the vehicle center of gravity with 

respect to the space-fixed system for the vehicle; 

X' Y' Z' = components of velocity of the center of mass of body n' n' n · 

segment No. n with respect to the space-fixed system 

for the passenger; 

ai = the angle between an extreme body segment (forearm or 

lower leg) and its adjoining body segment; a7 , a8 , 

a11 , and a12 correspond to generalized coordinates 

q22 , q 23 , q 30 , and q 31 , respectively; 

Si = angular displacement of body joint No. i (as in Figure 7); 

• dS Bi =angular velocity of body joint No. i (dt); 

11 = deformation during a collision between a "contact 

sphere" and a surface of the vehicle interior; 

/1LB = change in length (elongation) of a restraint belt; 



<t> 1 ,ei,ljli = the Eulerian angles of body segment No. i; these are 

also generalized coordinates; 

<j>c,ec,ljlc = the Eulerian angles of the vehicle; 
. . . 
<f>i,ei,ljli = Eulerian angular velocities; 
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pi = distance from the reference end of body joint No. i to 

its center of mass; 

pi = L. - p. 
]. ]. 

wxn'wyn'wzn = angular velocities cf body segment No. n about prin

cipal axes fixed in the segment; 

wxm,wym'wzm = angular velocities of the body extremities (forearm and 

lower leg segments) with respect to principal axes 

fixed in segment No. m. 
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APPENDIX III.-EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

[D] {q} = {E} + {F } + {F } + {Qf} + {R} 
p s 

(1) 

The above matrix equation represents a set of 31 nonlinear, 

second-order, simultaneous differential equations describing the· 

motion of the vehicle passenger. 

Matrices D and E are strictly a result of kinetic energy consid-

erations; D may be thought of as a pseudo-mass matrix and E as an 

inertial force matrix. 

Column vector q is composed of the generalized accelerations. 

Column vector F contains the generalized forces due to potenp 

tial energy of position (gravity loads). 

Column vector F contains the generalized forces resulting from 
s 

the potential energy of the rotational springs in the two back joints. 

Column vector Qf is comprised of generalized forces derived from 

externally applied loads, i.e., nonconservative contact forces from 

collisions with the vehicle interior. 

Column vector R accommodates the nonconservative generalized 

forces due to frictional resistance in the joints (viscous damping). 

In defining the elements of the matrices in Eq. 1, the following 

notation is used: 

{q} = d:({q}) 

{q} = d:({q}) 
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ql = XTl q7 = <P 2 ql3 = <1>4 ql9 - <1>6 q25 = 89 

q2 = YTl q8 = e 2 ql4 = 64 q20 = 86 q26 = ljl9 

q3 = 2Tl q9 = 1jJ 2 ql5 = ljl4 q21 = ljl6 q27 = <1>10 

q = <P 4 1 qlO = <1>3 ql6 = <~>s q22 = a.7 qzs = 810 

qs = 61 qll = 63 ql7 = 8s q23 = a.8 q29 = ljllO 

q6 = ijll ql2 = ljl3 q18 = lji5 q24 = <1>9 q30 = a.ll 

q31 = a.l2 

scj>i = sin<Pi; c<P = i cos <Pi 

sa1 = sinai; ce = i cosai 

sljli = sinljli; cljl == i cosljli 

sa.i = sinai; ca.i .. cosa.i 

During the derivation process, it was discovered that the physi-

cal properties of the articulated body (length, mass, and mass-moment 

of inertia) combined in a repetitive manner thus creating these sub-

sequent constant terms: 

12 c, • .E. IHA 
1'/¥/ ,, 

G2 = - P,M, -L1(M-t -1-M9 "'~o "'~1 "hfiz J 

c, = Pz~ ~L....e (M3 ~M51'A16 ~hfr'~-/Ha) 

~= ~Ms 

C5 =- ~M~- '-'1 (tf.19"~-AI,o r~, t-~z J 



c" = -PsM5 -~5M7 

c7 = -fiM~- L~ Ms 

cs=-f,~ . 
-c,: -PaM8 

C/o = - P, M1-L1 ""'' 

~I :: - ~-~D -L,D ~~ 
~e • -~ ,W,, 

Cia=- ~~~.t 
c14 = L:5(A15 -~rM7 -M,g) 

~6"= L.,.v(AI"-~-r~,-~,) 
-2 I . . 

~t = ~ P, +L., t:l1t~-~o~ -~-~() "~~ -~-~~) 
2 Jl 

Ct7 =~ ~ fL~ (N/8 ,LM5 r~~ ~M7 o~-N8J 

c,s • Als~; 
-2 

Ci1 = Alt~ p4 +'-J fN.,~-~JO "'~/ ~~2) 
~ . 

c~=Ls(AVsr~r~~~) 
-~ 2 

c21 =/115 P5 t-AI7 Ls 
-.2 

C22=~~ +~8L~ 
-z 

Czs =-~ P, 
-2 

cz4 =Ale Ps 

c2o =- L~ (Mr ~~ -~-~, +~.e J 
-.t 

Cz(, = ,4(? P, + ~~ L.;, 
-2 2 

'27 =·~oP,o r~2L.~o 
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_, 
Czs= ~~ P,, 

-2 
Cz.1 =~2 ~2 

Follmwin& is the upper triangular portion of the symmetric 

D matrix (by rows), excluding zero terms: 

D,, = Cj 

4 tf = -C,e ~;,6"'i 

45 =Cz GA c~ 
4 7 = -c~ ~Pz 6-e.2 -s~- c;., (s'2 c~ :Jf':e- c~ ctp2 ) 

0 8 == ~ C¢z c~ r Ci4 efz 6~ .5/fl;t. 

D;tf = CH ( t5;/lt ~ ~ - c l!t c~ c l':t J 

/:1 ID 111 ~a,. 45;4 6 *4 
.q II : Gf. Cfl.f C-trg 

.q ,8 =-Cs 6~'1- :S&9.;t 1' Cj5 (s'" c.-, 6~ -c¢~ Cfll'f) 

q 1tt1 == ~ cf1 G~,. r Cj5 c~ :5 e-_, :s P'f 

416 '= ~6' (:sf~/,&~ - C94r G'~ C JP.,) 

CJ ''::. -~ .,_,6 6 .. - ~ ( :Sfs c .. s- ~~ d«7 +- c,6 
6 fl'tr 60f"'l -1- 6 ¢6' d %- C-t1) 

q 17 = ~ e;,o ~"5 ~ C~ (G?s C'9-6 o.t-7 - G ~ ~e-5 

GJPg 6-1'7) 

.q 18 = -~ (ci'G c~ •111,. ~7 ~ "~• c.p~ 5 "1) 
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DJt9 • - C1 sp, tSt -a, (s~li C't C tt fi*(S ~C(J,; dj'6 

s.rs "' •fl~ =''t a-.-c5 J 

D1 ZtJ = c7 c::~~ c-t ~ c, (c;, <::e;. c:w8 - c~~, .,~ CfV~ 

~1/1(8 ) 

. q 21 = -C'l (ell, c~ cs" .cfoiii('S + $~~ c Pl. 4-< s) 
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J.1 .22 = C8 ( Cf/ls C•o Gfl'ts c,r1 - ::S¢• Sl'6 C/11'7 - &;5 ~ 54<7) 

q 28 = c1 (c;~ c"t c~ c.,8 - csSfS4 sy~ C-(s -~,6 5ct.~6J 

o, N • - ~D ~;, ~ety - 4.z (-~, c-r c"' :=r~1 -1- c~, 

6 9'9 4 oftt -J- ~t/tf ~ c-(11) 

D125 = ~o t:fJ~ c::~ ~ ~4' (etlf C' ~I - Ct~f 6"6f 
C~, 6C<'II) 

4 ~ = - 'i.t (c tJ, c-e-, :t p; ~~ +- tr;, c f/'! ~et/1 J 

4 Z1 = -t11 ::s~Q ~~ - Gj1 (df".o c~ c~0 ~-"/.e. t- c~0 

6f'ID :S~.,e ~ d~~ ~ ~~) 

q u = ~1 efl1~:~ c.,_, r ~1 (c..,S1D c~ c--;1 - C¢,.11 ~ 

c~" d'~R) 
/:1 ~'1 =" - '73 ( &¢;~C-IIJ;D fit'~~ 6~.,e ,t. fSJim t::~D -5~~) 

q 4o = ~.l' ( Gf1 c._, Of~;~~- tt;, d'/"'!.c~,- c~9 
f!i~ s~1 ) · 

.. ~ 3/ = t;., ( c ~0 &~0 ~ f"t~ G "/z - s-.4, d~ ~-c4 - t:~ 

~"' s-c,a) 



i:?t2 = Cj 

4 4 -= Cz c~t 6't. 

'-?z 6 = Cz s;, c.., 
D2 1 :. c3 c.~.z tSt?e - Cit~J (el,z c~ s ~ ~ 64'2 ~ ~) 

Dz s = c~ ~;2~ .;. '11 :s;2 6~ :s ~ 

4 tf = -CH- (t~t/z e~c;~ +t:~ $~) 

Li /0 ::. c~ e~ ~.,. 

L2 II -= 4 ::Sfls c~ 

'-?e 1a == C5 c~ :s .. -Ci5 (c~ ~~ -:s~ t- ~ c~ J 

.q, 11 = c5 :!Ji_,. c ~ +Ci15 d9f --, cs ~ . 

/:fz 16 = -tj5 (~p+C"$ C~f of C~ d~) 

.o2 1~ = ~ c(J5 ~ r G8 (e;6 ~ Cfl's 6of7 -d~5 6~ 
6ot7 r G"~• cS-, cor1 ) 

~ n = ~ ~;6 c-ss t-C8 (6'~.-c~ c~7 -~ ~ cf/s 

6«7) 

Dz 18 = ~ (c' c.~ Pt7 -~9's c~ f~P'o -$1K7) 

Dz /<f = C, c::;'- ~,- ~ a,~" c't GJ!i. ~a-~ d/lj 
~ -r c~ d~ C«'s) 

l?e b =- C, 5€ c"t -1- c¥(s~ c't e•4 - ~~eli ~8} 
~ 2/ = Cr(c.fi. Cff. 6~- s~ Cct dft_ :St:<s) 

L?e 22 = -~ ( ~.¢5 c~ c~ Cto>(7 + c~ 6~ cr::<7 - ~s- 5~ soc7) 



D2 23 ::::. C<f (~~ c~ en OK8 + c~t ~~ ~8 ~d'~ ~ 
~~) 

£Z 24 = ~o a;, !5 .. r ~ (&/f C' Cpt ~~II;_ df# :1~ 
:S"~11 r ell, .&:S" c~1) 

q, ,z6 = G/u ds'f a~ -1-~ ($~ c-, c~1 - 6~ 6-ti] 

c~ <tJ~II) 
~ 2' = c:;z (e~ (;~ .9'11 - ~. ~ ~~ ~IG,,} 

q, 27 = Cit cttJ. ~;> -!- Cis (c~o ~~ c~ ~ ~~ -~~ .1~ 
='";-t r- c~Q tr~ c ~z) 

q, z• == ~~ cs;m c~ ~ ~~ (61/Q c~ c~.e- 5~0 ~~ 
c~ :s«;/l) 

i?e Z'/ ::z 4a (c:; ~ G ~c 6 ...Gi2 - 6~ C'1o 6~ ~/Z ) 

~ SD :: ~2 (s~lf C., (; f't C«j/ + G;, 6 ~ C ~/ - ~~ 
6 "9 ~II) 

l2 31. =- Gia ~, c~ ~Ha~~ r c~o 15~ c,<./2- $Ro 
:s~ $"-e/z) 

1)3 8 =- c; 
o, 5' = -C2~ 

~ 8 = - C_, 6~ -~' qi' c:::"'Z ~ ~ 
0 3 r=0~ 6~c.~ 

4" =-c., s~ 
D$ 14 = -Cs ~~ t- ~6 ~ ~f/1, 
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~ /f!J = ~ ~~c~ 
/j 11-= -~ :S9s -~(c~ ~~. :so.t-7 -r~es ce>(",) 
D3 /t!J :::: ~ ~ :s file- .:'$ ~ 7 

0 3 20 = -q ~- C7(c~ C~ =!)~f-~ Cor--8 ) 

Da .2/ = c, ~ 6~ d'"o.!~ 
~zz ==- -~ (~5 C::::Ji- c:ot7 t-c~ 6or7 ) 

D.5 .ts -= -c9 ( ~ c~ c"""+ ~'t ~$) 
D3 25' = -~ c>~ -~2 (~e;Gf"f 15~;t-~~l) 

0., ~ 'C" ~ :1"' ::s 1"9' :s~, 
,03 ~ = -c; ~ - c:;"' (~ G~ ~~~ .f ~~D C~2J 
D~ !lf = c;~ 6-$ cS$ :S~z 
q so = -~ ( :1~ c f"r a~1 r- c..9-1 -s ~1) 
0 ~/ -=- -~9 (6~" C,YJ" Ct#'f/z ~c~ ~z} 

~ ~ = ~~cc;,-r...z~ c 71f11+I>; -szf{Jr..Zz
1

cz-&7 

b4 5' =-(-Iy, -.z;, ) ~ f'l c ~ :J6'j 

~~=Iz~~ 
. "/ 

~IS= L-,~{C;sf(:,~.,c-.. :sf(, -c~c.~)~~ 
,t-{c~ c~ ~~ -1- $~ ct~;) c,~J- Cs ~ 
(s~ ~p, * Cfi,.c.~) J 

us 
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~ H = 4 4.,. (c 4 ttrlf - dl+ Cf) [ G$ G,. + t76 $f"tGfiJ 

ltl5. = 4 ~&- 6 "' [{ -~ $~- c::4 G''$ C$) 6~ 
.;. (64 ~ c~ .;. Gsf, tSN) c~] 

~ 2~ = -L1 cs't { ~~ "~ ("II, .::s~ 'f cttt, c").;. '7-c! 
[( s.4, :se, c~1 -1- --~ &~ cptf ~1 r~ 
$'" $~11) :r(J, ~ (C~~y c~ G I+ ~11 - d"tA, 

~ ?', t*~' -1- cp, d~ ~~)c.~] J 
q, 25 = 4 ~.,-[{est; ~~ - t:tJ, ~fit,)[ C/o~ + '?z 

( ~ c-'1, - 44J c P't :So&11 )]] 

L+ 2~ = -4 4~ ·~1 ~ [ (c"' c., ="tf .;. s~ &pt) ~ 
t-(e:f, c,,- :stt; c-., tSPIJ)CIJJ 

.Of' %l = -L1 s.,_[ Cu·~ (s~0 slj -t-c£ te~) 

~ t;8 L ( :Jflto Cf!to G"' S"-7z "G~o S"~ s..::l.t 

r~~o ~ C~2):S~ ~(~C~C~G..c;2 
- ~~o 5~~~ d"~z ~ ~" 11"1f7o c.~12J c~J] 

04 z• = L1 ~~ [( c~0 S~- s~ ctJ)[Cj1 ~;..,"r-c;8 
( ~ ~z- -,_,~ Cfllo ~-:.lz)] J 

a, 2'1 -=- -~ C/9 ~~,z .::S"}-L (clio ~o ~/fp 1- 6 /111 Cft1o) 

$~ r(c~,GWt, -.s~4 c.,0 -~Je:~J. 

D1 so = L.1 c;z stt[(cl, Gtf' elf c0(11 - s~ :sit ~q -c;, ~ 
~~,,) :Sf'l ~($f1 Gy e. I', c-71 ,. c~ ~II', c-<;1 - =';, 
~~~,,)c,j7 



.0" 4/·~ c;B ~~£(cto C~oCJP" C"'"'/~ -:f~o~~ ~~ 
- clj0 :s~~ ~01/z ):jl/ - (s£ c~" a$ Cot;z -!elf. 

:s ~~~ Uti z. - :J 11" ~r!7o ~z J cA J J · 

~ G =- ~~ "".Z.tj -s t f1I:.L~ C z fl1 
Ds;~ = L; c-, { C6 ~ (~J$ e-lf-~~ :1~) -c;6!(:s~ 

c6lt ~~ -~ c; ~) cpj-(c~ ce? ~11. -1--:5fl,. 

c~)~~7/ 
414 = -4/(c5 ce, + ~o ~~ 5'4)(~!{ c.,-<:~-t-:spf 

c; '7 ~~) -1 -s"t!'l ( Cs ~ -t;5 ~ -:5~J] 
~ 15 -= - t; 4:~ {-~ ~ L .s4 s'1 t-C-6) c;~ (c.~ c4 

.-1- :5~ ~~)] r ~rt c-t'l (:s~ Cf1-cf6 =s~) J 
~ 21 ::L;c-6j{~ :s"£~ c~ -c~ ~]rc;zC{~c~ 

c fl/cr s~1 rc¢':' ~11-, .9'</; r :1f9 ~ ~)c~ -~ 

~ C.f'!, ~I -:1fl,~f/r ~~/f-CJD?~e-9 Coyl)-s!j]f 
o5 26 .. -t1 [c<dfic;" cr~-1 .,~c;z(c.•?Cct;1 -~w9rcsu1 

S"-<IIJ][ elf cflr+ s~ :1¢)1J~~LC?o ~-s-1 
r c:;-Z (c., cf"r ~I f- !Ser Clxfl JJ/ 

Os- ~' = Ly G/z [ ~~ £c-s; ((G~ c:::~ .:s Jbr 1'-~ c~) 
c~- (c~, c1-', -""1, os; .,;<11,)~1/ )+-~ 
:sp, ~J.1 
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o5 ~ = l 1 c"'7£ 4i ~% (-~ &i{ - ~~., :-s~ )t-c;:, 

(( ~~ c~ e,H() s~~ -1- c,l!., :5'~t1 :r-~2 -1- :5,;, 
s~ ~z)c~ -s¢, {c~~c~~&~0 ~~z-~~ 
6~c:> SP(,z ~ cl,o :s-~o C#<tz)f J 

0s 2'8 = -~ { ~ £ ~ c.,_ -1- ti3 (c~ ~z -~~D 
Cf/tl :5PfiZ J7L~.4~~ elf+- '$ptt:> 0~ .?r ~ 

L <::W ~o-!- c;s(~o ~11:, -:S«rz +.:s~ ~n]/ 

Ds 2tf = 4 c;3 :SDt/z LC"'*i ((c ,;o c"7" s~o +~flo G~) 
c~ - (t:.!Jo C. I'ID -df'tiJ ~~ ='l'io) ~) +~.s;D 
~tc~J 

~ 9o = -4 c;z{c-,£(c¢, c, c,w, c,y1 -:sl,- :s,t~ 
- G~ $';' ~I) cpf r ( 5sP~ C., ~fP'f CPr11 r Gpt 
6~ ~1 -:s""S'f15-4t~1)sf,j-l(~cr;oxt1 
+c~~)6tt/ 

Ds 81 = -L, c;3 fc~ f(c~~ c~cflo cPcfz -s¢;., 
tSflfo ~z - c~o :s~ ~/z) ctJ r{:s~. c.~ 

C.~ll C«/z + C~ ::S lfo C~z - .S ~o :S'1o ~ rz) 

59/7 -f-{6~ CWo Ct:XIZ -/-G~ IS«Iz) ~6; l· 
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07 7.: ~~ ( Ci7 -J..Lcz czf" "'~ sz~) -ZLz 09 
~ c~ -:s-~ -1-..l;z cz~ ~ C2oLcl!6! !'S'~ 

rc2~7 

078 = c~£"s~ .s~ {-l)z -_zxz- Czo)-LzC#c•z] 
D7 1 = c~ (GZo ~...zzz) - Lz C;ttf ~z :j ~ 

o, /D = Lz c~ ~ ~ (6~ ~~L f c9*~ Ctt1z) 

0 11 = iz 4 c.a ~ (~,CI'z. -c,S$ :1~z) 
011' ={Lz ~~z :S-8-z -L~ (~l'z ~..sz ~S4 -G~z GPz)] 

[ ~ ~,665~ f CcB(~,16C-8j;·C~ ~~7-~-·q;6 

<Sf5' SDt7 r-:s~Q '56~(;,(7)]+[Lz c,., ~. 
-L$ (cflz c~ :s~+6~Cf/zJ][~c~-~ 
-rca(c?J6 C6&- c~ eP(7 - ='~o :s~ ~~,,..G¢5 
~5" C-Pf7)] 

07 17 =f~ c"'s.,.. C8(c~cof7 -6\9sGf"0 ~1)] 
[c'6LL~(~Iz ~ 6~ - c~t:::.fi) -L.z d~ -6ez] 
+- Stis£'-z cpz ~".! -L<$(c~cez~~z+~¢z 
CfPzJ]/ 

D7 /8 = ~ 5 atf {(Cis~ 6~tr r ~s:t6 aJi-)[L2 :sh ~ 
. -L~ (6~ C*£ $~- c,Sz CJP&)J~{G'~scn

-:s¢5 ~ ~Sis)[Lz c~ ~ -L~ (c~ ~ :s~ 

t-spzC~JJ/ 
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/)7 1'1 = ['Lz ":J~z :)s-z + L~ ~Pz c-sz ~ fJz ·- c¢z ~ ~)] 
[C, s~ ~~ ~ C:r(-:s~~cp, d"~t'-C~ 
5~ ~ -1- ~P'" ~ c-rs)]+['Lz c.~~ 
-r~ (c,4 c~ :Sf11e + ~~c~)J.LGJ ~~t -s'! 
,L4(&J\ C''tC~S"8- :S¢6 d~ ~6+G?;, 

~ee<s)] 

o7 .ze, -= fC? ~~ t- Cr (c~ c~8 - -=:s-~ G~ 5elfa)] 

{c~LL~(c,>.z c~- :s~csz s"'-) -Lzslz 

~ J -1- ="~ £ Lzc{l~ 66z -1-~ (clz Ct9-z ~~z 

-1- 6f1Sz GJ4)] J 
07 21: c, $Pt's[(cfi c~ s~ >"-~~ c~)[ L2 slz 6c9z. 

~L:s{:slz Ct9z$~ -·c¢2 c14 )] -f{C~ c~ 

- -'"1" c~ :S~)[ L2 c~ ~ ~L::J (c,4C-ez 

~.¢z76,4c~JJ/ 
0; 22 = CiJ[(c.¢s Ot!f; CJ"5 Cll'('l -.s¢6' 6~ ~,-c::¢6 

~~ $~7)£-Lz s¢'z s-e-2 -rL:s (!S~ ~ ~~ 

-cpz t:f4.)] r(61{; c-&5 c~ C,(7+c¢6 s!f 
c.c<7 -:s.¢5 ~,sr-6 6~7)£LzGplz ~~ -~ 

( C4 c""z 6 fPz r ::s,4 ~ >Pz)] / 
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07 zs = c,((C!f c~ c~ cc:a(8 ,..;$Jl.SJi <P<8- c~ :Sf!Z . 

5-=t.8 J{-L2 cs ~ ~..srz - L~ (~~ c-.9z ~~ -c¢2 

Cf4)J+ (~~ c~ <=ft cor~ +c::::~ ::S~ c~B -s¢~ 

:r~ ~~)[ L.zcP!t ~•z. 1-L.~{t:Pz. C'19-z "CS~ f--6¢z 

Cfllz)]! 

Os ~-==- c,, o~--:szf'i (~a r-L)(z} 1-I)'z Czfli 

.Os r = -t2 c;,. c~ 
081t!J = Lz C,c~~~(c~~-~c¢'z) 
D811 ==- L~ G4 L c~ c~(ct/3 c'z. +:s¢a 6{>st)+:s-e8 -:irz] 

. 081, = (L2 o-.2 +L$ ~~f'z.;[-c'r.[C, s~~r- c8 

(:sfls ces- G ~ :5ot7 '~' Csflo :sY'6 ~P<7 -1- ~f1l~ -:;'%

CDt7)]t- $~zL.Cl. Gps!S"%- 7- ~ {c4~c¢5-
~1 ..-.. ::S~6 :S ~ 6 P(7 T CfJ515-t!J-5 CDfl)J/ 

D~ 17 z: (Lz cez -1- L.:J ~ez ::Sfi)£C::c-es r ~~<:Pr7 
.- ~~c~ :5-t'J)J(clz c¢S5+:St4 ~¢.-)+{-1..~ 

G6-z ~~ ,LLz !)6z.)Lq ~f.~ {~•6'CPr7 
-rc~c.~ ~'7)J 

P8 /8 ::- GS s#('7[(Lz ~ + L:s ~ ~f/lz)£-clz_(cp8 
<A9-$' ~jP5 -f ::s ~ c~},. ~~Z' F.Ps GS'/s-- ~¢6"" ~ 

. :s¢1T)J 1- :s-es sY's ( ~ 6ez ~~ -Lz 6(!).~)( 
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~ l<f = f2zc~- .L.:$ :S6z :1JPz)[-clz£C,:S4_ ~~ 
f. ec, {tSpJ~ C~ Cjf_ :5~8 '1- Cf{ d~ :s'~ ~--~~ 

d~ CP(8)Jt-:s?~L~ ~ s~ ~~(c~~ 
<:..ft-sda- :s~ :s~ ~s -rc:l£ :S~ c::cxs)]f 

.Os zo =(LzCX!~z -L.~ ::s~ s_s~2)£C,c6i+ C~(~ 
Cl'('8 -~ ~fi 6«s)]( cs0zo: c~ f-6¢'z ~) 

+LLz ~-6-z.l- L~ V6z ~~z]["'C; ~+-c., 
( ~ c~ :s-rs + ~~ CCJfa)] 

D8 zt := C:, s«8 [( Lz oe-z -L~ ~~ 6~)[-c~ 
(c~ c::~ ~i'i f- s~ c~) t-spz.(c~~ 
- ~ G~ ;Sf~.)]-='~ :Sf't (L.e =s6:_. rL~ 

Gsz -6J'Z)/ 
Oa zz=-Ca [ {Lz c-e~ 1-L~ ~ 6f/'z)£"cfiz ~~ce-5 

Gp5 cp(7 - "S¢&"~J'6"CPf'l-C?'5 ~5-sor7)r~ 

{:s-~5~C.¢'6'C-'7 ,~oc;5 :S~ a-r,-:s~~~ 

<Sot7)jt-(~~c.~c~, t-~~ s-f7)CLz 

sez- L.~c:::~ 'SP'z]] 
Os 2ar: C1[(L2 c-sz -L.:s~zs~J[c::plz(c.4c~c,~ 

cof8 - s4 ::s~coc'8 - c4~~ ~"s)ffJIJz 

(~~ C~ G ~ CPt' 8 -f C I{ ::S f/t Cof8 - :SJl ~ 
-s~)]+~ c~ Cc=<8rC~ -:5D(a)L'L2 :5'Sz 

+ L~ ~ -sJPz.J/ . 
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a, 1 ::: c;o ~4 
0,- It = L~ f (c~ ce~.c Cfli - .;;14 $~)£ c; :S~ :S~ r ~ 

($' ~~ c~ :s-c'7 -1- cJ~. $~ .:5btj r-~ ~~ CPr~] 

-(~4c"'Zc.Rr c~~"'J£~ a~~~~c;; 
(t; ~~ c-es c; ~ :s~ - 6p5' :1~ :st:X7 r cfi. ~c;;.r7}Jj 

Or,,= L~fr ~ c~.,.. <:::8 (c"t-c~, -~ Cff ~7)] 
[c' (~~ .s-~ -C,4c-sz (!!~) -~~(~~~.SZ~fi 

-1-% t>fi)]-~ c"'-£CC~ + ~ (<:SJ- Clf 

~or7 +~~ ~7 J/ 
o9 18 :::r -L::, ~ ~L (c~ ~ :sl'i-.;. 6~ c~)($~o/z 

- G~ C~G~)"(C~ C~- :sp5"C"}~~) 

( ~4 C6z c"' -1-t::stl t51J.)- 6ej ~fj. ~&z cR] 
Dr If= -L:j[(cfzct9-z Cfi- :S~ 6/'f)£06~~ 

'1'-cr (~,rf c~ CR ~~-~-G~ 6~~8 -t-::sJ?i 

~ c.-('8 )]-(slz G~G~~ c~ ~~)[0 
cJt ~ -1- C,(c;f c.~ c;e 6"«~ - :1")£ 5~ G"eY8 

f cJII6 s~ Ct:l(e)7/ 

a, Za :: -~[ L cl <"'t" -1-4-(c~ c.-.-'g- ~~ G~ 
~o<8)][ cJ! ( :s.4 .s~ -c?L c~ G~) -~14 
(~*" &~ c~ ~ c~ .SJI,i)]-:s~c1lzCCr:s~ 
-t-er (ce~c~ s..-c'8 ~d~ c-r8 JJ] 
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o~ .e~:.:L~ c1 ~~[ (t:;Jt c~ Sflt 1- $fl c;t)(~t~e~" 
-C~C-6z G~) -1-{c( t:ft -~~ ~ ~Jt)(.S~ 

G19z c ~ of C ~ :s ~) - "'..tz 6 ~ fl-61z G ~] 

D'2~ = Ls c8 [r ""/z :s-~ -ai~ ~6zGSfi.){c,c.se 
G~ C#f7 - :S,6 :S~ Gelf7 - Cp5 ~ s-r.,)-(~~5" 

(;~ c~ C(JJ1(7 1" c::¢6" ~~ C0/7- .S~ ~~7) 

( .:5-szc.ez t:::p2 -rcf4 -6~)-{~ c~ c.,7+c~ 
-sor7 )(:sezc~)j 

or z4 = L~ c, {-(c.~ c"' c.~ ce-r8 - -:s ~ :S~ c.'f8 

-c::-st d''Lt ~~s)($9! ~~ -c?zc~"fi)+-{~~ 

~ G J'i C~s 'f- C ti :SJ'i ~8 - ":S~ $~ $4f1J) 

(:s~ G~ G~ r Gsiz ::s~) r($6;; ~~ C~8rC~ 
s""s)~ c~f 

4o 1D = -s 2~[ {.I)(6 Gl')S t--43 'Szlf) tCja}fi~., 
c~ 

~tl II = (.I).S-..lK~) ~~ :S_s§ G~ 

4o IZ =..Tzg C""S 
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qB 13= ~~cc;,.,-._z;t' C ~ ,_~ ~~],1-(;~ 

. L ~4 + ~6 ~ew,y~ 24 c::;6" :s .. c~ :SYj 

+ ~s czf/1, 

4.r /tl =C~£445ce;.~ :s~~~~ ~ -:T~-CZ5)] 

q3 1s- = L~ 4'"" ~ ~~ r ~s- c"' 
L1s2ttl = -f::sl,. 5~ ~ 1-4r(~~cs9 c$6,- s~1 rG~ 

d'_sP, $~ r-5~~coy1)]{Lt~-'~~ 
rL,v(:sAt c~ d~- c~ c~)7zcl, 66)t ~0 
~c;z (c ?, ~ c fit sPii,- s ~ :r ~ ~~ fc¢,. 

~~ coy1J][Lf- c~~ r-L.JI(c,~-s~ 
+ sfl~ c;tj)J 
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'13 2& =£ c;;o ~ 1- ~z (c.,. o-1/1 - .::r~ c;, :s;<.n)] 
{L'f -=s-t; (6~ cl¥ -6rJ,cli1)'fL,vCcP, 

. · ( ~~ G~ ~}ii-C4 C~) -s¢1,-(C~~ 5~ 

-t-s~ Gf;_)J / 

-0a 2 , =- Ciz ~1[(cp1 G~ $YI,f'-sl1 cf1t)~ 
L Lt1 :s~ :s~ r L.# (:s~ c~ :sJt -c:::~ GfiJ)] 
+(c~r(;Pr- sf~, C't!r1 $¢r}LL~c~ :s~ 

rL# (cfllt C~.s~f :s~t:$11;)}/ 



q3 -Z/ = - ;:;tJo s~ c:; r c;.g (:slfo c~ c f'i, s~z 
t- ~~"' :s f':o SOt/z ,t :s flto s~tO 0::¥/z) 7 
LL~ -ssJ., ~,. -L# (:s-pJ, c~:s~ -cs¢c~)] 

-['ciJo :S~# c; .,t c;3 (Cffo c~ ch'o :>~z 
- :s~o ~rto s~zr c;pJo !!t'~o c~z )J/:'--t ct4t 
~-69 -L# {c~~ -:s~ + s~ CJ'J)] 

/13 28 z::.£c; c~o .,_~ (~" CP</z-~~~c~o :s~IZJ] 
[L~ ~(6~Cpt0 -CIJ; ~~0 }.f. LIIL~~0(C~ 
ve-~ :SJIII-f s~ c ~) -cto (4~ c~6~-c~ 
C~J]/ 

£1:1 Ztf = - ~9 :$01/z !(c~o c~o :S;f?o -1- :s-~o CJfJ 

£L,srtf, -:s~ -L#(s¢4~ :!1~ -c~c~JJ 
t- (C40 Cjii0 -'Sff0 C~0 ~Y/o)£L.-1 c~ 6~ 
-L-~~(~cs-9 ~f41 f-s~c~JJ/ 

[13 .fJO = c;z {(cp9 c-e,cftt, c~1 -:s¢, -sPc,~, 
-c¢1 ::s-e-1::sD1/t)£L,-. ~4 ~~ t--L/1(-:s~ c~ 

S)4,t- c~ cf4!JJ{stJ, c~ cp1 ~1 -t-c¢9 
~1'9 CDJ!; -~¢>, ~ec, -sotj,)LJ..4c¢;, ~~ 
+ '-;; (c~ c~ -s~ .;- :5¢?'c~)Jj 



l33 3/.: en (( cJI{,tj C~ G ~o CDI/;r - :S flit) 5 ffo COf/z 

- c~o .::1~o •atJz)L L.4 ~-' ~~ -L,~~(sp~f'c~ 

~~9 -GAt c~)]-(sfto C~0 c,~tJ C"'iz 1-

o~o :Sf/jo C~z: -:s~o :;~., :s~~)L Lt~ c~ 

5~ -L#(cJIIf' c~ s ~· -r::spi' c$$)Jj 

0/il' 14 = c;, ~ (~s -~oix,) :S
2{$' ?'I~ cz~ 

'1"' 16 = L '~- ~s- c.~ 
~ ~4 = L Lt~ c~ -t# .S~ $fii,.:J{t;0 :561 (-::s ,., <:::~ 

- :s?;. cltt)-~' c;2 Lc~r~J4,c~ c~s~, 
-t- c¢, ~~ s~ ~ ¥~ :St9-'1 ee,;1) -~J4,(cplcr 

Ge, cr; :;~ - ~Pr sfr ~1-ra?, ::s~. 
~,)]/ . . 

O~z5 = (L11 s-s-~ sp;, -L'I CT!J;,.)(c¢, c~ +s~,~) 

[' ~o ~ ~ c=;z (c~ c:~1 - e.~ c~ 15~1)] 
- (L.11 c~ ::s Y+ t-L~ d"~)L~o :s~ ~~ 

( ~ c:: S"ct S ~II r -:5"'9 C"ll) 7 
q4 ~' ::: ~ {L- t:;4 (cJif ~ s 1; ~~/ -r :Ssz&, c 14, 

:!'~K;)~ .:s~ (cR, c$P, s~/ -::ss-4, ~ s~ 
st~~~,IJJ[-4 c~_r-L/1'="~ sf+'J+L6tt, s, $'~1JCL.f- :S~ o~-t# c~:sY~t.]/ 
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.q~ 21 = { t:;; s~ £$/fo c~ - c~o ~!J ]-!- 4':r L c~ 
( ~~ c~() c f111 ~~ + c ~(J :s ~ '!S ~z r :s[I5;Q 

:S~D Cc=lt/z) • ~~(cf1D C~0 C~0 $4/Z- ~~~~ 

s ~Q "LS"ct;z -1- c ~o ::s~ c~z )] 1[ 4p c~ ..;. L11 

~s~/ 
D14 t!S = - (Lf c.,.., -1- L,v ~e9 :s~ )(cf40 c ~ f 6J?tu 

s~f)[c; C~0 r ~(c-<70 c~Z' -~0 C~0 
:S~z)}-(L~ ~4 -t,qc~'$f'I!)L t'l; t~~ 
t- ~ {C~o (!, $9o ~C't/z: + :5'?o Cot'/Z )] 

t:h Z'f ::: 03 s~z [C 4 c~ ""L# ~'Ei} :!1~ J L ~ 
(cpjo ~~ :SYfo 7'-~f9o c; Wo)- ~~~ (c~o C.~o 
- 5~0 c~ =sJ~Jo)]t- 6e;e ~Y!o(L+ ~~ 

-t# ~ ~Pf.J} 

'19 3o= 0z[{cpf-(Gf9C-6-7GfP1~1-:S~fSJ'; 
Ge:>f;t - C i, "S~ ~~I) t-~~(~ C~ C f'~ 

c~1 t-cf'l 5~ ~~-~~1 :s-e, s~1)] 
["-~ ~ r-L# ~~4:S~]~C(:s~CY'9 

Ct:lfi/-1-Crl:r? ~~)(~9- :se~ r-t.,/1 c~~J'/,)]1 
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OJ4 31 = ~{Lei, (Cftoc~,c/9" ~z- ~f4o 6~o~z 
-oto ~~ ~~z)t--$~(csJ!,c~oc,Wo~Z 
r~~o 6 1/o ~Z - ~~10 ~~o ~#fiz )][-L.tfC~ 

-t.H~ :5~]-£(~0 C1f0 C~Z' /-C~0~r~) 
( LtfSe-4 -C-#c~:s~J]J 

q~ 16 = C2s ~ Ii', 

q5 Ztl = -.L# {( sl¢' :s~- cp5tl c~ c~)L'?o spJ<J ~-, 
.,1- c;...c' r~~ ct; c::::~ s~ ,t-ept. 5~ :s-~/?'.:f¢,. 
'='e, ~~)J -1- r~~-~ ~~ c~"' c~ ~~)[' c::;o cf4 
~e-1" c;~(c~, c.-, cJP, 5~11 -6'1, ~Y', ~~ 
rc¢, 6".., CPtft )]/ 

'1s25 = ~#ff<;oc6-,1'C/;-(c~~~ -:se-rcl'-'r S#«,,)] 
[cl1 (~~s~-c¢~c~cYf.) -6pf,.(s~c~ 
CfPt~ fC4 ~~)J-~cr;,["~D~'*f;4Ciz(c~ 
cp'! ~~~ r- ~~c~1)J/ 

~G U = -£# ~ ~~IL(cp'f c""' ~so,+ ~¢7cf,) 
( ~ ¢4 ~ S'-'1' - c.~ c~ c f41,) f (c st'r c $Dr - !5~1 
c~ =' f'., )(~i, c:::-e9 c~ + c~ Sf~)- :s19; 

6fP1 ~ CCf/I.J 
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'15 27 = LN (~I [(~tho~)(- c~ c~ c~ f-!1~ 
~fU~) t-(t::Ao ~~o}(~~ G~ Gfll f-G~ d~)] 

+ Ci3L(~~(J c-e;o G ~C) SOfiz fcto s~o 5~~ 
-1- -::sf;,() ~~ C"lz)(- G~4 G~ cr; -1- :5"~ 6'~) 

~( G~d CSj0 GPJ~:~ s«/z -~,J~ :s-~0 S~1z: f-cf!, 

s~o cot/Z )(-;$!;, G199 c I+~ c:-' ~ 11;)]] 
L?s 28 = L,v{c;z-c/J;~o C-6';~ (~ c:-ee c'* -:S¢4 s~) 

+ ~~0c.~0 {1S~ c~ c~ 1'-C¢~ ~'If) -1- :5~0 

~~ CP/t.] 1- c;~£(c1Joc~o ~z: -c~o~~c 

c~" s~11: )(c4, c-e41i' c~- s~ s~)+-{~~C' 

C-6)"' ~Z' - 5/J11 '6~0 C~0 so<1~(~~c~ 
C.f'*'!- 1- C:::'* :s~ J + (c~0 G ~0 ~t' f$'8;0 

~,z)(~~~~)J/ 
45 2f ~ L.#~L( cpt~ G~ -:>~0 :s"~.z "~~oCfllo 

Sc::t/z)(- c,¢'1'c~ CJI; -~-~~-s~) t-(C~0C~ 

:f"o<lz - ~~o C~0 <6Jif0 Sc</Z }(5'; c-e-1'c~ 

~GAt :5 '/.;) - :1'~0 ::s Yio .:5'~/2' ;S~ C ~ J 
'1s- g0 = L/.1 ~ L (ci;G6l; c~ C'"'i1 - ~?, :s~~ 

-c¢, ~ ~1)(-cp/9 ce--stc~ r $19 ~~) 

~¢~:! c~ c~ c~1 -r c?fer ~JII9'Ce,f1 -~¢, 
:S~ 5ofi1 )(-:5~t1Ce-4 C~ -G~ ~~)-(~ 

CJUr c~ r c~ ~1) ='-t!J--1- c~ 7 
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lJ/5 Jl = Ll/ 0s [ ( c/J/o <:"~ (fto e«,z - s;/o .sto t~/Z 
-C'~0 S-8J0 s~z)(etll t'-tJ-1 c~- s~ s~) 
+ ( .s ~o e-s-;r~ c 1}0 "OJ/~ + t' 1,0 s ~() c ~z - 6/t() s ~ 

u~e-)(slit!~ crtj ~ t'l1 s~) + (.y~t'J C~o 

C' "'z "'"e~ s~~) o~ c~] 

o/, 16 -=- sr.es [c&, -zL5 C4 e«1 -~- I.r6 cc:'~ ~ (I15 
1-Iy7 ) sz~} f 1.z5 eze-s .,. C'z., [ s~f5 Szl7f 7 

+ ( se5 C«?.,. (19'5 C~ ser7)l j- Z 15 C'd' :J -6-6 
z 

c-e-s c~sq'7 +.Z_.,7 (sr!J-~ ep:~ C'i¥-7 +~8s 6Pt7) 

-~-: .Ie7 /(! '11-$ ~ ""'? - s e-5 ~ ~ S'7') z 

IJ/, /7 = S~5 {t'-6-5 Sct?{L5ta - Cllf? ( ('~~ (- ..z;,7 --47)] · 
. + ue-5 ~l§[.s~7 (~, -~-47--47)~.z;5 ~-.;,7-:Z;s 

-InJ} 
0/, /<f.:: S-e-:1 ~~~ SDI7r~·,:Jf7 (~r~ +1"x7 -~7) -Lst"a] 

.,. (',95 [ s ~? ( t:r., + Zx7 -.I~?) ..,. Ic? -~-45] 
016 zz -=- se-5 .Jt)tr [Cr~ - L5 fa cot? -fLY?] 

0/7 /1 .:-(z1 ~Cfl'7{~, t'tt7 -ZL5ta}+e~~ { C~3 cf~t 
+.z;s +Jy7}-r s~~[I.r?c~? +4-7s~7 tix6} 

47 /4 = s~s~7[Lst8- c~('~" .,.I.r? -Iz?J} 
0/? Zl' ::: cf5 [ Ce, - L~ta ~p(? + I,7 1 
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IJ 111 19 = .s~, [ Czz - z Lt c, tot4 + c~fi Ix, +(..If~~ 
+ ..Iy6 ) .s~~J -~ L, f 9 s~ c6-, elf s~8 + 

('~¢ [ sl ~ s~8 -1- (~19-" c~ 6D<'8 + oe-., 

e&Ys)} + e '~ .z~, "Ij-4 ( s~ ~~ c~ ~- t'~ 
scx8 )

1
-t- ...T~8 (~e, C''1f- s~ elf .s~)z 

0 t9 ~() .:: S fi { C' ~ "'-eh { Iy, -Jx, ~.If, -Ix4 ""sz«a 

(C'z4 + Ix8 --48 J}-1 ('~ s~[,,t,- <'t/('4 

( Cct '" .II( 8 - .l'raJ}} 
019 ~I : ('"' SDI'fl se~ { l'«a (C'~~ ,-..-4, -.l;a) -L~ C;} 

-1 e.e, { Sll/(8 ( t'rt~ ~- Ixe -I~a) ~I~, -~-~a} 
lJ19 r3 = s-e, s~ [ c~~- L, C9 c,...,s -~- I 14} 

Oro ~0 .:- c zz + C«4 [ '~4 ('11(8 - z L, e,] + ~~ ~ 
[ Jy, '"1fB -~' ('~.; S(CI(tJ] + sr~ [ Ix, <~--48 
r s.rD<"s (- Ix8 "'L.ztJJ} 

IJ r() ~1 = s s~, 5C1(8 [C'er4 (- ~~- Ix4 .,.z£,) o~L6 t,} 
0 z() Z$ : c~ [ C'z4 - L, C', (.'C1(8 .. .z;.,} 
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DTI ~~ = sze, [ ""' -l' Lp ~z Ct:t,l + tc."~ I.r9 -f (.tj,, 

.,. Iy,1) slit;,} + (' 11; [ t'-8; Il'9 - ~ /,'1 (',z S '; 

C' ~ .s~, J + ~8 {sl~ s~, -~" ( ca, c~ sot;, r sa, 

e er,1) l} + -L.r 11 ( s-~ c ~ <'~t ~ ~4 .St:t',, )z + 

.I Jll ( ~-69 "«,, -s-.9; eJI.sDf,1) ~ 

lJJ 

Dr.t ~s :s~ {('e; S#f,1 {t9 ('~~ -~o e&(,, (- tZa -..z;.~, "'4.~) 
+ S-£1; (' ~ {.s~ll (('~8 ~ .l;u -Iv;) ~ I}'f ~JY,,-J;,-.l;J} 

/)l4 ~(, = S6,CI, SDf,, [cK,t ( ('~4 -1- fx11 -41) -L9 ('t~j 
+C'~{I~9 -~-411 + s~, (C'z8 .t1;,, -h,;)j 

Dz.t ~o = .S-IJ;S""[ ('zq - L9 ~4! "~1 ~.z;"} 

lJl's ~s = {' ~' +e'er,,[ ('1'8 ~llf',, -~ L9 C,z] + c/~ (.z,, + 

.lj11 "'tza S~/) fS~ [ ..z;, +J;I/ f'S~I (-.4,; -~>4,!] 
LJzs "' =sf, s~,[L, ~z ""C'IJf,, (- t'ea -.I¥11 +I~,)_} 
I.Jl'~ ~o: e~ (C~a- L9 e,~ eP(,I '".lf~~J 



Dr1 ~1 = Sz-8;()[ er1 .. {'l~IJ .I,y,.() -1- (Iy~o ~.z;,~) slt!() 

-i' L,o c;.J t:!.lf/z} + (r, [ .szf!" .sz...;z -1-(t:..g/o e!J() 
.sr:<,z 'I" .s~() et:Jf',z)z] .(o C'"t!J;o[('~() ~/0 - z 
L,/tJ 0" ~-8;o t~JI;D S~e}+J;tz (o~., C~ C!K,z 

t ~ 

+C'-e;4 s~~ ~Iz,z (c~oeett~ -8"19-10 ef:o S'~z) 
0&7 za : s~ofoiJ;" 5"'tt[L,() e,.., ~e.-,z (-(i, -.J;,.z ~-4~~iJ 

-1-.s,g.;o t:~{s~l (-~IZ ,o. 4~ .. <n)-4tz "1ft.! ~>-f,.,-J;. J} 
Ozt ?f = s ~o c !fo Sct/z [ C'ct;~ ( ~' ~ 4tz -.Z~tz)- L/D C 4 

+te;()[.z;,o r..L~/Z,.. sZ,.,,z (~, -I.yz -1-IKtz)} 
Oz7 ~I =- 6 -e;o .slfe, [ t'z, ""4tt- L1o e,.3 c~~} 

0~8 Z8 = ('~7 -1- e«~z [ c~ etJt~z -ZL,.o e,J+~z,;/)f.lfi~ 
of Zf,.z -~" ctf Szo<',z 1 + sz f;(J [ ..Z,If; + I;,z -rs-;z 

(-JKtz -~" k/z) 
lJza z?-= S l:o s~~ [ LltJ e,-3 '"t'Pr,z (- (z9 -J.y,z ~~} 
/)~4 31 ::: c 1t1 [ ct, -1- .z;,.z. -L.,.o e,, (! e:r,z 1 
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To define the elements of column vector E, these parameters are 

necessary: 

"'3A =- cl, ~e-, (i; r ~; )- .2~~ ~/4, ~ 
11 ·r • z . • • 

Aza = - :r¢S-"? d~ (¢'J? +-8-h) ~ 2~ 1, a" ~ 
A • Z 

453 = --e-A c~ 

A/;· = cfo, /( 1j -r-8-; 1' ~ 2) c~ ~fh r 2-4, i ~~ 
ctJ,7r -:>f4,£(i,~"'P~)c~ -zi~~:s~J 
r2¢f, ~ (:s.t4, ~c~ r c4 ~J'I;,) 

4z: -= ( ~z ~ -8;, z-1-Jli,:} ~p, c~ 6~ -(1;: ~ p,zfi~c~) 
f2["-.i;, ~ (~ -$~ Cf/J,-1-i, C~ $~)1-ri fl{,j 
(:s~ :5J'h -G~C~ C.fl;)] 

A5~ == - (~-; ;; }.:f~ ~;t;, ?'..?M; J'h c~c~) 

--'!m ·:r •z. "z • 2 
A,s =- -(¢h ~eh ~Ph ~q-~)(~4~~c~ ~~m) 

r--( ¢".; -;-~ z 7' ~ _! )(6s'"' ::S/4, S411",m)- (¢ ~z .,t & ~ 

~ar;;)(cf4 ::Se;,c~_,)+ 2~,£, L ~ ~~ f6-4ih 

CJij., ~~- c:::~ ~";n)-?- ~ ~, (:SflhC~ ~~ . 
-ctP,c.f9?)-~/11 (614, ~ c~ C.ct'PJ?rc¢_, SJII~ 

c#{'m -.:5~ ;5~ ~)J-ol/JJ?fei;.,(cfo,s~c/il? 
Cac.t?? r-c4 c~ 'ScY..w) (eev?~ 0!'1 .n~.# ~e) 



/ -hht ) 
(4 1 .! Ccn/~ 

-t-i (ciJ, c~ :1'~ c~m ~ $Jfh cYh c~A?)J .,t~ 

~ c:~ $~ :!/~ :$"~ l 
- hl?f •z • z . 2 • z /. 

,4 Z 5 = -["(¢q ~ -6-/J ~ fl/ A r ~M.H?)(:SJI1_, C-G;,Csfh ~A?) 

t-(~: r fP:; ,l-f~)(cpn ~JI/n -s~)~'(fl) 
-;~- ~~-~--f~}(:!if4,~'6;, t::Prm) J +2{¢~£.e,c~ 
(~c...t-m- ~c9~c~ 6~)- f/~ ~hJ(c{JI, 
c.;, :5fh J!o ~ 11, c Jll,) -1- e;( m ( c ~ ( c-e;, c ¢ h 

• 
c-( m - :5,_., -s-r m) - :5 ~ :s Ph cDI', ) ] - a('~ 

["d;, ~~ (s~ cy.;, CPf'm ?"c~ '51-.-,)r% 

l!t:1fm (6p"" G~ -:Ijlh - cA, c%) ]-1-4 f}, 
(6/4, ~~ 6~ -sormJ/ 

4-;; = (l!fi-//z r ph2 -1-~ )( ~ c% $cY HI)-( -ci;, f.~;) 
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(c--e;,Cor'm) +z.(-4 c(m(-~~ c~cq-H?..t..-5~ 
~or"")~ ft}, tS~(~C't9-n~~ :1-~~~j 

n • .. . . . 
4 k = ~ c~ ( ~- ¢'h c~)f 4 (If,~~ d-8;, , . . . . . 
41 =~ :s>'h (~ c~ -PJ,)r ~ ;tJ, c~ ::1~ 

"' . . 
"'~ =-~ '19;, s-e;; 

Following are the elements of column vector E: 
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(Eo C.o~l: ::/) 
t1 If lo - ., If 

,t C/5 A 3z -1- ~o Ass + c;t A43 1- 4z A ~s 
- /IJ /Z J ,- • • 

'~- c;6 A ~4 ; "" J.. ~, 4..1ej pt J -1- f11 ( J'>; w.~~ 

s</1 -.zki wA-, ~511 + 4;-4, ~tf1o~-A;.zjlc<l/ 
~ = 4 ~ ~ ~ 6). (Iki W.t; c $9 -...z-}1 W)1 -:s~) 

,t- f4 · s ~ ( .Ix, """~ s S'f ,t~ "-'~ ~w) 
£7= $"t9z;-c::;7L~; ~~z -Az~ cr{]rLzL4 

(41~ :slz -A~ clz).;c;4(4/~ $1fe -Az~clz.) 
. ,t. c:; (A;~ tSflz -;{ z~ cfi) -1- C; (~f, df4 -A f:1 
c~z) -f C8 ( ~-:; :r 4 - A:S

1 
olz }r c, ( A-1~

3 

· 

-~4 J Az T z · :5?z -A2.3 c4) - x -Lx~: c;P~ ~Ay IJtz ~st'z. 

-,;z (-4z t.Ux2 ~~ riYz wyz c~)+~ 
. 42. Warz.f -r(s,Pz C6z s~ -c,S2 cff-)f ~ 
A 1~ -1- '-~ L-c'- A1: -r Cj 4i - c8 A}j "C1 
A:~~ J-L< ~-~ A1: / -1- (c¢$.? <:::19z .s~ + ~4 
c~){ Cu Az~ 1-4£~ 4z~ -CjA;3 -rC8 

- 5'7 -~c& 7 z./ 2 4 Z.3 - C1 A z, _f rL2 0"-st ~3 r- C-6-zLA~ 

.z-J~ -1-~ ( .I;-z 4.Jxz c~ -2Jrz A.Jyz :sJ~f)] 
· { z z [- ~c £ 8 = ce.z - Ci7 (A1~ c~ ..;.,,z" .::f~)fLz -c;~c'A4~ 

~11 ,1A1~ c~ t-Ae~ sA)-c4(A1g c~ifA~~ 
:s¢z)- ~ (A,:c4 rA~ -sf4) -c1 (.41; cr{+Af3 

:5 lz) (~f. t!JH AeK.,t p:slf ~) 
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I 

(£j5 COil/d) 

-ILtJ 4J.,)- CzsA;z - LN(t'/o A/s -c,4;; 
-1 Cz 4;~' - C!/3 4;;'zJJ} -1- ~~ ( h~o Wx4 

~ . 

C¢9 - .fv1- wvf: S¢4)- 4~.h4 
E;" =(J,~Lr o~LI,;Ls)/"Ch s¢s s~ ~(e(S~ 

C.O.s- ~¢s- so< 7 t- c ¢s ~</Js s~7 ~ s¢s-

5£J.s C!o<1J.J- r./lzt3Lz .t4r;Ls)/4, 
e. tis ~61-s- "Cs (e. t(Js ~B_, C ¢s SO( 7 -5 ¢.s 

. S' 
S~ So.< 7 -f t!¢s S~s- C cx7)J I(I/~L~C8 

-s-? -Its Cz3)(-.:,¢see-6-C¢s sot., -e~s.:$¢s 
s -s7 

S0<7- 'SPs $e9s Ca<7) I r4z3 Ls-Cs -43 
C'z.,)( ~/Js es-~ ~ SV$ :Sot, -s¢s .S¢s S0<7 

s- -S? 
.; t:J¢$ ~., tJcx7) + S-6-s-/( .413 Cz1 - 4,3 Ls 

s -n 7 La) .S¢s - (4~3 ~z' -Azs Ls C8 ) C9sJ "'"5&.,. 
£+4/-JKs ~¢s -4{ -'Ys- S¢s_l -4: ./~s- CB-s . .. . 
1-Lxs ( 85 S¢s - ¢s- C!¢.; SS..; )(- {t'S" S (f, 

• • • 
SBS' + Ds <1¢s e&s}f ../yGf~s:5¢s ~es tf~ 
e c;us )(- ¢'; c ¢'s s 61-s -6-S' ~ ¢.,- t!. t!J.s) 

.f .4$" ( ~~ eB-s-.; ttis-J es ~&-.s- .;._h1 (.1l}s-
f .s· s-

Ct,lls ~01., r {!.6J-s- Sot1 ) t ,4K CCJJ.1 141 ~o< 7 

- C<1f~><s S<Z:I(7 ~t:.U~s Co<7)J- Ly7(~9s 
(('~n/. IJ/? n~ ><I ,P a 9tt..) 



( £;~, eon! d) 
s- . 

s¢5 ),4y I ./~7 (-CB-s ~cx7 ,t. S9.;L¢s ;50( 7) 

L ~7 (4)~.1" eo<1 - w~s- S01.. 1) .J.4Ks-s~1 
1 AJ Ce~.7J-.Tx7 c;)~J_1 [B5 (59s SC><1 

-CB-s L'¢_, ~r:x.7} ~~ S6Js Stf/sCo<7 -1 ~l 
(S&s~t/'s Sel1 -C!-t:J.sCcx?)} -Zy7 ~Y7 
( e.s e.,r;.s s¢~ 14 S{}~- ~¢s) ~Zi'7 iJ87 

LB.1"(St9s C011 -1 C9s C.¢s .S0<7)-~ SBsS~ 
S o<7 ~ c:>< 7 (Cc9-s SQ(? ,t. 'S-8-.s C,¢s CO/?)} 

£i1 = f-Lz r.J,~ cfls -~A;, ~Ps) -Lsr45r C~s- l4z~ 

.S IJs )J£ C" C-B.s rl t'~ /- s B-s C SVs S<::.t7 r CB-s 

Ccx7)}-1-f43lsLr 14,~L'5]£C~ SB-so~Ce 
. $ . ~ 

(Ct9,s-CtP5 S<::tl1 ~ SS.s ~~1)} -/4,3 C¢s I 4z3 

S's-1 fC'z1 ~1}-s - Ls Ca f-.s&sC~ Sr::x7 +CB-s 

Co<.,Jl-f Jt;;7cp5 -~Pfz!' s¢s./ te'z3r-ses 
~sUs sO<., .,t CCJ-s- Co<7 ) -LsCB c~~J 

4" -;.s"? 
I fLsC, 4ss - 4:~3 Czs.J/-e.95"l::'¢s- Sex? -~Bs-

CO<?J.t/4~ ez, -J1-:;7Ls4./s~s -/Exs 
s . . . • 

f-4J( S ¢s .,t. r Ds S ¢$' - fP:S C<)s 5 l?s J(- tPs 
. s • 

Ccps Ct9-s - ~s et~Js)] .J.hs L-Ay c~ l(~,s-

S9s S&s ~8.s- C ¢s}( <1;;. S~:r C9~ ,t~="' S~sJl 
(Con/ on ne J( I fM''lt!'} 
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(£i7 t!onld'J 
-lis- Ps S..9:r ~~s CB-s ~tjs-) -Zx?(~¢sCot7) 
(4:c~,~~:~.,-~7 rQxss~.,~~~~ 
CO<?J]- Zy7 L'f/Js4: -.Zo~., (S<Ps s~?) 
£ 0< 1 I' 4J 't s eO<., - GJ~ s- s ~.,) ..t 4".so<? 
-14/. ccx.,.J + Jx7 ~x1/-I/J~ ('~&s C(,lls- C0(1 

-~I)$' :50<, ) - 9s C. fils C!O<., .J. 0< 7 S ~s ~01..,_} 

of LY7 (i)y, I" ¢is ~&ssp~ ·"~ ~ ¢s) I- ..&7 ~~., 
L- ¢~ (t'IJ.~Cf/1~ Sa<, ~ 5"62s ~ex.,}- 4 c?$' 

Sf:>~.., - C( 7 ~ ~.:r ~O<.,.J 

4 z A~ /1 /J S A-s-7 £;a=/' L'a ( /3lz -1 A/z Ls) - L s Le ~~ -1 R/s 

L'z3J (etJs Ct9s ~~s Se<~ -1 s~Js t:!¢'s ~,) · 

,t/"~ t'4~; Lz -l4z~ L1J -Ls- Cailz~ 
-S*'l 

-1 4~3 Cz3J~s~s ~~s S~s- SO<., -CtfJsCt/Js 

Sc<.,)- tCB (43~ t.~ ?' 4:z L-s }- Ls- C, 4! 
-~-, 

+ 4s., Lr3] (SI)s ~iPs sO(.,) ~ (/'l!s- .hs) 

~ .9- -'fils -~~C!~s- S&9.r )(6i5Cf4. ~¢Ss S~s
SB-s-} -,d: hs lb7 ~0<7/ ilxs C01. 7 .;,4; 

So<~ .. C( 7 (' Wxs .:1~ 7 ~ W¥s- <:::~ 7 )} 

-k1 ~O<.,.l~ 7 fuJx~ Ccx~ -aJ-4~ ~0<7) 
-1 4xs SO<~ 14: Ccx.,./ ,J.( /x7 ?Jx.7 Coc~ 

( c~nl. /)/1 nexl _?Gift:!: J 
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( ~~ C /Jn I d) 
1- .7~7 i:J~ 7 Sf:::ttt7 )(t/J~ S9s- .S~s ,~.9"" C~s 
-/ a< 1 ) .,t. J Y1 ~ y 7 ~ tJ's- S.r5J.s- C ~ S' - .,{)_S" S ~) 

l t 

£;9 ::: S-l)." {- :5 (J'- /"- c7 (' cl Ars - c$ 4z) 
-~· ~~} 'l I ~~ C 9 .4,3 -c;Z' ~~~3 ,1 C¢4. {;.L'7(Lz Az3 

l -~· 4 - ~~ Lfzz} + L'- C9 4z-s -C't:? Aza }-C~ 

(-JIC"_h" -1-~ JY" Wy~) o~-i)t.L~t. ~.r~ -1 S~ 
t;. • I} 

(-4y -'vt. .. ~ L4 ~Xt. )J -(~¢, c 61-" c~ Sa(.s 

I Ct)(, S¢4. ~~ "'~~" S"-4, ~ )/_:c;(~?4: 
/ Az 4~ .. ,8 7 

- L $ P11 - t'_~ IS) - e z~ 4_, _/ .,1 ( C' 404. <::' c9• 

C~t. Sc<4 - 5~~ S~ Se<a .JC~" ~~COca) 

fC9 r'Lz4~~ -~sAz~ -L~Az~J -C'z9 4-::; 
1-e~£ 61-~ (' L~t. W)(" C¢1'" -Ey" 4>y" s~) 
-,4~'- .ht-] -1Zx8 (ss-~ c¢~, ~0(~ .,e~ 
So<,g}L.4t~~O<B -r4; ~4 -~a t'wt, ~·B 
+uJ~" C01.s)J -h4 (s&. Stfl;)4r" -he 
( Cbl.r; <:?c:><e ... s 62, c.~ ~8)L~8 (~x~ Ccxa 
-t.J~, Sot.8 ) o~.J/" S01..8 ..,1 4~ '-~01.11]-Zxa @xa 

{ tJ, (S~ ~Ole -CA C~ e!O<a ).,1<4 ~~ ~~ 
Cr:xa ?"aie (se;'- L'~ SO<.s -e~e- e0<8)_l 
-.7ra tJ Y8 t' tJ., et;.~ SfP~ -~ot) ~61 ~<14 ) 

(C~nl ""' /1~'<1 pet;e) 
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9t.71 

(.->6ed ;t><;u vq yvq;;/ 
v~~ •yre LB~s ~s a ;:or e>o:? ~v"? ~-?>-. 
( ~.>o> 17'>- 6)0;:? 1/Ji? ~lf;>/ ~t:l'x~ Bx_r r 

L~>oi/ :J7r eiO> :/7t (B>o> ''C'7-
c9KP~Ja~a;o> 1JJ5: 8~-:r~~Pi? 8t<z

[( a>o~ .,~C"r e~s: ,x~) e~ _ ak::,> !P' + 

FJ"'Ii) 'J/7 j 9~;:? ·1P~ By- ~,/ 'A .£;f7-
?,p > ?'Y. ~ - ( ?¢;? ?x(17 "!T - ~ S ~A~ 

~ 

~1l )~ r!: ~~7 ~z,?- ( (£17' -:;7 r s.~IJ' 2?-
/ . a-,..r -, I' 'Z ' :'v s: ~ ~ 7 ( 8;o;> ~ .> f 8x:>s, "¢Jt:J ~t9J /-

! r ~Zpt ;z? _ ft2 f7 "7 f 'Z/7 Z/ _ ZJ'/'7' S 7) 
L 6~- \ ., ~ . ~ v 
~ /~~ t f,,r:r '62,?- ( ~C//7 .,? f ;r z;-

'Z2J7 S/.) ':;J_/7(1;;> J ( 8;o,/ ~;;>- N>os ~,/ ?fr~)-

f"•C'?"7~~f t'/Y~t?*'?f '£p z?-. ,,_ ~ 

{(~?- 2 'lJ s 7)'-:J j '~~ - [( 1p 7 ~X(>7 "Y-z 2 {' 

1JS> .,~ "':!/~I L:P' ? ~~ ~, zv-
( :, z?_ ;J?s ?)~,) j~s 1-£,:1' V "77 

rrz?-(EfTJ'?- 2J7>7)~/]"ff.:?:}~lf;? =023 
~ 2 z 

[(l>o;J 

~./ =t9~ r 8)t::;f; ~.,) 8'Jo t- ( ~~ 1P ~ ~& ~) ~-• • 

(11~.> ~,.?~-6Z,?r 8J'Oi) ~19>) ~J8P~ a~z r 

r;: ;u~;? 61_7; 



( Ezo L'on/ d.) 
L J, C&& S(/t .r~, St/i] 1.48 t::0~8f-~ . 
(CIJ~ C,~ Scx.8 .,t .58~ Cc:<8 )- c;tz C~ :5C><8 

-O<s S~ Co<e_l 

Ez, = -s~8 /('"c4 eB<- ~~ -rs~~c~J!4 
/ r /1 ~ A(. -f. I 

f ~ s 4z - ~z -"/3 ~Lt. /..//"& ) - 0Jt 4l 7-t('S~ 
l ~ 

C~~ Sflt -t:'~,~fh.)tG!,(t.s4z -~z4ZJ 

It., fz3 )- t'rt~ J;;/- s&;;, :5 ¢~ £C'., r~s4t! 
4 z c. ) ;r's '] ~ - t.Z' :J'! I L~ ,43-J -~~ R33 .J -44 h~ . 

~~ .5&~ (.J;~~x~ S¢t o~.Zrt. 4~C~) . 
~ -61, (It~, ~J" G'91 -Zvt.t0Y" $~)-/he 
s~ L Jl/·c~8 ,14: ~8 - ~8 (' Wx(O :S~s 
./W.rt. ~a )j -he ~o(sL~e (u:>x, C!.o<e 

-~.r6. S~a) ~4' Sc::.(a .J ,4: Co~s} _,./_;;8 
~X8 ~CJ..e -l./7e d:>ze Sole.J f¢~ S~ S9t 
J-,i;t-C~ .f Cle.J 1./Ya d)YB {¢>~ S6k C¢4 

- 6i" s¢,) 
Ezz= (e~s CeJ~Ct/Js CcX7 -S¢:rs¢f~ot7 -t:'"S~ 

Sb<7 )f-L'efLz It~ 1L~4zz -Ls4:/-t'z3 
,r,;7J ;4rs~$"c~c~ ('cx7 ,te'/Js s~eot., 
- ::513-s S .P.s 5c:x 7) f.- 4 ~L"r .Jz~ .I Cs- .dz; 

(Coni. tJn nt::!xl ,P~f~ J 
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I 

( EZz Co/7/4') 

-Ls4~ J- Cr~4~7]- t'~es~¢1r~ot?-l ee;.s
:501.7)/=Cs (Lz4: ""L.s-4~ -LsA~)-Cz:t 

-S? S . 
437-..Tv14v -1-.Zx7 ~K7(-wxs S0<7 

-w~5 Ccx.,) .,1.,k7 t:Jd'7('4JKsL!Of7 -w85 ~J 

£z~= l'c~ C'6'~ ~~ co~4 - ~~~ s¢4 C!.0<8 -e¢(. 
Az. ·/lr '-

S~ ScxaJ/4/Ls.4tz -4 n,s .;L~ 4j) 

-4i« .J::'i +t"'s~, ~G, e~ Ce<.8 ~C'4 s9f 
Co<8 - :514;. st9" So<e)/"L',a='4;; -44~ 
,t4.Ah}- 4~4;;/-(s.P.~ c~ eo<a . 

t"C~ ~,)f~,rL:s4~ -~z4; /~4'3'3) 
- CZ'4 4:/- 4y" hs "Zta t3 'Ke f- u:>"~ ~~e 
-u>z~ t!e<a)l4e 45;a(41x,C!.C<s -wcr, 
s~BJ 

£ r' 9 A4 · 
Zt/ =£.. A/s4 r~4,3L'f -Rtr L#.7Z-0.o ~1'9 se, 

- C/z (S~~ ~62., e ~ 'SO(,, I<:?~, s ¢9 SCl<u 
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,t. s¢, :rr9, eo<,,)_/+ f 4;3 i; 1.dh L~ -4~41 
I L;(J c~, .:sz9, ,L 4z t'efJ" Cr9~ ~?; ~,,- s¢, 

~ '~'f ~0(1/ -1-~11, ~79.,~~,).7 ~4~/Cz~ ~<¢, 
~ ~~ ,I L ~ ~-r ~ 'S ; 9 ~~., C ¢', :soc,/ - ~ 4 'S~ 
Sex."-~~~ S6l9 eO(~~J..l-4z;£Cz~ ~4.561, 

f' C' tPn I. e>n /?~xI )='3~) 



~ 

( Fz, t.' c9nlc:/. ) 

· -L, L;z ( e,Jf ~&-,~¢!, S0<11 - st~J, ~¢1, SO<" 
-9/l 

-~-~t?J, s~9~o<")_l -r4-s £Czs (s~9 c~c~ 
.:5o<,,+~~" :StP9 ~~~ 1- ;5¢J, .:S~9 ~O(~~J- L. 9 4z 

4
-9/1 

~fJ9 sB-,J- z3 ie'za (G"¢,~49.,£:'~ s~,, 
-s~9 ~~ ~~~ .;~~;, s&1 e0f,,) -L1 ~z-G'~1 
S-61.,] I S-9-tt ~4~~" Zx1 e~ -4y9 Ly9 5 ~1) 
-4: lr1 e-1),."' .,~.If, /e1 -s¢1- ~1 cr;., ~.&.,) 
( ;., ~t/1, ~,!;, - ¢'; s~ s &29) .,t .Zy9 (<f); s~ 
s ,JJ.~ ~ ..9., C'4 )(- ¢9 L'~ ~~, - 6J1 :s ~ C6Y) 
.; LE'f ( ~~ ~.,!)9 t g;, y &1 ~&-.,) ./ Ix,, (S619 

Ctf/, ~Ott.. II "'C!&-9 ~~,,)/ 419 Co</1 14: SC(,I 

-~11 ( Wx9 SO<" .;.w~9 t!.O<H )} - _ly,, ~191 
:S¢,).4: +4110 C'~9 ~~~~ .,t S61, ~(4, ~n j 
L~llf~K9 t!.O<,,- ~f19 ~~~) lA: $t::>(,, 149 

Co<,,_J .,1 /1,, u:Jx" [-~ (S61.p s(::,(" -~~~ c~ 
C!o<,,) - <;4 S ~, ~~ ~0(11 -0<11 (S ~ C:~ ~<::It',, 
-~~9 ~O(,,J.! .;.Jv/1 A3y,,(--6i,~&9 ~~ -~? 
5&-" L'<P,) -1- h,, ~~~f 6J9(st9.,CO(,, .;.t!-6J.f 

e.~ 50!,) - {i9 ~~ ~ ~ :Jc(,, +- Ct/1 (' ~6l, 
sc::.(, -1 :s~9 c~ eO(,, JJ 
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~~ Coni:JJ 
s t9'1 ~c::::>(ll ) - ~ ~ ~ ~~I' I - ~II ~ ¢+ C.b</11 

. .r: I' ¢ / ~4 _~~"! 
Ezt..: :S~n ~ 7 ~~ (~3 ~~ ~.4~ '-¢ -P/z ~/1 ,LP.,.3 

L 9)- 43"''cze .7/-~ tP, ~4 :> ~ - s¢9 ~¢9! 
-1-f Cz ( 4;, i, I ,1/~ { 9 - ,4~ LK 142: 

L~)- 4;;~'~ul /--st;9 ~J91 s~ +e¢, c~ 
+ 5-l).t~ s¢, i Ciz ( 43~ L, ~4~ L~ -4tz 
L11 14: !.,) - 4;;1

' Cz47] +rh, -JY,) 
( IJ.9 S ~ - ~·~¢', ~~9 y~ C4; .,t~~ 5 ~ S4) -JI: ./.z9 -J _b,, '5::::1(u/.Jx" CO<, 1-L/; :SC<, 

-~II ( a)'t: 9 ~~~ ~ CU ~9 (!_0(11 J] - k,, (}:x,, 

f~1 /wx1 t!e<,, -w,r9 S:::<u) ,t./fx9
So<u 

14: e C<.,J ~ C Z>c 11 &i)X11 ec:x,l ~~II ~~II 
So<11 )( ~1 :562-1 S ~ t-iJ.f Cf/J, 10</1) ~ JY11 
4Jy,, (I~~~~~ ~1 s¢+) · 

/ ·t¢ . /14 £Z7: (- S ~o SG};0 }L (,L/;~L., f 4;, L,. /-.<~;~ Lq} 
t;, -/1:: Cz? .,t A~;D'z0oC37 ,I~'S~o 
c~/P e~o SO</z- c. ~0 '5 <Ao S'cy~- Stio 
S-62,p C.e><rz )L 03(4~~ ~4:L,. 1- .4=L,; 

A/D }'-10/C 7 ) 
I ,qiJ L/o) - .L./,"3 Czq I rCAo :563b 

f ( 4:~ i.1 14:"$ L4 z~.4: L"') d, -4 ;; ~7 
(~Pnl. tPI? nexl ?89~) 

I '>1 



( Ez7 C 11:/nl d.) 
- ttJ~z } + Az3 L.lo ~3 I (e,S.~oCr!l,o e~, SO<_,l: 

- SP~o S~o Sei,z 1- C~o S~o~~z) 

£r4;'3~ 1-Ai~~~ ~4%24 ,t4:: ~o)C3 
}1-IDir /J ] A'~ ~to 

- /..lz 3 '-z1 - /..Jx Zx,o f-et.b1" S' ~o)-Hy 
A/0 

_ly,o (SI/1o S6L~) -,qi' 4.-,o C6)o ~LXI'o ~X1D 

(-tAo ~ ~D S ~o +-t).;o C ~o C! ~o) I Jy,o 4,o 
(- ~0 e PIO '5/ho ... Bto s ~D ~~D),t h/t) 
co~.~of.do S-B,o) -1-.!;,2'{561-,o C(,L!oCO(IZ 

/AI'O AIO 
-1- e.{).-1o :50(1z ) C 4x eo</z ~R ~ SC<,z 

- C( /Z f a)'XID '5(:)(/Z .,t (A)~ IO C!O<Jz )]-.J;,z: 
SB/o 5lfJ.,cAy'

0

- Zi"!rz ( e,g.,D ecx,~ - s&.~o 
Ct,J.,o 'SC<i7.}L~;z (tA.)x,o Co<.,z- CV~,o 

SQ{,z J .,I. 4' 0 
'5Cx,z ~ 4;0 e_O(,zJ 1-ft,~ 

W)(IZ z: &.ID (561-,o 'So<.,z -C62,o e~D 
CC:.<,z)- ~o SB.~o St/J;oe!.oc:,l -~~z(S.£Jo 
C ~o Sf::X,z - e.,().~o C.C<,z)/- Zy,z wy," 
( ~o CG.~o StAo ..;. tho sG.~oC!.~0 ) I k1~ 
tV ~I'Z [ ~0 ( s~D t::!c(IZ I c 6).,0 C~o s~.,<: ) 
- ¢;o S 6l;o ::5 tAo ~, z -1 Dt1~ ~ C 6l.1o "S~.1 z 

-1 5-62-;o C r./1o ~0<;~7 )_} 

J ')2 
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r; I . At/ I .1/() ) -IDIZ J 
£.J1 =- L CJ ( ,{_, L, + fl1$ L4 f ~l L11 -~' 'f13 L1o -It~ ~'I 

[(c~0 C!:f!J;0 ~&o CfX/~ -Sp/0 $~ C~~ -e~o S~o 
.Ser'!i[C:s ( 4; L, .. 4!, L1 1-4: !.11 + ~z; Lt.,) 
-~;~~ (1zrt]{..:JI/o <::1-&;o t.'~o (!~~ .f e ~() S~o Cq',z 

-~?to <>-8;, sor;J.,.fC:s (~L, +4:1~ L, .. ./,~ t11 
+,4;; fo)-~:J~~ez9Jf~ e~o e&'(1z -e6jo 

60f/t}- /lj0Iyrz r..f'.r1z wKIZ (-4/o -5C>(,~ -«J~Io 
eDS'Iz)r-~z a;i!/~ (~10 e"(iz -aJeiO~IZ) 

The elements of column vector FP are: 

f.P, ::::- tJ 

fPz = o 
Fp!J = -~e, 
Fp4 = 0 

Fp5 =; L'~ s~ 
Fp, = 0 

~? =- 0 

1-p~ == l ( r'3 aez:. - ~.t e~ 6~) 

~?9 == -~ ~~ u-~ (' ~ 
~/0 = 0 

fptl =- ! Cl S"e-3 
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~~~= 0 

~~=;rrcs 36;;- c;S~9:sl¢J 
~/5 = -~ ~ ~-e1" c~ 
,J!p/, = 0 

J:p,7 = j £ C(. s,.B" 1-~ ( c~ c~ .9>f'7 r-~~ a-r7)] 

. ~~ z= -7 Ca :se-6" ~A- ~, 

~,=- 0 

l="pzo = J' L C, :s~ I- ~ (c~ cpo ~8 .,. ~~ c;,(8)] 

Fi>z; = -, Cr s~ Sjf -s~s 

$zz = 7 Ce(:st95 cH- c,rl t- c~ -s~,) 

'5"-" = 7 c, (:s~ c~ c 11{8 f- c~ ~) 

~Ztl -= 0 

;tPzs- =? L ~o ~~ -1- ~ (c-, cp, :>~1 "$ ~ c""/1 J J 
/=pz~ r -, Cjz ='6) ~ ¥9 :s-tj, 

l=pz1 = o 

7zs =? [ ~ ~~o f- '73 ( C-<9Jo C>'Jo .SDJ!z -~-~~CPt!z)] 

l='pz_, = -7 c;3 5 6;D 6~0 5..,..-tz. 

~~a=? ~z. (:5~c¥1~1 r-e-s,~~) 

~81 ._ J Cj! (~ 6Jo c ~o C-7jz t- c~d s-~z.) 

The constant g represents the acceleration due to gravity. 

1.56 
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To define column vector Fs' the following terms must also be 

defined: 

0· 
(3,0 = 

(3e= 
C5zo= 
K. = 

I 

angle between the upper and middle torso segments 

initial value of (3, 

angle between the middle and lower torso segment 

initial value of ~Z 

stiffness of radial spring (in.-lb./rad.) located between 
upper and middle torso segments 

-~2 = stiffness of radial spring (in.-lb./rad.) located between 
middle and lower torso segments 

-I 
Co\S -«, 
= ~ ~~(cAc~,~-:s~ s~)r.ct7c~ 

Column vector F is composed of the following nonzero elements: s 

Kf (~- (3, o) f s'4 s~ c Pz ~e2 t- c?j s~ 
.s¢z. ~-trz] 



t;6 = kJ(r.s; -4o) f cl1 c~ c4 ~-e-~ r :5pf ~ 
fi~l -='.4 6't9z- s~ ~e-z. ] 

-1- ,ez(riz- ~o) fcf! c67 a~~~ ,t.:SP, (!t;" 

-y /-~r .:s-.¢~ ::S'~- 619] c~ 7 

~ = K,(/1,-fi:o) {- c,J, ~"'i ='4 ~-8-~ _r :s ~ :se; 
-,' 1-~; c~ :s6z] 

,.t:;8 = K.;((!,-~6} [c~ s~ cPr c~ -1-:s~ ~~ 
V-_..A<. lr :S ¢E. t: 6z -G~ -:5 t9-z ] 

;=;, 1, = .14«1z-t.J;,) fc~ d'~ .:1~ se-9 ,t 6~ 
-1 1-...A<...~ ~"19j cit~ ~~ 1 

,.=; '4 = .tz (4-td'EQ) (c ~ s s; ~Pep c ~ t- ~¢; 51!t 

~ :s4tc;~-ce~~8-fl7 

The elements of column vector Qf are as follows: 

17 
/()r = ~ 1;.. ,.,, d=/ ... 

17 

lf.rz = ~ Fj, 

~r, = ~ Fi11 
~=/ 



/7 
'-Y'.f.,t = 4 ;5?! :f-6/ f ;:;3 -1- ,~o Fx, J ~ ~ cr,if c'7 [ lfs 

11 

f "~ ~Y..,] 
Cf+; = -4 c~ c~£~ -1-~;f FKhJ-LI :s,j c~[Fy~ 

17 I . 11 

-1- ~~~Q . Fyl7] -1- 4 $tf?{~, r ll~o r;h 7 
crt,= 0 

9:17 =- [='9fzcdz. c~ ,t-t:.p{-z. :sf4]{ Fxz hr. I-Fx~rx4 
.t-Fx.f'" 1';5 7 t- jsl>z c-e-Z' ~~ -c ~z c~ ][ FXz 

7~-~" h-4 r--,1¥ r-,:X5 'Ys r-L:s (-J::;~ -1-pX5' 

.-;;, -I-FK7 - Fx8 -t-15,)]- :stf1z ~&z L Fx z 

(sz 1- 1'-i!z ) f Fxt- 1-~1 r Fxs r-H-5 t- Lz ( f:K, 

1- ... ~ .cK,. J] r ["c,4 c~z c~ -.::~~ ~>'£ 1 
[ F~ 1-;rz f Fy4-tx9 +75 rxG]-["cl'z_cez 

:sJ4 f- ~ ~ c f{, 7 L Fk r-yz t- ?f' 1-yf. + ")-5" ry5' 
t-L~ (-r-y, +Fys -Fk + 77 -ry8 t-Py_, J] 
f- CsOz: Sc!S'z L Fy~ (~ f-1-~z) 7-~ 1-~.,_ 1-Fy5' 

1-~5 r Lz (J=); r ,l ~)] 
?re :::: -c ~ .5t9z c ~ i hz txz -~-rx~ rx.,. t Fxs rx5 J 

1-cf4 ::sez_ s~£".1Kz 'Yz .; Fx'f- ry4 t-FK5" r-y5 t-L-:; 

(- Fx'f- + ris -,.c;, -r;:;7 -Fx8 f- h-7)] + c4 cez 
[ F;z (:sz -1- 'i!z) f- F;1- ~~ f-hs ~s 1-Lz (!=")(, 

t- ,t ~)]-:s~ St9zef1f:Fy1!1;z. +~!$~+~ 
fXs 7 ( Ca#/. c:w //~/ f<*J'-e>) 
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( ~;?"s a,.n r' .!:/.) 

f- :sf4 :5t9z 6 lf. £ rJz lfz t-~ r-Y4 t- Ffs 75' 
-1- ~ (-~ -1-F Y5 -?~ .,t- 177 - Eis l-lj1) J 

T-~ ce-z L ~ ( .:5z 1-~z ) 1- I=X,. ~"" -f 75 l-eG" 
9 . 

T- Lz (~ r ..,~ ~JJ -c-e-z cYfL f?-2 hrz rfi:, 
rK9 I- f;s }XG ]+~Z 5~Lriz:. 7z -f~ IJ',t 
-f Fc5 rys- +L~ (-~'1 t- ~5"- ;:;, t-Fe1 -'i-8 

t- Fe1 )]- :s-ez L ~z ( 6 z -~-~zJ r ~9 ~, 
1 

1-l?s 1-iFs 1-Lz (~ t- ,~ Fih)] 
Y'/1 = - (c .¢z: "'7 ~~ -1- ~ ~ c~) £ ~ /yz + .F;9 ~'x~ t- Fxs

rxsJ r (-est{ c~ c${ r .:S~ :sf4.) L ,S.z Jrz -1-1;<~ ,..Y4 

. -1- Fx5 ""rs 1- L~ (· Fxt; t- .ti's - r;" 1-07 - rx~ -1-li.,) J 
f-{- ~~ c~ ~J{ f-c4._ cl{ )["" !Jz ~z r Ff~ J;y_, 

r ?s- f],5' J- (:s lz ~ ez c ~ r c ~ 671) [ Fy?! "Yz 
f ~?' ~ 1- r=Js ly~ 1- L-s ( -;:ytJ. ~ ?s- -))i, r-F)-7 

- Fy8 r Fy, )] 1- 5 9z 6>4 L J=;z. 1-xz 1-~ f-y 9 

J(i() 

1-~5 1-Jtfl 7 -;-~ c::J4 L ~z 1-yz -1-F~ ?9 t-~s
r-y• r-1.~ (-~, -r;=eG -~~ ,..~7 -!=frs r~~)J . 

'fJf10 = ~ L-~, (s¢3 c~ c~ r cfi. s~ )f-1); 

( s~ ct3 s~ ~c4 t:~)- :$1} =>t!j ~ 1- ~1)] 
f~ L il1 (c~ c~ c~ -:S~ s~) -~ (c~ 
(?~ :s ~ -1- $" ¢§ c ~) ·~- cfj $'t!Jj ( s; 1- '7!,)] 



. 'fh, :-. ~["-~ c~ :S6j cf1, i- ~ c~ ~ s~ -1- c~ 

c~ ( -7 r ~-j1)J ~ ~ ["-~¥; s;1 :S~ c~ ~">J 

~~ :s-~~~ Y-:54 c~G7 r~1)]r~£-~,c~ 
c 7§ """~n c-e_; s ~ - :s~ ( 7 ~~~) J 

tf.f17: = ht f-1;; (c~c~ s~ ;L$~c~)t-l}f(-~ 
~ cf1 ,t :Sij s~ J] -1- r; L'rx-1 (- ~~ c~ 

s51. 7" c-1 c~ }-r>; (~~ Ct!j e~ +c~fs sft)] 
r ~ [~ ~"'3 .:J~ r ~ ~t9j cJ$ J 

fJF,~ == -p;.., 'X3 (.s,(, c~ c~ t-c!J,. '1>~ )f(:5~ 

c~ :1'~ - c~ c~)[" ;:;~ ry$ -1- L11 (-FXio 

· r ~~ -~IZ. .. ..c;,., - F"i~ r ;;;;15 -rx,~.,:""'")] 
- ~¢; :s~ L ;:;~ (J-;3- ~) -L~ h~ Fxh] 

rry8 ~3 (cpt, c,.c;tc~ -'&~:s~) -(c~._.c~ 

~~ -1- !S~i' C~)L ;:;!J 7., ~ L#(-F;JD 1-l=j,, 

-,.t'~z + Fh, -Fy;-1- rFns -Fh,_ + Fh7 )]t-cr4 
17 J -se-~ [ fYs (fa3- 63} -!.9 :i(J FYn 

cp_,1, =- -h., ~ t:fJ? S6p c~ 7- c¢~ ~~ $~Lfi3 ~ 
1-Lp (-~o f{i; -~z ~ht5 -~~-~ -rr;,s -Fxli. 

,..,. /7 

~o ~,J] r c~c~ L ;:;,3 (fi~ --s3)- L.~ ,~ 
F~ J- Fjt., rK3 s~ ~~ c~ 1- :5~ ~~ ~~ 

[ ~ fy3 .r L~,~(-~D r-~, -ryn -1-l=ft3 -FYtt~
r'1;~ -~, -~-~7)] (co;.,/. CH ,keYI ~o/ 
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( <f/ 11- CCJ;?/:;.) . 
- 17 7 

1- :5 94 c~ /. f:"Ys { ~3 - Sa ) - L~ ;,~o 1;, 
- fi, lxa c-s-4 e~ -1- c~ :s~ [Fe~ ?a 1-Lrt 

{- ~1o +Fe,, -r:a,z 7- Fe',3- ~14 ..; ti1'5 -~,, 
,J-I=i!/7) J- ;5'? f J:i3 { /i 3 - ~3)-L~ iio P2n 7 

Cff1-s = -h-11 ,..,3 £c~ C"9 5f4t r- :s~ c~J~(-G~ 
c~1' c~. -~-o ~4 s~)[' F;s ry3 -;.. L# (-F~" r-F;r11 

-F.v,z t-;:;,~ -~14 -!-fits -~" -~--~,7}] 1-~3 
rx3 (-5¢4 ce¢ s~ ~-~~ c~)- (sf4t c~ 
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~~ft r c~ s~)£t:Js 74 +L#(-151,1-Fj;, 

-FY!r. f .t=)t3- ~4 +015- F>lt. ~Fyt7) J rr;.!! 
rx3 :seJ.? s~ r d~ c~ L/i4 ry3 r LN (-,t;,o 

"'f=.i" -~,z ,t. ?,3 -~~~ t-;;;,s -,.t~>" t-;:;,7)] 
. ((Jft, = -;:;r7 rx1 {6Ji c~ c~ 1-c~ :S~)I-(¥6"" ~ 

s~ -·G/s.cfs.){'P;, 77 r F¥1 1'1]- s</j !SO} 

[,c;1 (la7 -L 5 )- ;:;1 L5 ]fFy7 1111 {c~ ces-
c~ -:s~ s~)- (c~c65 -s~ f6~cn) 

L IJ? ry7 rfY1'YrJ,t. ~"- ~e5£Fy7(~7 
- L;) -Fy1 Lg-} -1- ;:;1 tK1 (--sl}. ce-5 c.J4 
CCI('? - c~ 5~ ~ -1- .:s~ ~~ ~)-Fx, 

('a' -s,)£$~ ce6'cf4 ~rc~ :>.¢G ~7 
-1- ~4 ~6,- Clf7 7 ( ~ C.H He'd ~e) 



(9ftt. G!JNIY.) 

"" ;:y, r)f1Fc~ Cd-5 cJ1. c,(7 -61'\- s~ CPr7 

- <:¢'..- :s~ :s-r7 J f Fy"f ( "ir- ~,)[c~ c~ 
~~s :s-r7 - ~4 s~ :5,;(7 -J- c~ s~ ~ J 

'J1:17 = - r;, r~t7 ctfs ~-&s c.}'%-~ cJ} s~ :5~[F;1 
'Y7 t- .,cx1 "Yr J.;. c~ c~ Lrxl (~ -Ls) -rx, 
. L5J-ryl /Jr 7 ~~ ::s.ss c ,4 .,. .::sis- 6 65 .:t,4 L 77 
1'1 .;. Ff1 1y]1- ~~5 c~s L Fy, '1!7 -L5" {Fy7 

f Ff, J] -Fil ~-x, c-s-5"t:J4 "'~-c;. sJ4.£ ~1 'YJ 
r ~ 1' ?, 1- ~95 f Fe7 l-c7 - L!i (~1+- ~rJJ 
- ;::;1 ~'1 (c~ :s~S' cJi c«7 rc~ a~5" :S6?(1) 

t-(~'7 -s,J£1- ;:;1 (-c~ ~~_,..c~ 'Scf7 tLc,4. 
~~ c~ )+-~ (-.::s~- :1~ ~~ s~ f .:s4- c-e-5 

C4'7 ) - Fr, (ce6" c~ :5Pfj r s~ c--7) ]-Fy1 rx1 
( :5"~ !119-~ c~ ~7 .;. ;5fis c-e5" sor7 ) f ;=e1 1-k? 

( -c.~6 G~ ux7 f- 56-s ~Df7) 

tj'J{,8 =- (c ~ c-es ~~ r :slj ccfs. )[IX, r-~t7 fFX1 [r1116f1 
r (~1 -~) ~«J]/r(-c~ c1!r5c~ r5~5 s~)[F;1 
~-'rr 1-FKi '">'r J~-(-~~ c.~ ~YJ fc~ t:!Yi- )/ ;::;, r:r, 
+-Fj,ftlt', cA7 o~--s-~7fli4f -s:,)}j-(s~,~5"c(;;r(;f$. 

. ='sJ5")[ FYr I-Y7 1-?, ?,. J.,. ~4 :s Jf {li7 rx, f ~., {rx, 
ca-7 f (~9' -s-,)~J/r5es-cY;f.-% ;y1 -r ;:;, ;.y1 J 
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tp;,, c - Fx(; hr. r~v! c~ c>4 +c~ ~~) 1-{ ~9l c~ !5~ 

- c::~ c~ )[ ~ f-.st -1- fYs 1-Jre } - :sfi ::5~ [~ 
(/i" - L~)- ~8 Lt, J 1-fi 1-J(, {c.( c::~ c~ - s_st! 

.s~)- Cf{ c~ s~ ~ spf, ~)L ~ 7'" fry8 

IJ'e J 1- c,[ s~ £ 0£(~, -L,)-Fy8 L~· }fF.t;, 

rxt! (-:st{, c~ c~ ~ -c~ :sf:. c«8 :f :f~ :s-~ 

-:!~'<'&)- ;;;8 rr~8- Sa)( .:s-Ji c~ cfi SAaf-~~ SJf 

Sir~+ ~ffs~vrB )t- F~ rxs(c~ t!~ cnc;fs 

.. $sz( :rJ£ C"'s -~ s~ :s-<g)rf:%g ( r~8 - ~8) 
( c~ c~ c ~ s....-8 - ~II[ .::rn :sPs"s f cp£ ~~ u.aJ 

'P!'t:o-:: -~ ~ c~ !)~ c~ f- c If ::s~ :;~ f..J=;, "'

-~"h-s '?rs]"~-c~ ~{"h(.(~, -4,)-J"""Xst'-J 

-');_ .J-x, ~?{ s~ c~ r- !1"r4 ~ 5~ LFh_ ?~ 
1-FYe, ~-')'aJ~~~ c~£~(~'-i!e-£c.)-?aL,J 
- ~' rx, c~ c~ 1'-ctt s~ Lfi.r. ~ r~g 'Ya] 
;... ;s~'- £ ~ ( ~'" -L,)-~8 L, ] - rlt'8 1-x-a ( q! 
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~ c~ c--~ r ~J{ c~ S«8 )+-FK8 (r-~8 -sa) 

(-c.~~~ c~ s~ fC"' c~ cp("8)-~ ""K8 

(~If$'%~~ CA"s"' ~i ~ :s«s)t-Ffs(~-s8) 

(-$~ ~~ c~ 5111faf- 6sz! c~ c~~<s) t-~8 rXs 

( -c~ c.J2 c~r ~~ -:;q--s)--7!8~e8-s8){c.~ 
C _sf =s"-."8 I- :f~ Cl?f 8) 



Cft~1 = -(c,4 c~ ~~ -1- .:s,<tf ccA_ J[h, rx~t-FJt'8 [hfg 

CA8 +('28 -58 ) :sor.B]/-r(-c~ c~ c~ -1- ~ ::si) 

[ ~ ~ ~ ~ 'Ya ] -1- {-:sf4: c-et, ~11. t-cfl[ elf.) { 'Y,. "'¥, 

f-~ [r1rc! ~s ~(~8 -~s):SIIt'sJ/-(~~ c::~ 
c~ r-cJ! :5~)L~ ~~ "tJa 1-tsJo~-~~ ~J£ 

{ ~' ;--X'" 1-~a Lf-Kt3 c.,.,B -1-(~s - :S 8) s.,..-a J / 
-1- :5~ c ~ c ;:;, ~--~ -1- ~.8 ~i'8 J 

<P,cze = r.;,. ~r,['s~ (- c~ ~ c* r~f5" :S*) -c'o 
s~ CDfl J- Fy9 llrrLS«j r~lt;• CBs c4 -fC.~-
51{;) +- s~ ~f!!-~ J r-,c;7 rxr£::r&5c~ -sa7 
- ce-6 cot7 JI- ( ~o/ - ~7 )/;::;:, fCiKl (c~ ce6 

cf5- 5~ ;S~ )-c.~ 5~ 'Sof7J1- Ff,£~(~fs 
. c-es cfs ~cis s~o- )-5~ :S&o- sor7 ]-Ft!9L~5 . 

c ~ c,r7 - c-e6 ~«;] / 
ftz. 3 = ~ he [~#(8 {- c ~ c-e" G~ -r- s ~ s Jt J -cp{ 

:s~ c.<s J -1}8 1Xs [ -:>e>t"s { 5 4 <=~ c>4 ~ci 
. s~) r ~~ -s~ corg ]1- F;8 rx8 £st:t c~ 

sq-8 - c~, ~]~(~8 -59)/ FX8 £cd8 (c~ 
C€t c.~- :s9f ~~ )- cpf_ ~~ ~8J+fYs 
[COt"s(s~ c.~ c.~ ~c~ ~){)- sfl[ ~ez ~J 
-~s£!1~ c:~ e~a -c;~~~J / 

lh5 



cp;.~f/ -:- {~1, ~ cl'1 1-- c¢9 ~~'Y)L Fx11 1x11 t-FY,, 
r-)1',~] + (~1, ce-7 ssJ,- cp1 c~1 )[ h,, ry,, 

+ F;,a ,_.,,3 f ~5 r->1? r h;7 117 J- sp1 ~~ 
{ ~~ (~,, -~~)-!- ~3 (~13 -L?')-L/(~5" 

. rFx17)j f (c~ (;-e-7 q~~1 -~1>, 5cj9)[J=h1 rx11 

+ Fjf.J I-Xf3 J- (cl, t:-t~-' :5.st,. r ~~'! c~)L ~ 1-y;, 

1- Fy,3 'Jis t- ry5" J-»s r 717 1--;~7 J f- cl, ~c&-7LFy,, 
( ,..~,,- ~,) f F»~ (~13 -t7) -L.r (Py~ -rFYt,)] 

. r Lc~; (-~~ oe-, cf, -clr s~1) f- ~~ !Sc9-"1 
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~,] [;:k;fi" J-Jtfs '~- ~7 l-x;7 J -L:SO.'" (~1, c9 7 

c,st9 rc~, ~rf;,)f~l, s--6) c~][",.cx.IS' (rz 15 -~s) 

t-~7 (~/7 -St1)Jt-{c-r;1 (c)l1 ce-7 c.¢11 -s4 

sp,)- cp/1 '5 -e-1 -s-v, J L J:»s ~'-JYs- r-~7 r.lf/7] 

+is~, (c4 c~ c~- ~~., :s.¢'1),tc~-s~ 
~,Jr~ .. (~15 -~~J-~-~7 (Jeri, -S;,JJ 

rfl:zG = cl'l~~£-cjb? (~, ~~ -~-~~ 1-x/3)1-5~ 
(~I 1/1 f /;;3 ~~ :t-Fx/5 1-fis- f- ht1 ~7) J . 
f c-.9-, L F;,, ( ~;r,, -Si,) r F;;~ ~'3 -L'l (h)~ 
1-~s 1- F;;7)j-(s~ c~ c~1 r.ce., ~1) 
£ ~5 lx1s- f-hj7 tx17 J-t- (-sec, c~~ scr;1 rC~ 
CA;i)Lnr~ (~,s- Si6") T- Fx,(~,,- ~,7JJj 

( CCJHf. D;? He,d pa~9~) 



( <?fr.6 Lch,L' /:1.) 

1- :s ,4 {s~L-c 1'1 ( /j;, rx11 f Fy13 r>r13 ) 1-s~~ 
( ~~ 'h, f ~3 'Yt~ rrj;s f-y;5' t- '»r 1-y17)] 

r c,_, £ F;;, (~11 - ~,) r 1),3 ~~3 -Ltf fr»:1 
t- FyAS" r ,t:j17)]- (6e'! c,b1 c~1 t-ce1 s"/,) 

f"Fhs- f:K/5 f-/j/1 hell ]t-(-~~ c~ 6"~~-~-~ 
c::~,)[" 7tG" (~ts -~o )f Fl11 (1-~11 -~,)]/ 
-1- ce7{-c_sJ1 (~11 f-xt1 fFe1:1 ~.3')+.:1~(.t=;,, 

/-Yfl -f ~I$ 'f-1~ -1- ;::;,~ /-)'15' -1- Fi17 r-n7)] -$~ 
L ~II (l'i,,- ~,) + ~3 ~--~~~ -t.., (Fit~ f ~15" 

. .;- ~17 )]-1- (-c-&-'1 cf., CA!t t- 6.9-9 s«;,)Lf=itG" 

r.x,s- -~-~'7 f-:x,7 7- (c6',. c::"~,- -:stKj, -r::s-e-9 

~~ J[f;,s (r~t5 -~s) f.Fi,7 (~j,7 -5;7)] 

'fJfz" = -( cl, c~ ~~ 51~ c~9')/ hyt r¥tt -1-F;t:J ~'-Xi, 
rc~1ff=;;s-~sr~ 1-Kq]f- ~~L~s(~t5 
- .5;5 ) -f FY17 (~17 - Si-,)] j1- (-c.i1 ce-1 c~ 
r s I, :sy;.,) [' Fx;, /-;?, r- ~3 rYt3' t-~~- 1-ytr 
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1- F¥;7 ");17-J- (-:5~ c.~ 5~ +c/, e)li1) 

[~I 1-;j, -1- ~.;' ~3 f- c-t;, L .cr,~ rx,5 f ~7 ~77 
.J.. S~1L?~ (~~~ -~5)1-JY17 (1-e,1 -:1/7)]/ 
- (:5¢1 ce-, c~'Y ~cl, :::~cf,)Lij, ry" 1-l=ft3 

J-yi:J I- ~F )-Yts- -1-~71-J'/7 7 ~""/; t:JHI!~rfrfe) 



(~!t# CDH,t)) 

. r :s-e-, :$ ~' ! fit lx;, f ~ ~~ iXrs r CAft ['lis ~5" 
,... ,.t:;/1 ~-;;17f ~~, :L fi-,5 (~If; - ~5 ) 1- r; ,1 (rc,1 
- ~17)}/ f- ~e; c~,L~t1b f- &13 ~3 r&,!i 'hs
f-~1 ryl?] 

4J+Z7 z: - (s~o C-t3Jo CWo r- c~o 5ilo)L ~0 rA/o f- ,t:;;z 

1-Jvz J 1- (~~ C'7o~Yfa -crJo ~~)L~o 1-y;o 

-!- J:;IZ. '?I z f-~~ ?;¢ 1- ~' 1--;tb J- (:spfo 

~19Jo)L /;/o {r2'-,0 - 5;o) f.&;,z ~IZ- L/o(~z: 
1- fi ~· f-~r.) j +- ( C iv C 9/C> C 5-fo - .:5 ~0 ~JK) 

[ 0'l<) ;-Jc/o 1- FJrz 1-x,z] -· {c ¥fo ce;u :S ~o l-6r4o 

G ~IC) L IJ.to ~0 r-lj;l rhz + Fb 4- rYt4 1- 1-}j'" 
ry1"] -1- c?jo !St9JoL 1-fio (re/o- -s;o)f ~~ 
r~ rc - L/o ( 01~ f-IJ/f£ .;. Fhr; ) ]+-[' CA;z 

(- s?.lb c-e;-0 c.0.ec .... c,f4o ~0o) 1- ~~0 t>8to 

SOfiZ 7[ ;:;19 ;-.K;¢ r 0" r~~~ 1-!Srxlz (Si, c.~o 
c:~o r- c4o :sJ9o )f r >4o 5-8;0 C~z]Lfi;~ 
(~'/- -~)1-J=i;,_ (1-~~~ -6j~)J!-["cP<rt.(a4o 
C~0 c~- spj() :s ;qo J- cf4o ..:1"-8;0 :S'f;z J ~? 
/XI(- f Frt'- ~-~(,. Jf rs#(/Z (cir:J C9Jo C.Wc,- 51fo 

~'f!~e) .J. c io 5~o ~z J L f),;~ ( ~ 14- - :5j4) 

f- ~" (rH;, -~b)] 
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. <Pfzs = CJ4o f~-.e;o£-CYfo (~o rKio -/-hrr. 1-,c,..,_) 

.;- sytt> ( ~o r_y,~o.;.. Fx,z 'J?z l-~4 'Yt4 

-1- ~="".t;, ~-'»~)J~C6;oL0o(/a.10 -s;"}f~ 
~IZ -4o C~z: t-~.,_r~(.)J-(6~C~ 
C,(jz -1- CSJo Slfiz )C fk-14 l-x14 1- h)" IK;r.] 

.f (-~~o cno :s"«fz -!- C~o CDf/z)LHf;4 ('314 

- ~4) -i- ;-;~ (r~/r.- ~~JJ /t- ~Aa {~~ 
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£-c5'fo ( ~~~ h,~0 T-Fy,'Z.I-K1r. ) f- :11J~~(7to 
~'}'to .;. J:},z. 1-Ytz ,t. Fft41-y;~ 1-~" r)j'-) J 
fce;o[ ~o (ri2io -~o)f- ?z ~lr.. -L.,o (Fftr. 
-1- Fhi- ~~,)]- ( 5f9;0 C~ C'~z rC-8;0 =1''1z) 

[' ,t};l f-x/4 1-~, rx;,J-1-(--!J6'lo c_wo ~'Z. 
-1- c~o c.t;z ) C /)j.; ( ~ 14 - 6j4} +- FJ;, (~ lt. 
-~t. ) ] j.t- c ~o L-c~ (FT/o ~o + J=ir. fxtz) 

f ~Wo ( ~~o r-~o -1- ~'t. ryrz f- fi,4 l-y,4 r~~ 

ry,,_)]- ~~o {'~/o (~to -:5/o)r ~lt. f-~rz. 
- L/o {~IZ -1- ;:;14- -1-/?1,)]1- (- C'6-io C'i1o C~z. 
f- s~o S"ajz J£ ~I-f. f-yt4 -1- /?,f. ;-Aft.]- (ce;o 

cJ4o $e;t/Z r..:1~.,c~z)L~I4 (r~/4-~4) 

-1-~lr. ( ,..~"' - 'Sj,) J 
<Pt:tcr =-(c. Ito c~o ~~ T- $~o C'!fo) [[ ~~~ 1-x,o 

+htz I"Jr,z· J (CeJH.r. DA He~tt- ,Ptfl'fe) 



(fJf.et:t ~:d.) 
1- COC/z £' l;/<l-l'-x,4 .f Fx;,. 1-xl~ J f- S:rfz [ Fx,.r~
{ t-~14 --s;4 )-1- ~1. (~If. -~~.)J/1-{-C~o 
C ~~ C J4o -1- S ~0 ~ ~o )£ 0o ~")~o -1- F;rz ~Yrz 
,to ;.;# 1/~ ,t!-';;, 1-}'1"] + (- :stAo c. 6;o ;s~~ 

. f. C~o cf4o)/C~o ~o + /);z rxlz. ]+-G~z 
L ~9- 1-,r/4 -1-~~ ;-K;, J f$/lftz L ?4(1-q1-

- :5i<~ )1- Fy;~ (1-etr,- ~,)] /-(s~() c-e;o 0 0o 
-f c~a 5Bo)L~oi-Yio -1- F;;7: 1-J;~ r Fy;, 11~ 
r Ff;, ~,J~-~~o 5Wo{lfa,0 Yx;offi;z 

~1z J 1- UtJz L ~14 hr14 1- ~lt. 1-X/t. J-1- :S"~z 
L ~14(~14 -'5/t~)-1-F;.,ro (r~tc. -~~.)}jfst9jo 
cy,~ £ ~/o ~o-r ~z. 7tz f ~~~ ly;4l- ~'" 
1-y~] 

tp;30 = (- cp59 C-.9-' c.sP1 -s"l1 1- 5~~ s~ s-.;, -c~ 
$~ ~)[ Fx;s- ~s r ~7 l-x17 7-r (c/J? ce-1 

c¢~ c~1 -~f39 6~c~1 -c~ ~ry~"/1) 
L f:X;5" c~iZ,s -~~ J t- F;;l ( "'~'7- Si1 J J 
- (:s¢, c~ c¢1 s~1 -1- c 17 :7"~1 ~1 ,t-Sfll1 

s6 7 ~~ )L Fffs 1--xlo f-,/:Jr; 1-K17 Jl-(s¢, 
~ ccj9 U0 1-C~ 6,4 c-y1 - :S¢7 ss1 s-x;1) 

(c-"hl. "" ~e,Y.f ;::iife) 
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@:f 30 ~nl :/.) 

L Ff;~(r~,5 -S)5) + 0!1 (~,7 -~7)Jf(:5~ 
c ¢,. s~, - e6-,. cor;1 )£ ~15 rx1b- t-~17 rx177 
-(~.g'? c~, ~ f-C-99 ~t?lft)[ ~IG (r~IG- :5/.s) 

+ ~'7 (~17 -S;,)] 
Cfia1 = (- c ~o C-B;,o c%, :s""OJ/z -1- ~~o sflo ~z

Ctj/0 '!S~o CAfz )£ /;;? rY;*I ,t-hj~ Y"K/67 

1- ( cSf!,u L6'Jo ~z: - ~ ~0 ~59(=> G"'fz - c4o ~" 
~z: )[FXi4 (~14 -6j4} 1- Fx;'- (~''--~6)] 

..:... (~s4o L'~o c}9o 5~z -1- c?ta :Sfllo ~""fr. f-S ~o 

~-6?o c~z:)LF»4 l-,kj41-Fyt~; rx/6 ].f. {G~o 
c s;,o C Pto C""1fz. -f- e~o -s-~o C~z - :S~o ;5~o 

s,r,~ )[ ?t~- (~,4 -~4) ff=Yt6(~,, -S;,)] 

I- (5~o cho Sl?tfz -c~oc'Y2)L~I4 I-X14 

I- Frli 1-)t'l~ 7- { 5~cJ c~Jo C~z f- c~o ~J 
!"!?,~ (1-~,4 -S;~J 1- J:iz~~. (rc,, --s;,JJ 

In defining the column vector R the following terms are 

necessary: 
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1/J 



A 

~3 -= c~ 
• A . • 
~3 ':'- ~ ~~ 

~ :: viscous damping coefficient of body joint number n 
h 

(in.-lb.-sec.) 

Column vector R contains the ensuing elements: 

"? =o 

Rz:o 

~=o 

~ ~ -[.li ~. _7 I' r;: f~~ ~~).;. rz: (c~ :s~J/ 
1-(}1~) c:J l . 
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~~ :=o 

Rz.e = - ~ ~7 
• 

R;.1 =- -~ O<e 

Rz9 =-[ .r, '7tj(7;f (-.:r¢ .. s~jt-7;:(c~9'.StJ.~)j 
1-(M,) r , 

Rz-9::: 0 

~0 ::- - -.0 o;./1 

~I==- -0o ~z 
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APPENDIX TV.-DESCRIPTION OF INPUT TO THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

Col. No·. 

1-80 

Col. No. 

1-80 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11-20 

21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

First Card, Format(20A4) 

Program 
Variable 

RED 

Description 

alphameric information for the 
purpose of identification, to be 
printed at top of each output 
page 

Second Card, Format(20A4) 

Program 
Variable 

RED 

Description 

a continuation of the first card 

Third Card, Format(7FlO.O,IlO) 

Program 
Variable 

Tl 

TF 

DT 

DTPRNT 

MREAD 

Description 

initial time (sec.) 

final time (sec.) 

increment of time for integra
tion (sec.) 

print interval (sec.) 

= 0.0, signifies that vehicle 
position data will be supplied 
on cards rather than read from 
disk, h~nce twelfth series of 
cards must be included 

f 0.0, represents the total 
number of consecutive positions 
or time stations for which 
vehicle position data will be 
read from the disk, hence omit 



51-60 

61-70 

71-79 

80 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11-20 

21-30 

31-79 

80 

NPOS 

NDISK 

NCARD 

Lwelftlt seri('S uf cnrd:: (LIJi:; 
number is punched with a 
decimal) 
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= 0.0, program computes passen
ger's initial conditions based 
on data from fourth card and 
tenth series of cards (sixth 
series may be left out) 

= 1.0, initial conditions are 
to be supplied in sixth series 
of cards (fourth card and tenth 
series may be left out) 

= 0.0, signifies that data 
necessary for plotting will be 
put on disk 

= 1.0, signifies that no data 
will be put on disk, hence no 
plotting 

leave blank 

= 3 (for third card) 

Fourth Card, Format(7FlO.O,IlO) 

Initial Translational Velocity of Passenger 
(Not needed if NPOS=l.O on third card) 

Program 
Variable 

vxvc 

VYVC 

vzvc 

Description 

velocity of passenger in vehicle
coordinate X direction (in./sec.) 

velocity of passenger in vehicle
coordinate Y direction (in./sec.) 

velocity of passenger in vehicle
coordinate Z direction (in./sec.) 

leave blank 

= 4 
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Fifth Series of Cards (lJ Cards) 

Body-Segment Properties 

a. First card of fifth series, Format(7FlO.O,IlO) 

Col. No. 

11-20 

21-79 

80 

Program 
Variable 

XLS 

XLH 

NCARD 

Description 

length of shoulder or half 
of shoulder width (inches) 

length of hip or half of 
hip width (inches) 

leave blank 

= 5 

b. Next twelve cards of fifth series, Format(I2,8X,6Fl0.0) 

Col. No. 

1-2 

3-10 

11-20 

21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51-60 

61-70 

Program 
Variable 

NSEG 

XLE(NSEG) 

RHO(NSEG) 

XM(NSEG) 

XIN(NSEG) 

YIN(NSEG) 

ZIN(NSEG) 

Description 

body-segment number 

leave blank 

length of segment (inches) 

distance from reference end 
of segment to center of 
gravity of segment (inches) 

mass of segment (lb.-sec. 2/ 
in.) 

Ix (mass moment of inertia 
about X axis of segment 
(in.-lb.-sec.2) 

ly 

Iz 

Note: Part b is repeated for twelve segments. 



Sixth Series of Cards (9 Cards) 

Initial Conditions on Generalized Coordinates, 
Generalized Velocities, and Other 

Pertinent Data 
(Needed only when NPOS=l.O on third card) 

lBO 

a. First card of sixth series, Format(7FlO.O,IlO) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11-20 

21-30 

31-40 

41-79 

80 

Program 
Variable 

BETA4 

BETA7 

BLTLEO(l)* 

BLTLE0(2)* 

NCARD 

Description 

initial value of the angle 
between middle and upper 
back segments (radians) 

initial value of the angle 
between middle and lower 
back segments (radians) 

initial length of lap belt 
if in use (inches) 

initial length of shoulder 
belt if in use (inches) 

leave blank 

= 6 

b. Second card of sixth series, Format(8FlO.O) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

ll-20 

21-30 

Program 
Variable 

QO(l) 

Q0(2) 

Q0(3) 

Description 

XTl' YTl' ZTl' respectively, 
representing the coordinates 
of the reference point on 
the articulated body (termi
nal end of segment No. 1) in 
space-fixed coordinate sys
tem (inches) 

*Leave blank when belt is not to be used. 



31-40 . ~(4} ~1• 81, ~1• respectively, 

41-50 Q0(5) representing the Euler 
angles of body segment 

51-60 Q0(6) No. 1 (radians)* 

61-70 Q0(7) <1>2 

71-80 Q0(8) 82 

c·. Third card of sixth series, Format(8FlO.O) 

Program 
Col. No. Variable . Description 

1-10 Q0(9) ~2 

11-20 Q0(10) ·~ 
3 

21-30 QO(ll) 83 

31-40 Q0(12) ~3 

41-50 QO(l3) ¢4 

51-60 Q0(14) 84 

61-70 Q0(15) ~4 

71-80 Q0(16) <1>5 

*For the remainder of this sixth series, ~n' en, and ~n will 
represent the Euler angles of body segment n in radians. 
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d. Fourth card of sixth series, Format(8FlO.O) 

Program 
Col. No. Variable DescriEtion 

1-10 QO(l7) es 

11-20 QO(l8) 1/i5 

21-30 QO(l9) <j>.6 

31-40 Q0(20) e6 

41-50 Q0(21) 1ji6 

a7, position angle of seg-
51-60 Q0(22) ment No. 7 relative to seg-

ment No. 5 (radians)* 

61-70 Q0(23) a8 

71-80 Q0(24) <1>9 

e. Fifth card of sixth series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Program 
Col. No. Variable DescriEtion 

1-10 Q0(25) e9 

ll-20 QO (26) 1)!9 

21-30 QO (27) <1>10 

31-40 QO (28) 610 

41-50 QO (29) 1}!10 

51~60 Q0(30) all 

61-70 Q0(31) al2 

71-80 blank 

*For the remainder of this sixth series, ai will represent the 
position angle of segment No. i relative to segment No. i-2 in 
radians. 
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f. Sixth card of sixth series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11-20 

21-30 

31-40 

51"'-60 

61-70 

71-80 

g. Seventh card Of 

Col. No. 

1-10 

ll-20 

21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51-60 

61-70 

71-80 

Program 
Variable 

QDO(l) 

QD0(2) 

QD0(3) 

QD0(4) 

QD0(6) 

QD0(7) 

QD0(8) 

sixth series, 

Program 
Variable 

QD0(9) 

QDO(lO) 

QDO(ll) 

QDO(l2) 

QDO(l3) 

QDO(l4) 

QDO(l5) 

QDO(l6) 

Description 

XTl• YTl• ZTl' respectively, 
representing the components 
of velocity of the reference 
point on the articulated 
body in space-fixed coordi
nates (in./sec.) 

i 1 , ~l' ~l' respectively, 
represent1ng the Euler 
angular velocities of body 
segment No. 1 (rad./sec.)* 

Format(8Fl0.0) 

Description 

w2 
(p3 

. 
83 
. 
w3 

¢4 . 
84 
. 
w 4 . 
<P5 

*For the remainder of this sixth series, ~n• en, and ~n will 
represent the Euler angular velocities of body segment No. n in 
radians per second. 
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h. Eighth .card of sixth series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Program 
Col~ No. Variable .Description 

1-10 · QDO(l7) 8s 
. 

11-20 QDO(l8) 1/!5 
. 

21-30 QDO(l9) 4>6 
.. 

31-40 QD0(20) 86 
• 

41-50 QD0(21) 1/!6 
. 

representing the angular 0.7, 

51-60 QD0(22) 
velocity of ·segment No. 7 
relative to segment No. 5 
(rad. /sec.)* 

61-70 QD0(23) a. a 
71-80 QD0(24) $9 

i. Ninth card of sixth series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Program 
Col. No. Variable Description 

1-10 QD0(25) eg 
. 

n...:2o QD0(26) 1/Jg 

21-30 QD0(27) 
. 
ho 

31-40 QD0(28) 
. 
810 . 

41-50 QD0(29) . l/!1o 

51-60 QD0(30) au 
61-70· QD0(31) 

. 
a12 

71-80 leave blank 

*For the remainder of this sixth series, ai will represent the 
angular velocity of segment No. i relative to segment No. i-2 in 
radians per second. 



Seventh Series of Cards (4 Cards) 

Radii of Contact Spheres (inches) 

a. First card of seventh series, Format(7FlO.O,I8) · 

CoL No. 

1-79 

80 

b. Second card of 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11-20 

•21'-30 

31-40 

41~50 

51-60 

61-70 

71-80 

Program 
Variable 

NCARD 

seventh series, 

Program 
Variable 

RS(l) 

RS(2) 

RS(3) 

RS(4) 

RS(S) 

RS(6) 

RS(7) 

RS(8) 

Description 

leave blank 

= 7 

Format(8F10.0) 

Description 

radius of contact 
sphere No. 1 (inches)* 
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*For the remainder of the seventh series, RS(~) will represent 
the radius of contact sphere No. N in inches. 
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c. Third card of seventh series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Program 
Col. No. Variable Description 

1-10 RS(9) 

11-20 RS (10) 

21-30 RS(ll) 

31-40 RS (12) 

41-50 RS(l3) 

51;_60 RS(l4) 

61-70 RS(l5) 

71-80 RS(l6) 

d. Fourth card of seventh series, Format(8FlO.O) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11--80 

Program 
Variable 

RS(l7) 

Description 

leave blank 

Eighth Series of Cards (7 Cards) 

Dimensions and Coordinates for Idealized 
Passenger Compartment 

a. First card of eighth series, Format(7FlO.O,I8) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

Program 
Variable 

vcw 

Description 

half of vehicle compartment 
width (positive number) 
(inches) 



11-20 VRW 

21-30 SWP 

31-40 DSW 

41-79 

80 NCA.RD 

b. Second card of eighth series, 

· Program 
coL No. Variable 

.1-10 XV(l)} 
11-20 ZV(l) 

21-30 XV(2) 

31-40 ZV(2) 

41-50 XV(3) 

51-60 ZV(3) 

61-70 XV(4) 

71;..80 ZV(4) 
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half of vehicle roof width 
(positive numbeo (inches) 

steering wheel position 
(distance from center line 
of vehicle to center of 
wheel) (inches) 

diamet.er of steering wheel 
(inches) 

leave blank 

= 8 

Format(8F10.0) 

Description 

X and Z coordinates, res-
pectively, of point No. 1 
of passenger compartment 
in vehicle-fixed coordinate 
system (inches)* 

*For the remainder of this eighth series, XV(N) and ZV(N) will 
represent the X and Z coordinates. of passenger-compartment point No. 1 
in vehicle:-fixed coordinates (at e.g. of vehicle) in inches. 
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c. Third card of eighth series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Program 
Col. No. Variable Description 

1:...10 XV(5) 

11-20 ZV(5) 

21-30 XV(6) 

31-40 ZV(6) 

41-50 XV(7) 

51-60 ZV(7) 

61-70 XV(8) 

71...;80 ZV(8) 

d. Fourth card of eighth series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Program 
Col. No. Variable Description 

1-10 XV(9) 

11-20· .ZV(9) 

21-30 XV(lO) 

31-40 ZV(lO) 

41-50 XV(ll) 

51-60 ZV(11) 

61-70 XV(12) 

71-80. ZV(12) 
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e. Fifth card of eighth series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Program 
Col. No. Variable Description 

1-10 XV(l3) 

lh·20 ZV(l3) 

21-30 XV(l4) 

31-40 ZV(l4) 

41-50 XV(l5) 

51-'-60 ZV(l5) 

61-70 XV(l6) 

71"-80 ZV(l6) 

f. Sixth card of eighth series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Program 
Col. No. Variable Description 

1-10 XV(l7) 

11-20 ZV(l7) 

21-30 XV(l8) 

31-40 ZV(l8) 

41-50 XV(l9) 

51-60 ZV(l9) 

61-70 XV(20) 

71-80 ZV(20) 



g. 

a. 

Seventh card of eighth series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Program 
Col. No. Variable Description 

1-10 XV(21) 

11-20 ZV(21) 

21-30 XV(22) 

31-40 ZV(22) 

41-80 leave blank 

Ninth Series of Cards (26 Cards) 

Deformation Properties and Friction Coefficients 
of the Twenty-five Contact Surfaces of the 

Idealized Passenger Compartment 

First card of ninth series, Format (7Fl0. 0, 110) 

Program 
Col. No. Variable Description 

1-79 leave blank 

80 NCARD = 9 

b. Second through twenty-sixth cards of ninth series, 
Format(I2,8X,6Fl0.0) 

Col. No. 

1-2 

3-10 

Program 
Variable 

J 

Description 

contact surface number 
(1-25), punched right 
justified 

leave blank 
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ll-20 STIFl(J) 

21-30 STIF2(J) 

31-40 DELB(J) 

41-50 AMUl(J) 

51-60 AMU2(J) 

61-70 COFR(J) 

71-80 
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first and smallest of spring 
coefficients for the dis
sipative bi-linear spring 
contact surface J 
(lbs. /in.) 

second and largest of spring 
coefficients for the dis
sipative bi-linear spring 
of contace surface J 
(lbs./in.) 

the value of total deforma
tion (that of contact sphere 
plus contact surface J, at 
which STIF2(J) comes into 
effect 

fraction of strain energy to 
be conserved during a col
lision between passenger and 
contact surface J, when the 
total deformation is less 
than or equal to DELB(J) 

fraction of strain energy to 
be conserved during a col
lision between passenger and 
contact surface J, when the 
total deformation is greater 
than DELB(J) 

coefficient of friction for 
contact surface J, i.e., 
friction force • (normal 
force) x COFR(J) 

leave blank 

follow any particular numberJng sequence, but .J musl be oped_t- i ed un 

each card. 



Tenth Series of Cards (2 Cards) 

Passenger Seating Information (see figure) 
(Not needed if NPOS=l.O on third card) 
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a. First card of tenth series, Format(7FlO.O,I8) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11-20 

21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51-60 

61-70 

71-78 

79-80 

Program 
Variable 

NOPTSP 

GAMAl 

GAMAZ 

GAMA3 

GAMA4 · 

GAMA5 

ALPHA! 

NCARD 

Description 

= 1.0, driver position 
= 2.0, right front 
= 3.0, left rear 
= 4.0, right rear 

Y1 - position of middle back 
segment (degrees) 

Y2 - position of upper back 
segment (degrees) 

Y3 - position of head seg
ment (degrees) 

Y4 - position of lower back 
segment (degrees) 

Y5 - position of upper arm 
segment (degrees) 

a1 - position of lower arm 
segment (degrees) 

leave .blank 

= 10 

b. Second card of tenth series, Format(8F10.0) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

Program 
Variable 

XHPV 

Description 

XvH - X coordinate of pas
senger's heels in vehicle
coordinate system (inches) 



11-20 

21-80 

ZHPV 
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ZVH - Z coordinate of pas
senger's heels in vehicle
coordinate system (inches) 

leave blank 

Eleventh Series of Cards (5 Cards) 

Joint Information (Viscous Damping and Elasticity) 
and Acceleration due to Gravity 

a. First card of eleventh series; Format(7FlO.O,IlO) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11-20 

21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51-60 

61-70 

71-78 

79-80 

Program 
Variable 

XJNN 

AGSN 

XJSN 

AGNN 

XJNS 

AGSS 

XJSS 

NCARD 

Description 

viscous damping coefficient 
of neck joint (lb.sec.) 

limiting value of angular 
travel of neck with refer
ence to upper torso 
(radians) 

amount of viscous damping at 
AGSN (lb.-sec.) 

value of angular neck travel 
at which viscous damping 
begins increasing linearly 
toward XJSN (radians) 

, viscous damping coefficient 
of a shoulder joint (lb.
sec.) 

limiting value of angular 
travel of either upper arm 
with reference to upper 
torso (radians) 

amount of viscous damping 
at AGSS (lb.-sec.) 

leave blank 

=11 
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b. Second card of eleventh series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11-20 

21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51-60 

61-70 

71-80 

Program 
Variable 

AGNS 

XJNUB 

AGSUB 

XJSUB 

AGNl1B 

XJNLB 

AGSLB 

XJSLB 

Description 

value of angular travel of 
an upper arm at which vis
cous damping begins in
creasing linearly toward 
XJSS (radians) 

viscous damping coefficient 
in upper back joint (lb.
sec.) 

limiting value of relative 
angular travel between upper 
and middle torso segments 
(radians) 

amount of viscous damping at 
AGSUB (lb.-sec.) 

value of angular travel in 
upper back joint at which 
viscous damping begins to 
increase linearly toward 
XJSUB (radians) 

viscous damping coefficient 
in lower back joint (lb.
sec.) 

limiting value of relative 
angular travel between 
middle and lower torso 
segments (radians) 

amount of viscous damping 
at AGSLB (lb.-sec.) 
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c. Third card of eleventh series, Format(8FlO.O) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11-20 

21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51-60 

61-70 

71-80 

Program 
Variable 

AGNLB 

XJNH 

AGSH 

XJSH 

AGNH 

XJNE 

AGSE(l) 

AGSE(2) 

Description 

value of angular travel in 
lower back joint at which 
viscous damping begins to 
increase linearly toward 
XJSLB (radians) 

viscous damping coefficient 
of a hip joint (lb.-sec.) 

limiting value of angular 
travel of either upper leg 
with reference to lower 
torso (radians) 

amount of viscous damping 
at AGSH (lb.-sec;) 

value of angular travel of 
an upper leg at which vis
cous damping begins in
creasing linearly toward 
XJSH (radians) 

viscous damping coefficient 
of elbow joint (lb.-sec.) 

limiting value of angular 
travel of forearm relative 
to upper arm approaching 
the closed-elbow position 
(approx. minus 130 deg.) 
(radians) 

limiting value of angular 
travel of forearm relative 
to upper arm approaching 
the straight-arm position 
(approx. minus 10 deg.) 
(radians) 
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d. Fourth card of eleventh series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11-20 

21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51-60 

61-70 

71-80 

Program 
Variable 

XJSE 

AGNE(l) 

AGNE(2) 

XJNK 

AGSK(l) 

AGSK(2) 

XJSK 

AGNK(l) 

Description 

amount of viscous damping 
at AGSE(l) and/or AGSE(2) 
(lb.-sec.) 

value of angular elbow 
travel (approaching closed
elbow position) at which 
viscous damping begins 
increasing linearly toward 
XJSE (radians) 

value of angular elbow 
travel (approaching 
straight-arm position) at 
which viscous damping 
begins increasing linearly 
toward XJSE (radians) 

viscous damping coefficient 
of knee joint (lb.~sec.) 

limiting value of angular 
travel of foreleg relative 
to upper leg approaching 
the straight-leg position 
(approx. zero deg. from 
the positive side) (radians) 

limiting value of angular 
travel of foreleg relative 
to upper leg approaching 
the closed-knee position 
(approx. plus 140 deg.) 
(radians) 

amount of viscous damping 
at AGSK(l) and/or AGSK(2) 
(lb.-sec.) 

value of angular knee 
travel (approaching 
straight-leg position) at 
which viscous damping 
begins increasing linearly 
toward XJSK (radians) 



e. 
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Fifth card of eleventh series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11-20 

21-30 

31-40 

41-80 

Program 
Variable Description 

value of angular knee 
travel (approaching closed-

AGNK(2) knee position) at which 
viscous damping begins 
increasing linearly toward 
XJSK (radians) 

stiffness of radial spring 
SPJNT4 in upper back joint 

(in.-lb./rad.) 

stiffness of radial spring 
SPJNT7 in lower back joint 

(in.-lb./rad.) 

acceleration due to gravity 

GR if potential energy of 
position is desired 
(386.04 in./sec./sec.) 

leave blank 

Twelfth Series of Cards (No. of Cards=NVPOS+l) 

Vehicle-Position versus Time Data 
(Included when MREAD=O.O on third card) 

a. First card of twelfth series, Format(7FlO.O,IlO) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11-78 

79-80 

Program 
Variable 

NVPOS 

NCARD 

Description 

exactly the number of cardf? 
to be included in part b 
of this series (punch 
decimal) 

leave blank 

= 12 
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b. Second through (NVPOS+l)th card of twelfth series, Format(8FlO.O) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11-20 

21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51;_60 

61-70 

71-80 

Program 
Variable 

CALT(J) 

CALX(J) 

CALY(J) 

CALZ(J) 

CALPH(J) 

CALTH(J) 

CALPS(J) 

Description 

time at which the vehicle 
position is being specified 

X coordinate of vehicle 
center of gravity in the 
space-fixed coordinate 
system defined by CAL* for 
vehicle model (inches) 

Y coordinate of vehicle 
center of gravity in CAL 
space-fixed system (inches) 

Z coordinate of vehicle 
center of gravity in CAL 
space-fixed system (inches) 

the angle ~ of the Euler 
angle system used by CAL 
(roll angle) (degrees) 

the angle e of the Euler 
angle system used by CAL 
(pitch angle) (degrees) 

the angle $ of the Euler 
angle system used by CAL 
(yaw angle) (degrees) 

leave blank 

Note: J = l,NVPOS,- hence NVPOS number of cards must be included in 

part b. 

*Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) uses a different space
fixed coordinate system as well as a different Euler system to derive 
their mathematical vehicle model. This twelfth series corresponds to 
the CAL system. 
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Thirteenth Series of Cards (3 Cards) 

Lap and Shoulder Belt Information 
(This series if left out for unrestrained case) 

a. First card of thirteenth series, Format(7FlO.O,IlO) 

Col. No. 

1-10 

11-20** 

21-30** 

31-40** 

41-50** 

51-60** 

61-70** 

71-78 

79-80 

Program 
Variable 

NOPBLT 

Pl(l,l) 

Pl(l,2) 

Pl(l,3) 

P2(1,1) 

P2(1,2) 

P2(1,3) 

NCARD 

*Vehicle-fixed coordinate system 
**Leave blank if NOPBLT=2.0 

Description 

= 1.0, lap belt only 
= 2.0, shoulder belt· only 
= 3.0, lap and shoulder 

belts 

X coordinate* of lap-belt 
anchor. point No. 1 (inches) 

Y coordinate* of lap-belt 
anchor point No. 1 (inches) 

Z coordinate* of lap-belt 
anchor point No. 1 (inches) 

X coordinate* of lap-belt 
anchor point No. 2 (inches) 

Y coordinate* of lap-belt 
anchor point No. 2 (inches) 

Z coordinate* of lap-belt 
anchor point No. 2 (inches) . 
leave blank 

= 13 
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b. Second card of thirteenth series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Col. No. 

1-10*+ 

11-20*+ 

21-30*+ 

31-40*+ 

41-50*+ 

51-60*+ 

61-70** 

71-80*+ 

Program 
Variable 

P1(2,1) 

Pl(2,2) 

P1(2,3) 

P2(2,1) 

P2(2,2) 

P2(2,3) 

SLACK(!) 

SLACK(2) 

*Vehicle-fixed coordinate system 
**Leave blank if NOPBLT=2.0 
*+Leave blank if NOPBLT=l.O 

Description 

X coordinate* of shoulder
belt anchor point No. 1 
(inches) 

Y coordinate* of shoulder
belt anchor point No. 1 
(inches) 

Z coordinate* of shoulder
belt anchor point No. 1 
(inches) 

X coordinate* of shoulder
belt anchor point No. 2 
(inches) 

Y coordinate* of shoulder
belt anchor point No. 2 
(inches) 

Z coordinate* of shoulder
belt anchor point No. 2 
(inches) 

amount of initial slack 
(looseness of fit) in lap
belt (inches) 

amount of initial slack in 
shoulder-belt (inches) 
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c. Third card of thirteenth series, Format(8Fl0.0) 

Col. No. 

1-10** 

11-20** 

21-30** 

31-40*+ 

41-50*+ 

51-60*+ 

61-80 

Program 
Variable 

SKl(l) 

SK2(1) 

DELC(l) 

SKl (1) 

SK2(2) 

DELC (2) 

*A bi-linear representation 
**Leave blank if NOPBLT=2.0 
*+Leave blank if NOPBLT=l.O 

Description 

the first slope of the 
idealized* force-elongation 
curve for the lap-belt 
(lb./in.) 

the second slope of the 
idealized* force-elongation 
curve for the lap-belt 
(lb. I in.) 

the value of lap-belt elon
gation at which the slope 
of its force-elongation 
curve* changes from SKl(l) 
to SK1(2) (inches) 

the first slope of the 
idealized* force-elongation 
curve for the shoulder-belt 
(lb. /in.) 

the second slope of the 
idealized* force-elongation 
curve for the shoulder-belt 
(lb. /in.) 

the value of shoulder-belt 
elongation at which the 
slope of its force-elon
gation curve* changes from 
SK1(2) to SK2(2) (inches) 

leave blank 



a. 

Fourteenth Series of Cards (NOCRD+l Cards) 

Information* Necessary to Extend an Existing 
Computer Solution without Duplication 

of Effort 
(Needed only for extending an existing solution) 

First card of fourteenth series, Format(7FlO.O,Il0) 

Program 
Col. No. Variable Description 

exactly the number of 
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cards 

1-10 NOCRD to be included in part b 
of this series (punch 
decimal) 

11-78 leave blank 

79-80 NCARD = 14 

( . ) th b. Second through NOCRD+l card of fourteenth series,. 
Format(2I2,F6.0) 

Col. No. 

1-2 

3-4 

Program 
Variable 

J 

K 

Description 

refer to last printout sheet 
of computer solution in 
question for numerical value 
(punch right justified with
out a decimal) 

refer to last printout sheet 
of computer solution in 
question for numerical value 
(punch right justified with
aut a decimal) 

*"Contact Sphere No. J" and "Contact Surface No. K" for which 
NARRY(J,K)=O, initially. This information is given on last printout 
sheet of existing computer solution in question. 
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5-10 NARRY(J ,K) = 0.0 or leave blank 

11-80 leave blank 

Note: A separate card as shown above is required for each NARRY(J,K) 

to be initialized. 

Col. No. 

1-76 

77-80 

Col. No. 

1-4 

5-80 

Col. No. 

1-4 

5-80 

"Fifteenth Series of Cards (1 card) 

Terminates Reading of Numerical Input 

Program 
Variable 

NCARD 

Description 

leave blank 

= 1000 

Sixteenth Series of Cards (1 card) 

X-Y Plot Option 

Program 
Variable 

HED(l) 

Program 
Variable 

HED(l) 

Final Card 

Description 

= STAN, yields X-Y plots of 14 
selected variables vs. time 

= NONE, no plots desired 

leave blank 

Description 

= FINI 

leave blank 
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